Site assessment matrix v1
Approach
Whilst place shaping is about meeting the specific needs of neighbourhoods and
communities, there is a strategic requirement to provide an additional 500 new
homes on the urban fringe around Plymouth, which will be located within the South
Hams District area. The adopted South Hams Core Strategy has identified 500 new
homes but is not location specific.
The South Hams Core Strategy also identifies a need for 4 hectares of employment
land on the urban fringe, to the west of Roborough. A specific site was identified to
the west of Broadley Park Employment Estate in Roborough within the Preferred
Options Plymouth Urban Fringe Site Specific Allocations document, produced by
South Hams District Council.
Housing allocation – 500 new homes
Sites on the urban fringe that have been promoted for housing development have
been assessed to identify the most sustainable location for the allocation of 500 new
homes.
South Hams District Council undertook a SHLAA in 2009 and Plymouth City Council
undertook a SHLAA in 2009, which together assessed all sites across Plymouth and
the urban fringe. All sites which were promoted to the studies and lie within the
urban fringe, were assessed again for the allocation of 500 homes. These sits are
mapped and shown in Appendix 1.
This urban fringe site assessment has gone further and has assessed the suitability,
availability and achievability of each site for providing 500 new homes, existing urban
fringe neighbourhoods, and how development in this location can improve both the
existing community, as well as how the site relates to the open countryside.
Each site was assessed and a full site assessment matrix completed, which included
commentary and traffic light grading. The commentary was provided on specific
questions under the main headings below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A well connected community
A community with thriving mixed uses and appropriate and accessible
services
A neighbourhood that respects and capitalises on its environment
An attractive and safe neighbourhood with well designed buildings and
spaces
A prosperous community with a health and diverse economy
Availability
Achievability

At this draft stage there are a few area uncompleted for some of the sites, mainly the
availability and achievability criteria, which can be updated on further assessment.

Each proforma question was graded with a traffic light grading. The methodology for
using the traffic light grading, relating to the key questions, is provided at the front of
full site assessment matrix (Appendix 3).
A summary of all sites is outlined in Appendix 2, which provides a summary of all
traffic light answers to the questions asked on each site. This helped, along with the
written commentary in site assessment matrix (Appendix 3), to select the preferred
location for 500 new homes.
Employment allocation (4ha)
As stated above, the South Hams Core Strategy identifies 4 hectares for employment
to the west of Roborough, and a specific site within the Preferred Options Plymouth
Urban Fringe Site Specific Allocations document, produced by South Hams District
Council. This site has been reassessed for its suitability for employment use. The
site is actually a smaller part of a SHLAA site which was promoted for housing, and
the wider site was assessed for it’s potential for 500 homes, as described above.
As part of the Plymouth SHLAA work undertaken in 2009, 4 sites just to the east of
Roborough at Broadley Park Employment Estate were promoted to the Council for
residential development. These sites were found to be unsuitable for residential
development. Therefore these 4 sites have also been assessed for the potential use
of employment.
Each site was assessed and a full site assessment matrix completed, which included
commentary and traffic light grading. The same matrix was completed for these sites

Results of site assessments
The results of each site assessment are set out in the tables below. The full
assessments are provided within the site assessment matrix in Appendix 3.
Housing allocation – 500 new homes
SHLAA
site ref
no.

Summary of site assessments

28_014

The site is close to existing facilities and bus service, although there is no local
employment. Site constrained by bend in road, which would need junction
improvements, and there are highway capacity issues relating to Tamerton Foliot
village. Site is grade 2 agricultural land and has landscape constraints.
Development at this site does not really present any opportunities to improve the
existing adjacent neighbourhood or the countryside on the urban edge.
The site is close to existing facilities and bus service, although there is no local
employment and it is not within walking distance of a local centre. Site constrained
by poor access, which could be improved if the site came forward with 28_014,
and there are highway capacity issues relating to Tamerton Foliot village. Site is
grade 2 agricultural land. Adjacent to the AONB, it is considered unsuitable for
development in landscape and visual terms. Development at this site does not
really present any opportunities to improve the existing adjacent neighbourhood or
the countryside on the urban edge.
The site is close to existing facilities and bus service, although there is no local
employment. Site constrained by bend in road, which would need junction
improvements, and there are highway capacity issues relating to Tamerton Foliot
village. A small section of land along the south west border is adjacent the flood

28_010

28_006

28_009

29_005

30_006

30_007

30_008

30_009

30_010
31_005b

zone and the majority of the site is grade 2 agricultural land. Development is
considered to be unsuitable from a landscape and visual perspective.
Development at this site does not really present any opportunities to improve the
existing adjacent neighbourhood or the countryside on the urban edge.
The site is mainly detached from the existing built up area of Plymouth and
associates facilities. Site constrained as it is within the AONB and adjacent the
estuary which is a SSSI, SAC and SPA. Areas bordering parts of the site is
Ancient Woodland. Warleigh House lies to the north of the site and is a listed
building. The valley running down to it is within the site and is part of its approach
and contributes to its setting. A small section of land is adjacent the flood zone and
the majority of the site is grade 2 agricultural land. Development also not suitable
due to access constraints and would need major transport infrastructure for it to
come forward. Almost all of the area is protected by a national designation, much
of it is elevated and highly prominent in wider views and it forms an important part
of the estuary landscape.
The site is very detached by a valley from the existing built up area of Plymouth
and associated facilities. The site is not within walking distance of the nearest
neighbourhood, and the topography restricts connections to the existing
neighbourhoods. Site constrained by the AONB to the north. Development to the
north of the site would have a negative impact from the AONB. Development also
not suitable due to access constraints and would need major transport
infrastructure for it to come forward. A small section of land is adjacent the flood
zone.
The site is too detached from the built up area of Plymouth, and from any existing
local facilities, services and local centres, although it is within walking distance of a
bus stop. Therefore residential development in this location would not link into the
existing neighbourhoods, require large amounts of infrastructure and therefore
would not be appropriate. The site is close to the AONB.
The site is too detached from the built up area of Plymouth, and from any existing
local facilities, services and local centres, although it is within walking distance of a
bus stop.. Therefore residential development in this location would not link into the
existing neighbourhoods, require large amounts of infrastructure and therefore
would not be appropriate. The site should be retained undeveloped to retain the
immediate landscape setting of woodland and trees which surround Roborough
House.
The site is too detached from the built up area of Plymouth, and from any existing
local facilities, services and local centres, although it is within walking distance of a
bus stop. Therefore residential development in this location would not link into the
existing neighbourhoods, require large amounts of infrastructure and therefore
would not be appropriate. A watercourse which flows across the site and the
eastern border follows the flood zone. There is an area of Ancient Woodland close
to the site to the south. There are power lines crossing the corner of the site and
there are also topographical constraints. The relationship of development to trees
and the watercourse would also be key constraints.
There is no direct access onto a local highway, without coming forward with site
30_006. To the north the site is adjacent the AONB, but this would not be an
absolute constraint to residential development in this location. The site is too
detached from the built up area of Plymouth, and from any existing local facilities,
services and local centres, although it is within walking distance of a bus stop.
Therefore residential development in this location would not link into the existing
neighbourhoods, require large amounts of infrastructure and therefore would not
be appropriate.
There is no direct access onto a local highway, and the site is too small to deliver
500 new homes.
The site is within the built up area of Plymouth and between the neighbourhoods of
Woolwell and Roborough, and close to associated facilities and public transport
services. Therefore providing the opportunity for any new residents to use existing
facilities and/or provide new facilities which would be within walking distance for
both existing and new residents. The site is also located close to existing local
centre, large supermarket and local employment, as well as public transport.

31_009

31_012

36_006a
and b

36_005

36_007

40_022

There is no landscape, flooding or any other major constraints which would restrict
or constrain residential development in this location. Initial ecology study of the
site identify that hedgerows should be assumed to be ‘Important’ since the
presence of dormice, under the Hedgerows Regulations. Development would help
to improve access between Roborough and Woolwell, through improvements to
the lane to the east of the site and potentially through the site itself.
The site is within the built up area of Plymouth, adjacent the neighbourhood of
Woolwell and close to Roborough, and close to associated facilities and public
transport services. Therefore providing the opportunity for any new residents to
use existing facilities and/or provide new facilities which would be within walking
distance for both existing and new residents. The site is also located close to
existing Woolwell local centre and local public transport. Development would help
to improve access between Roborough and Woolwell, through improvements to
the lane to the west of the site. However, the site has poor access, but if the site
came forward with SHLAA site 31_005b, then access might be able to be
achieved. It has a rather urban fringe character and the landscape condition is
generally poor. However, there are extensive views towards the site from the
countryside to the east extending into the fringes of the National Park and
therefore considered unsuitable in terms of landscape.
The site is adjacent the existing neighbourhood of Woolwell, and close to
associated facilities and public transport services. Therefore providing the
potential for any new residents to use existing facilities and/or provide new facilities
which would be within walking distance for both existing and new residents. There
is no landscape or flooding constraints. The site is identified as part of the LDF
Greenscape and adjacent Ancient Woodland, therefore if developed has the
potential to adversely affect biodiversity. A satisfactory access could be achieved
at the northern end via existing residential streets. However, the presence of the
tramway along the edge of the site and uncertainty over the ownership of access
areas, means this site is currently not available, but could come forward in further
assessments. The site is also too small to deliver 500 new homes.
The site is very detached by a valley and woodland from the existing built up area
of Plymouth and associated facilities. The site is not within walking distance of the
nearest neighbourhood, and the topography restricts connections to the existing
neighbourhoods. Site constrained by topography. There is an existing pipeline
safeguarded which crosses the site connecting the Plymouth boundary with Lee
Moor quarry. Development is not suitable due to access constraints and would
need major transport infrastructure for it to come forward. Parts of the site are
designated as Scheduled Ancient Monument and Flood Zone 3. The land is
therefore highly prominent and forms a key part of the green hills and ridges that
surround parts of the city and are important part of its overall setting and is not
appropriate for accommodating development. Development to the north of the site
would have a negative impact on woodland and adjacent SSSI.
Although adjacent to an existing housing estate, the site does not link well with any
existing neighbourhoods in Plymouth and associated facilities. Site is not well
related to meet the needs of existing residents. The site is not within walking
distance of the nearest neighbourhood, although it is adjacent a bus stop.
Topography, landscape issues and flood risk at the bottom of the valley constrains
development in this location. There is a proposal to develop a road to go through
this site, which will provide a lorry route for quarry vehicles travelling out of Lee
Moor quarry. This route has not as yet been confirmed.
Although adjacent to an existing housing estate, the site does not link well with any
existing neighbourhoods in Plymouth and associated facilities. Site is not well
related to meet the needs of existing residents. The site is not within walking
distance of the nearest neighbourhood, although it is close to a bus stop.
Topography, landscape issues and flood risk at the bottom of the valley constrains
development in this location.
The site is detached from the existing built up area of Plymouth, including the
proposed Sherford and associates facilities. Although the site is closer to facilities
in the village of Brixton. A small section of land is adjacent the flood zone and
parts of the site is grade 2 agricultural land. Site constrained as part of it is viewed

40_025

from the AONB to the south. The site lies south of Sherford Community Park,
identified in the Area Action Plan, which identifies the need to ‘protection of the
ridge NE of Brixton from development’ (para 5.2). Development within this site
would therefore be completely at odds with the strategy for the area identified
through the adopted AAP. It would create a pocket of development that is poorly
related in visual terms to the city and which is likely to give rise to substantial
adverse landscape and visual effects on the wider. It would also erode the
separation of Brixton from the city edge and compromise its identity.
The site is detached from the existing built up area of Plymouth, and although
close to some facilities, the site would not link well to the existing neighbourhood.
It has poor access and infrastructure costs are likely to preclude development in
the current economic climate. A small part of the site is within flood zone 3. Whilst
the western end of the rugby pitches, south of Coltness Road, could accommodate
a relatively discrete area of development, the rest of the site is considered to be
unsuitable for development due to its value as a landscape buffer between the built
up edge and the AONB and its wide visual exposure, including views from the
AONB.

Conclusion
The most sustainable and preferred location for new housing development, on the urban
fringe, is SHLAA site 31_005b in Woolwell. It is within the built up area of Plymouth and close
to associated facilities and public transport services. There have been initial ecology study of
the site which identified that hedgerows should be assumed to be ‘Important’ since the
presence of dormice, under the Hedgerows Regulations. Further investigation would need to
be completed in order to provide sufficient mitigation measures. The SHLAA provided site
31_005b with a yield of 100 dwellings.
The second preferred location for new housing development, on the urban fringe, is SHLAA
site 31_009. It is adjacent, and to the east, of site 31_005b and is close to local facilities and
public transport services. The site is also located close to existing Woolwell local centre and
local public transport. The site has poor access, but if the site came forward with SHLAA site
31_005b, then access might be able to be achieved. It has a rather urban fringe character
and the landscape condition is generally poor. However, there are extensive views towards
the site from the countryside to the east extending into the fringes of the National Park and
therefore further work would need to be undertaken to investigate possible mitigation
measures.
If both sites came forward together then development would help to improve access between
Roborough and Woolwell, through improvements to the lane to the east of the site and
potentially through the sites as well. The sites provide the best opportunity to really link into
existing communities/neighbourhoods and enable new residents to use existing facilities
and/or provide new facilities which would be within walking distance for both existing and new
residents. Both sites are also is well served by public transport.

Employment allocation (4ha)
SHLAA
ref no.

Results of assessment

Part of
29_005

The site is not close to any existing residential areas or local services, although
there is a bus stop within walking distance of the site. The site is identified as being
on a large historic landfill site, which may provide adverse environmental health
factors. Adjacent to an AONB along the northern border of the site. It is identified
in the South Hams preferred options Urban Fringe Site Specific Allocation for
employment. The site is adjacent an existing employment area and situated on
the Tavistock Road, which could be attractive to potential employers for B1c, B2 or
B8 uses. However, the site is in an exposed location. In landscape terms, this site

30_006

30_007

30_008

30_009

would not present the best location for employment development, with views of the
site from the AONB.
The site is not suitable for employment development due to it’s proximity to the
AONB and National Park beyond, and in landscape terms would be more suitable
to small scale development, such as residential. However, the site is not close to
any existing residential areas, local services or bus stop. In landscape terms, this
site would not present the best location for employment development. This site
was promoted (and rejected) for housing in the Plymouth SHLAA, and it is
currently unknown if the site is available for employment.
The site is not close to any existing residential areas or local services, although
there is a bus stop within walking distance of the site. The site is adjacent to an
AONB. The site should probably be retained undeveloped to retain the immediate
landscape setting of woodland and trees which surround Roborough House. In
landscape terms, this site would not present the best location for employment
development. This site was promoted (and rejected) for housing in the Plymouth
SHLAA, and it is currently unknown if the site is available for employment.
The site is not close to any existing residential areas or local services, although
there is a bus stop within walking distance of the site. A watercourse which flows
across the site. The eastern border follows the flood zone. The landform around
the site forms a discrete bowl within the landscape, reinforced with woodland, tree
belts and trees which provide a strong structure and further enclosure from the
wider area such that the site is discrete. The site falls directly within the visual
envelope of the existing estate development and a high voltage electricity line
crosses the area. In landscape terms, this site would present the best location for
employment development. There is an opportunity to accommodate development
in this location although an extension to the existing industrial estate is probably
the most appropriate use. This site was promoted (and rejected) for housing in the
Plymouth SHLAA, and it is currently unknown if the site is available for
employment.
The site is not suitable for employment development due to it’s proximity to the
AONB and National Park beyond, and in landscape terms would be more suitable
to small scale development, such as residential. However, the site is not close to
any existing residential areas, local services or bus stop. It also has no local
highway access, and could only come forward with site 30_006. In landscape
terms, this site would not present the best location for employment development.
This site was promoted (and rejected) for housing in the Plymouth SHLAA, and it is
currently unknown if the site is available for employment.

Conclusion
The adopted Core Strategy identifies a broad area for 4ha of employment to the west
of Roborough. Part of site 29_005 was identified in the South Hams preferred
options Urban Fringe Site Specific Allocation for employment, but this document was
never adopted.
This study has reassessed this potential employment allocation, along with 4 other
sites which were promoted to the Plymouth SHLAA for housing. Each of the
additional 4 sites were found unsuitable for residential development as the location is
too detached from the main built up area of Plymouth. However, this study has
assessed these sites for potential employment, to compare to the original potential
employment allocation identified in the South Hams Urban Fringe Site Specific
Allocation document.
This study can conclude that the preferred location for employment is SHLAA site
30_008. There are a number of constraints to overcome, such as flooding and
topography, and the availability needs to checked. However, the site provides the
best location in terms of minimal landscape impact but would also provide the most

attractive and prominent site for any new business, as it’s close to the road
approaching Plymouth. It relates well to the existing employment area at Broadley
Park Employment Park.

Appendix 1

Appendix 2

Plymouth Urban Fringe Site Assessments
Criteria

A well connected community
Is the site accessible by walking to a
bus service?
Is the site accessible by walking to a
bus station?
Is the site accessible by walking to a
railway station?
Is the site accessible by cycling to a
railway station?
What kind of access does the site
have to the local highway network?
Are there any major transport
infrastructure deficits affecting this
site which need to be overcome?
A community with thriving mixed
uses and appropriate and
accessible services
Is the site accessible by walking and
cycling to a local centre?
Is the site accessible by walking and
cycling to a primary school?
Is the site accessible by walking and
cycling to an employment area?
Is the site accessible by walking and
cycling to health facilities?
Is the site accessible by walking and
cycling to an open space?
Is the site accessible by walking and
cycling to other community facilities?
Are there any major infrastructure
deficits affecting this site which need
to be overcome - utilities
Are there any major infrastructure
deficits affecting this site which need
to be overcome - schools
Are there any major infrastructure
deficits affecting this site which need
to be overcome - health facilities
A neighbourhood that respects
and capitalises on its environment
Designations
Does the site contain best and most
versatile agricultural land?
Is the site within or immediately
adjacent to a nationally protected
landscape?
Does the site contain known mineral
resources?
Physical constraints
Is the site at risk of flooding?
Does the site contain unstable and/or
contaminated land?
What is the topography of the site?
Does it contain steep slopes?
Potential impacts
Would development on this site have
an adverse landscape and/or visual
impact? (Survey)
Would development on this site have
an adverse landscape and/or visual
impact? (Chris Enderby)
Would development on this site
cause the coalescence of distinctly
separate communities?
Would development on this site
adversely affect biodiversity or
protected species?
Would development on this site have
an adverse effect on the historic
environment and cultural heritage?
Would development on this site have
an adverse effect on air quality?
Are there any other existing local
adverse environmental health
factors? (noise, smell, disturbance,
etc.)
A well connected community
Does the site provide potential to
enhance street networks and address
topography to improve the likelihood
of cycling and walking in the area?
Does the site provide potential to
enhance street networks and/or
enhance catchment populations to
support the provision/improvement of
public transport services?
Does the site provide potential to
improve accessibility by walking,
cycling or by public transport to
adjacent neighbourhoods or district or
city centre?
Does the site provide potential to
improve accessibility to the
countryside by walking, cycling or
horseback?
Does the site provide potential to
improve the local highway network?
A community with thriving mixed
uses and appropriate and
accessible services
Does the site provide opportunities
whilst requiring only limited additional
infrastructure?
Does the site provide potential to
provide specific local services and
facilities identified as lacking in the
local neighbourhood?
Does the site provide potential to
support existing services by
enhancing the catchment population?
A neighbourhood that respects
and capitalises on its environment
Do the physical characteristics of the
site offer opportunities for additional
energy efficiency or energy
generation?
Does the site provide potential for the
reuse of previously developed land?
Does the site provide potential to
maximise the efficient use of
underperforming or underused land
or vacant buildings?
Does the site provide potential to
improve the appearance of the urban
edge and the relationship with the
natural environment and countryside
beyond?
Does the site provide potential to
improve biodiversity or enhance the
habitats of protected species?
An attractive and safe
neighbourhood with well designed
buildings and spaces
Does the site provide potential to
enhance areas identified as being of
poor quality or lacking in character /
identity or with potential safety /
security issues?
Does the site provide potential to
enhance the public realm or provide
new or improved public spaces
(including formal and informal
recreation pitches)?
Does the site provide potential to
achieve a better mix or range of
different house types and tenures?
A prosperous community with a
healthy and diverse economy
Does the site provide potential for
local people to walk to local
employment?
Is the site attractive to potential
employers?
Does the site provide potential to
enhance the range of local
businesses (variety)?
Availability
Is the site controlled by a developer
who has expressed an intention to
develop, or by a land owner who has
expressed an intention to sell?
Are there are any legal or ownership
problems, such as multiple
ownerships, ransom strips, tenancies
or operational requirements of
landowners which may affect the
availability of the site?
Achievability
Is the area attractive for market
investment? e.g. high - low value
sales area
Are there likely to be any major
abnormal costs which may affect the
ability of the site to be developed?
(e.g. major infrastructure,
contamination remediation, flood
alleviation, highway/drainage
improvements, S.106 package).

28_014

28_010

28_006

28_009

29_005

30_006

30_007

30_008

30_009

30_010

31_005b 31_009

31_012

36_006a 36_005
b and
009

36_007

40_022

40_025

Appendix 3

Plymouth Urban Fringe Site Assessments for Potential Urban
Fringe Sites
Site location and characteristics
General rating key
Good / No constraints or impacts
Moderate / Some constraints or impacts but mitigation possible
Poor / Absolute constraints or unacceptable impacts
Accessibility rating
Up to 5 minutes walk (400m) on dedicated, well lit pedestrian route to
frequent (4x per hour) bus service
Up to 5 minutes walk (400m) on dedicated, well lit pedestrian route to
facilities
Safe and inviting cycle routes and links to the National Cycle Network
5-10 minutes walk (400-800m) to (4x per hour) service or up to 5 minutes
walk of more infrequent service and/or limitations on quality/topography of
routes
5-10 minutes walk (400-800m) to facilities and/or limitations on
quality/topography of routes
Limitations in the quality/topography of cycle routes
Over 10 minutes walk (800m+) to facilities or bus service and/or poor
quality/topography of routes
Poor quality / steep topography of cycle routes that cannot be addressed
Environmental rating
Previously developed land
Flood zone 1
Outside 1km radius of any macro environmental health issue
Grades 3b, 4 and 5 agricultural land quality
Adjacent national protected landscape
Within buffer zone for minerals safeguarded area
Flood zone 2 and/or evidence of local flooding
Within 1km radius of a macro environmental health issue
Grades 1, 2 and 3a agricultural land quality
Within national protected landscape
Within minerals safeguarded area with potential for extraction
Flood zone 3
Within 250m radius of a macro environmental health issue
Within Air Quality Management Area

Sites 28_014, 28_010, 28_006 and part / all of 29_005 could potentially be assessed as 1 site
Site ref

Site Address

Neighbourhood

28_014

West Trehills Farmhouse, Allem Lane

28. Tamerton Foliot

Local Authority

SHLAA Status

Site Area (ha)

South Hams

Site below SHLAA threshold

2.38

Description of site
SHLAA conclusion: The site is not within the Plymouth administrative boundary. It is within the South Hams. The Panel concluded that the access reduces
yield below SHLAA threshold.

Planning history

Criteria
A well connected community
Is the site accessible by walking to a bus service?

Is the site accessible by walking to a bus station?
Is the site accessible by walking to a railway
station?
Is the site accessible by cycling to a railway
station?
What kind of access does the site have to the local
highway network?
Are there any major transport infrastructure deficits
affecting this site which need to be overcome?

A community with thriving mixed uses and
appropriate and accessible services
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to a
local centre?

Rating

Comments
The area is well served by public transport. The main public transport route: Fore Street and
Whisoncross Lane, is well provisioned on both sides with bus-routes. There is a new bus stop
on Cunnington Road making access to public transport effective across the whole of the
existing community. Tamerton Foliot’s exising bus service is connected to Plymouth’s bus
network. The neighbourhood centre in Fore Street is served by the bus service 42 A/B/D.
This also runs from Cunningham Street in the north, linking Tamerton to Southway, Derriford,
Mutley and the City Centre. The service runs every half hour Monday-Saturdays, with 2
evening services and an hourly service on Sundays.

The site is situated on a local highway. It is on a slight bend on the road and new junction
improvements would need to be created to make the access work.
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) for adjacent site 28_006 - Highway capacity through Tamerton
village and at A38 Manadon Junction would need to be resolved for this site to come forward.
It was assessed in the South Hams SHLAA ref no 04_12_08. SHLAA Panel concluded" HA:
Impacts on A38 Manadon Junction (already at capacity) - limited improvements possible.
Requires stepped change in PT provision to remove existing trips on network also. Highway
capacity through Tamerton village will reduce yield".

The site within a 5-10 minute walk north of the neighbourhood centre on Fore Street, which
consists of a post office, convenience shop, Chinese takeaway and 3 pubs and is grouped

Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to a
primary school?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to an
employment area?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to
health facilities?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to an
open space?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to
other community facilities?

Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - utilities
Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - schools

Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - health
facilities
A neighbourhood that respects and capitalises
on its environment
Designations
Does the site contain best and most versatile
agricultural land?
Is the site within or immediately adjacent to a
nationally protected landscape?
Does the site contain known mineral resources?
Physical constraints
Is the site at risk of flooding?
Does the site contain unstable and/or
contaminated land?
What is the topography of the site? Does it contain
steep slopes?
Potential impacts
Would development on this site have an adverse

around a local green with a church and community centre opposite. According to
methodology, the current population of Tamerton Foliot of 2,300 (2001 census) is too low a
population to support a neighbourhood centre. Although the facilities are currently all the in
southern part of the neighbourhood and the northern part of lacking.
The site is approximately 360m of a primary school
There is a lack of local employment opportunities in the immediate neighbourhood, although
there is a good bus service to other neighbourhoods and the city centre.
The site is within 5-10 minute walking distance and within easy cycling distance of a health
facility.
The closest public open space (312) is under 5 mins walk from the site.
There is a good range of community facilities for the neighbourhood’s population however
they are no evenly distributed across the neighbourhood, with the northern half, adjacent to
the site, lacks any community facilities. There is a community centre within just over 200m of
the site.
???
In Sept 2011 Plymouth schools will be over the maximum, and by 2013 there will be a need
for approx 550 extra places across the city. There is no capacity within the adjacent primary
schools to expand existing facilities. Therefore this development (or elsewhere) would need
to provide additional school places for any new housing and the growing required places in
existing areas within Plymouth.
No

Grade 2

The site is Greenfield and unlikely to be contaminated.
Survey - The site rises slightly from south to north.

Survey - There would be no adverse visual impact on the landscape character or from the

landscape and/or visual impact?
Would development on this site have an adverse
landscape and/or visual impact?

AONB from the north of the site.
CE - Whilst local views into the site are quite well contained (at least in summer) the site is
very prominent in the extensive views available across the Tamerton valley from Southway to
the south which extends over the ridge, across the Tamar estuary and into Cornwall. There is
also the potential for development to appear on the skyline and in views from across and
along the valley from the north east. The woodland and trees which run along this side of the
village form a robust, defensible and attractive edge to this part of the village. The site is
considered to be unsuitable for development for the same reasons as site 28-006.
No

Would development on this site cause the
coalescence of distinctly separate communities?
Would development on this site adversely affect
biodiversity or protected species?
Would development on this site have an adverse
effect on the historic environment and cultural
heritage?
Would development on this site have an adverse
effect on air quality?
Are there any other existing local adverse
environmental health factors? (noise, smell,
disturbance, etc.)

There are mature hedgerows on the borders of the site which may contain important habitats
for wildlife.

There are no AQMAs in the location, therefore air quality is unknown.
There are no adverse environmental health factors.

Place shaping opportunities
General rating key
Good opportunities
Possible opportunities but not certain or limited
No opportunities and/or potential negative impacts
This should be completed having regard to the Sustainable Neighbourhood Assessments (SNAs) carried out for the neighbourhoods in the vicinity of the site.
Criteria
A well connected community
Does the site provide potential to enhance street
networks and address topography to improve the
likelihood of cycling and walking in the area?
Does the site provide potential to enhance street
networks and/or enhance catchment populations
to support the provision/improvement of public
transport services?

Rating

Comments
The SNA states that the northern part of Tamerton Foilt is difficult to navigate, but
development on this site would not be able to facilitate improving existing street networks or
improve the likelihood of cycling and walking for existing residents, as the site is too
disconnected from the adjacent, existing, built up area.
The site is probably too small to enhance the street network, but the site does enhance
catchment populations to support existing public transport provision, which is currently a very
good service.

Does the site provide potential to improve
accessibility by walking, cycling or by public
transport to adjacent neighbourhoods or district or
city centre?

Does the site provide potential to improve
accessibility to the countryside by walking, cycling
or horseback?
Does the site provide potential to improve the local
highway network?
A community with thriving mixed uses and
appropriate and accessible services
Does the site provide opportunities whilst requiring
only limited additional infrastructure?
Does the site provide potential to provide specific
local services and facilities identified as lacking in
the local neighbourhood?
Does the site provide potential to support existing
services by enhancing the catchment population?

A neighbourhood that respects and capitalises
on its environment
Do the physical characteristics of the site offer
opportunities for additional energy efficiency or
energy generation?

The site does not connect the existing neighbourhood to other existing neighbourhoods,
districts or city centre. Therefore there is no potential to improve accessibility to other built up
areas. It is difficult to walk to adjacent neighbourhoods, district or city centre (with or without
the site being developed). The neighbourhood already has very good public transport
connections to Southway and the city centre on a well utilised connecting road. Connections
between Tamerton and Whitleigh are less effective.
No. There are no public footpaths on or adjacent the site that would connect the
development or existing residents to the countryside. Developing the site would reduce the
amount of green space surrounding existing residential areas, and it does not have public
access.
No

The neighbourhood of Tamerton Foliot has sufficient facilities and neighbourhood centre for
the existing population and further population.
Not applicable to this neighbourhood. (see comments below)

Yes. The site within a 5-10 minute walk north of the neighbourhood centre on Fore Street,
which consists of a post office, convenience shop, Chinese takeaway and 3 pubs and is
grouped around a local green with a church and community centre opposite. According to
methodology, the current population of Tamerton Foliot of 2,300 (2001 census) is too low a
population to support a neighbourhood centre. Therefore new development would support
the existing neighbourhood centre. Although the facilities are currently all in the southern part
of the neighbourhood rather than the north.

The site is not suitable for wind generation as it is within 400m of existing homes.
•

Biomass Sensitivity (Landscape) – 3 (of 1 – 5, 5 being most sensitive)
Miscanthus 12 – 16 (dte/y/ha) – Low / Medium
No, the site is currently used for horse paddock.
•

Does the site provide potential for the reuse of
previously developed land?
Does the site provide potential to maximise the
efficient use of underperforming or underused land
or vacant buildings?
Does the site provide potential to improve the
appearance of the urban edge and the relationship
with the natural environment and countryside
beyond?
Does the site provide potential to improve

No

No

There are mature hedgerows on the borders of the site which could be retain if any

biodiversity or enhance the habitats of protected
species?
An attractive and safe neighbourhood with well
designed buildings and spaces
Does the site provide potential to enhance areas
identified as being of poor quality or lacking in
character / identity or with potential safety /
security issues?

Does the site provide potential to enhance the
public realm or provide new or improved public
spaces (including formal and informal recreation
pitches)?
Does the site provide potential to achieve a better
mix or range of different house types and tenures?

A prosperous community with a healthy and
diverse economy
Does the site provide potential for local people to
walk to local employment?
Is the site attractive to potential employers?

Does the site provide potential to enhance the
range of local businesses (variety)?

development was to take place in this location.

No. The SNA for Tamerton Foliot identifies that the modern developments in the north have
poorly defined streets as it is difficult to tell which is the front or back of the low density
housing and many face communal car parks from the front away from the main street. The
high rise flats in the area often do not directly face the streets. However, any development on
this site would not have the potential to enhance these areas as topography and country lane
separate the 2 areas. Infact it would be necessary to retain the narrow country lane between
the existing estate and new development on this site, which could infact have a negative
impact on potential safety / security issues.
Yes, the site is quite flat and adjacent to the existing built up area.

Yes. There is a fair mix of housing types existing in Tamerton Foliot but a low percentage of
flats in the area. (see SNA for breakdown of existing %s relating to housing types and
tenures). Development of the site would provide the opportunity to provide more flats and
more affordable homes in the form of rented or affordable homes which are council or
housing association owned.

No. There is a lack of local employment opportunities in the immediate neighbourhood,
although there is a good bus service to other neighbourhoods and the city centre.
The site is probably not an attractive location for potential employers, as the site is remote
from any other businesses and does not have good road access from existing built up areas
of Plymouth.
The site would provide the opportunity to provide any local businesses, as there is currently a
lack of employment in the local area.

Deliverability
Availability key
Available and no ownership constraints
Potentially available but constraints which may be overcome
Not available or insurmountable ownership constraints
Achievability key

High value area and no major abnormal costs
Medium value area with major abnormal costs which may
affect viability
Low value area and/or abnormal costs which make
development likely to be unviable

Criteria
Availability
Is the site controlled by a developer who has
expressed an intention to develop, or by a land
owner who has expressed an intention to sell?
Are there are any legal or ownership problems,
such as multiple ownerships, ransom strips,
tenancies or operational requirements of
landowners which may affect the availability of the
site?
Achievability
Is the area attractive for market investment? e.g.
high - low value sales area
Are there likely to be any major abnormal costs
which may affect the ability of the site to be
developed? (e.g. major infrastructure,
contamination remediation, flood alleviation,
highway/drainage improvements, S.106 package).

Rating

Comments
Unknown at present - not assessed in SHLAA, but was promoted through the SHLAA

Unknown at present - not assessed in SHLAA, but was promoted through the SHLAA

Unknown at present - not assessed in SHLAA, but was promoted through the SHLAA
Unknown at present - not assessed in SHLAA, but was promoted through the SHLAA

Conclusion
The site is close to existing facilities and bus service, although there is no local employment. Site constrained by bend in road, which would need junction
improvements, and there are highway capacity issues relating to Tamerton Foliot village. Site is grade 2 agricultural land and has landscape constraints.
Development at this site does not really present any opportunities to improve the existing adjacent neighbourhood or the countryside on the urban edge.

Site ref

Site Address

Neighbourhood

28_010

Land at West Trehills

28. Tamerton Foliot

Local Authority

SHLAA Status

Site Area (ha)

South Hams

Undeliverable site

4.88

Description of site
This site comprises a field (under tall maize crop at time of visit) and detached house which sits on the top and gently north facing slopes of the ridge which

runs through the northern part of Tamerton Foliot. The edge of the village is defined by a narrow lane (Allen Lane) flanked by hedge banks and trees which
forms the sites western boundary.

Planning history
SHLAA conclusion: The site is not within the Plymouth administrative boundary. It is within the South Hams. The site is divorced from the main built up area
of Plymouth and access is via a narrow country lane which the Panel concluded makes the site undeliverable.

Criteria
A well connected community
Is the site accessible by walking to a bus service?

Is the site accessible by walking to a bus station?
Is the site accessible by walking to a railway
station?
Is the site accessible by cycling to a railway
station?
What kind of access does the site have to the local
highway network?
Are there any major transport infrastructure deficits
affecting this site which need to be overcome?

A community with thriving mixed uses and
appropriate and accessible services
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to a
local centre?

Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to a
primary school?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to an
employment area?

Rating

Comments
The area is well served by public transport. The main public transport route: Fore Street and
Whisoncross Lane, is well provisioned on both sides with bus-routes. There is a new bus stop
on Cunnington Road making access to public transport effective across the whole of the
existing community. Tamerton Foliot’s existing bus service is connected to Plymouth’s bus
network. The neighbourhood centre in Fore Street is served by the bus service 42 A/B/D.
This also runs from Cunningham Street in the north, linking Tamerton to Southway, Derriford,
Mutley and the City Centre. The service runs every half hour Monday-Saturdays, with 2
evening services and an hourly service on Sundays.

Very poor unless it comes forward with site 28_014.
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) for adjacent site 28_006 - Highway capacity through Tamerton
village and at A38 Manadon Junction would need to be resolved for this site to come forward.
It was assessed in the South Hams SHLAA ref no 04_12_08. SHLAA Panel concluded" HA:
Impacts on A38 Manadon Junction (already at capacity) - limited improvements possible.
Requires stepped change in PT provision to remove existing trips on network also. Highway
capacity through Tamerton village will reduce yield".

The site is just over 10 minute walk north of the neighbourhood centre on Fore Street, which
consists of a post office, convenience shop, Chinese takeaway and 3 pubs and is grouped
around a local green with a church and community centre opposite. According to
methodology, the current population of Tamerton Foliot of 2,300 (2001 census) is too low a
population to support a neighbourhood centre. Although the facilities are currently all the in
southern part of the neighbourhood and the northern part of lacking.
The site is with 5 minutes walking distance of a primary school.
There is a lack of local employment opportunities in the immediate neighbourhood, although
there is a good bus service to other neighbourhoods and the city centre.

Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to
health facilities?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to an
open space?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to
other community facilities?

Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - utilities
Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - schools

Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - health
facilities
A neighbourhood that respects and capitalises
on its environment
Designations
Does the site contain best and most versatile
agricultural land?
Is the site within or immediately adjacent to a
nationally protected landscape?

Does the site contain known mineral resources?
Physical constraints
Is the site at risk of flooding?
Does the site contain unstable and/or
contaminated land?
What is the topography of the site? Does it contain
steep slopes?
Potential impacts
Would development on this site have an adverse
landscape and/or visual impact?
Would development on this site have an adverse
landscape and/or visual impact?
Would development on this site cause the

The site is within 5-10 minute walking distance and within easy cycling distance of a health
facility.
The closest public open space (312) is under 5 mins walk from the site.
There is a good range of community facilities for the neighbourhood’s population however
they are no evenly distributed across the neighbourhood, with the northern half, adjacent to
the site, lacks any community facilities. There is a community centre within 5 minutes walking
distance of the site.
Check with utilities
In Sept 2011 Plymouth schools will be over the maximum, and by 2013 there will be a need
for approx 550 extra places across the city. There is no capacity within the adjacent primary
schools to expand existing facilities. Therefore this development (or elsewhere) would need
to provide additional school places for any new housing and the growing required places in
existing areas within Plymouth.
No

Grade 2
CE - The field lies just beyond within the southern edge of the Tamar AONB and has a clear
rural character and affinity with wider countryside; being elevated and exposed, the site is
open to views from a wide area within the AONB to the north (including the Tavy estuary).
Any development and associated lighting is likely to be very apparent and appear on the
skyline.

The majority of the site is Greenfield and unlikely to be contaminated.
The topography of the site would not restrict development potential. The site rises from the
south to the north and reaches a ridge along the northern border.
Survey - Development to the middle and north of the site would have a negative impact from
the AONB, which is adjacent and north of the site.
CE - Development of the site would lead to an inappropriate extension of the village into open
countryside, which is likely to be particularly prominent; as such the site is considered
unsuitable for development in landscape and visual terms.
No

coalescence of distinctly separate communities?
Would development on this site adversely affect
biodiversity or protected species?
Would development on this site have an adverse
effect on the historic environment and cultural
heritage?
Would development on this site have an adverse
effect on air quality?
Are there any other existing local adverse
environmental health factors? (noise, smell,
disturbance, etc.)

There are mature hedgerows on the borders of the site which may contain important habitats
for wildlife.
No

There are no AQMAs in the location, therefore air quality is unknown.
There are no known adverse environmental health factors.

Place shaping opportunities
General rating key
Good opportunities
Possible opportunities but not certain or limited
No opportunities and/or potential negative impacts
This should be completed having regard to the Sustainable Neighbourhood Assessments (SNAs) carried out for the neighbourhoods in the vicinity of the site.
Criteria
A well connected community
Does the site provide potential to enhance street
networks and address topography to improve the
likelihood of cycling and walking in the area?
Does the site provide potential to enhance street
networks and/or enhance catchment populations
to support the provision/improvement of public
transport services?
Does the site provide potential to improve
accessibility by walking, cycling or by public
transport to adjacent neighbourhoods or district or
city centre?

Does the site provide potential to improve
accessibility to the countryside by walking, cycling
or horseback?

Rating

Comments
The SNA states that the northern part of Tamerton Foilt is difficult to navigate, but this site
would not provide the opportunity to enhance existing street networks or address topography
issues.
The site is probably too small to enhance the street network, but the site does enhance
catchment populations to support existing public transport provision, which is currently very
good.
The site does not connect the existing neighbourhood to other existing neighbourhoods,
districts or city centre. Therefore there is no potential to improve accessibility to other built up
areas. It is difficult to walk to adjacent neighbourhoods, district or city centre (with or without
the site being developed). The neighbourhood already has very good public transport
connections to Southway and the city centre on a well utilised connecting road. Connections
between Tamerton and Whitleigh are less effective.
No. The SNA for Tamerton Foliot identifies that the modern developments in the north have
poorly defined streets as it is difficult to tell which is the front or back of the low density
housing and many face communal car parks from the front away from the main street. The
high rise flats in the area often do not directly face the streets. However, any development on

Does the site provide potential to improve the local
highway network?
A community with thriving mixed uses and
appropriate and accessible services
Does the site provide opportunities whilst requiring
only limited additional infrastructure?
Does the site provide potential to provide specific
local services and facilities identified as lacking in
the local neighbourhood?
Does the site provide potential to support existing
services by enhancing the catchment population?

A neighbourhood that respects and capitalises
on its environment
Do the physical characteristics of the site offer
opportunities for additional energy efficiency or
energy generation?
Does the site provide potential for the reuse of
previously developed land?
Does the site provide potential to maximise the
efficient use of underperforming or underused land
or vacant buildings?
Does the site provide potential to improve the
appearance of the urban edge and the relationship
with the natural environment and countryside
beyond?
Does the site provide potential to improve
biodiversity or enhance the habitats of protected
species?
An attractive and safe neighbourhood with well
designed buildings and spaces
Does the site provide potential to enhance areas
identified as being of poor quality or lacking in
character / identity or with potential safety /

this site would not have the potential to enhance these areas as topography and country lane
separate the 2 areas. Infact it would be necessary to retain the narrow country lane between
the existing estate and new development on this site, which could infact have a negative
impact on potential safety / security issues.
No. Access to the local highway network is via a very narrow lane which has mature hedges
and trees on each side, which would probably need to be retained. Access would need to be
provided via the site to the south SHLAA 28_014.

The neighbourhood of Tamerton Foliot has sufficient facilities and neighbourhood centre for
the existing population and further population.
The neighbourhood of Tamerton Foliot has sufficient facilities and neighbourhood centre for
the existing population and further population.
Yes. The site within a 5-10 minute walk north of the neighbourhood centre on Fore Street,
which consists of a post office, convenience shop, Chinese takeaway and 3 pubs and is
grouped around a local green with a church and community centre opposite. According to
methodology, the current population of Tamerton Foliot of 2,300 (2001 census) is too low a
population to support a neighbourhood centre. Although the facilities are currently all in the
southern part of the neighbourhood.

The site is not suitable for wind generation as it is within 400m of existing homes.
• Biomass Sensitivity (Landscape) – 3 (of 1 – 5, 5 being most sensitive)
• Miscanthus 12 – 16 (dte/y/ha) – Low / Medium
A small part of the sites is a derelict house and could be classed as PDL. Otherwise the site
is green field.
A small part of the sites is a derelict house and therefore this part of the site is underused
PDL. However, the majority of the site is Greenfield.
No

There are mature hedgerows on the borders of the site which may contain important habitats
for wildlife.

No. The SNA for Tamerton Foliot identifies that the modern developments in the north have
poorly defined streets as it is difficult to tell which is the front or back of the low density
housing and many face communal car parks from the front away from the main street. The

security issues?

Does the site provide potential to enhance the
public realm or provide new or improved public
spaces (including formal and informal recreation
pitches)?
Does the site provide potential to achieve a better
mix or range of different house types and tenures?

A prosperous community with a healthy and
diverse economy
Does the site provide potential for local people to
walk to local employment?
Is the site attractive to potential employers?

Does the site provide potential to enhance the
range of local businesses (variety)?

high rise flats in the area often do not directly face the streets. However, any development on
this site would not have the potential to enhance these areas as topography and country lane
separate the 2 areas. Infact it would be necessary to retain the narrow country lane between
the existing estate and new development on this site, which could infact have a negative
impact on potential safety / security issues.
Potentially, as the site is quite flat and adjacent to the existing built up area, although the site
would need to come forward with SHLAA site 28_014.

Yes. There is a fair mix of housing types existing in Tamerton Foliot but a low percentage of
flats in the area. (see SNA for breakdown of existing %s relating to housing types and
tenures). Development of the site would provide the opportunity to provide more flats and
more affordable homes in the form of rented or affordable homes which are council or
housing association owned.

No. There is a lack of local employment opportunities in the immediate neighbourhood,
although there is a good bus service to other neighbourhoods and the city centre.
The site is probably not an attractive location for potential employers, as the site is remote
from any other businesses and does not have good road access from existing built up areas
of Plymouth.
The site would provide the opportunity to provide any local businesses, as there is currently a
lack of employment in the local area.

Deliverability
Availability key
Available and no ownership constraints
Potentially available but constraints which may be overcome
Not available or insurmountable ownership constraints
Achievability key
High value area and no major abnormal costs
Medium value area with major abnormal costs which may
affect viability
Low value area and/or abnormal costs which make
development likely to be unviable

Criteria
Availability
Is the site controlled by a developer who has
expressed an intention to develop, or by a land
owner who has expressed an intention to sell?
Are there are any legal or ownership problems,
such as multiple ownerships, ransom strips,
tenancies or operational requirements of
landowners which may affect the availability of the
site?
Achievability
Is the area attractive for market investment? e.g.
high - low value sales area
Are there likely to be any major abnormal costs
which may affect the ability of the site to be
developed? (e.g. major infrastructure,
contamination remediation, flood alleviation,
highway/drainage improvements, S.106 package).

Rating

Comments
Unknown at present - not assessed in SHLAA, but was promoted through the SHLAA

Unknown at present - not assessed in SHLAA, but was promoted through the SHLAA

Unknown at present - not assessed in SHLAA, but was promoted through the SHLAA
Unknown at present - not assessed in SHLAA, but was promoted through the SHLAA

Conclusion
The site is close to existing facilities and bus service, although there is no local employment and it is not within walking distance of a local centre. Site
constrained by poor access, which could be improved if the site came forward with 28_014, and there are highway capacity issues relating to Tamerton Foliot
village. Site is grade 2 agricultural land. Adjacent to the AONB, it is considered unsuitable for development in landscape and visual terms. Development at
this site does not really present any opportunities to improve the existing adjacent neighbourhood or the countryside on the urban edge.

Site ref

Site Address

Neighbourhood

28_006

Whitson Farm

28. Tamerton Foliot

Local Authority

SHLAA Status

Site Area (ha)

South Hams

Deliverable sites, constrained by policy

6.71

Description of site
The site occupies grass fields (one used for horses, with stables) and an area of woodland located on the eastern outskirts of the village. The northern
boundary is defined by Rowborough Lane but the eastern and southern boundaries are not consistent with field boundaries, cutting an arbitrary line across
three fields.

Planning history
The site is outside the development boundary and within South Hams District Council. A small section of land along the south west border is adjacent the
flood zone. It was assessed in the South Hams SHLAA ref no 04_12_08. SHLAA Panel concluded" HA: Impacts on A38 Manadon Junction (already at
capacity) - limited improvements possible. Requires stepped change in PT provision to remove existing trips on network also. Highway capacity through
Tamerton village will reduce yield". Yield 80 dwellings in years 6 - 10. Site is near to an AONB.

SHLAA - Conclusion
The site is not within the Plymouth administrative boundary. It is within the South Hams. Although the Panel felt that this site is deliverable for residential
development in principle, it is outside the development boundary and would contravene current planning policy. The SHLAA must therefore consider that the
site has a zero yield within the current policy context and this should be reviewed through the Urban Fringe DPD.

SHLAA – Constraints to be overcome prior to development
The site is not within the Plymouth administrative boundary. It is within the South Hams. The site will need to be reassessed as part of the work being
undertaken for the Plymouth Urban Fringe DPD, which could potential enable the site come forward for residential development. Highway capacity through
Tamerton village and at A38 Manadon Junction would need to be resolved for this site to come forward. There are also flood issues that would need to be
resolved in discussions with the Environment Agency.

SHLAA – Alternative uses which the site maybe be suitable for
If access issues can be overcome the site provides a suitable location for a range of services and/or employment to serve the northern part of the
neighbourhood.

SHLAA unconstrained yield = 80 units (2014-2019)

Criteria
A well connected community
Is the site accessible by walking to a bus service?

Is the site accessible by walking to a bus station?
Is the site accessible by walking to a railway
station?
Is the site accessible by cycling to a railway
station?
What kind of access does the site have to the local
highway network?
Are there any major transport infrastructure deficits
affecting this site which need to be overcome?

A community with thriving mixed uses and
appropriate and accessible services

Rating

Comments
The area is well served by public transport. The main public transport route: Fore Street and
Whisoncross Lane, is well provisioned on both sides with bus-routes. There is a new bus stop
on Cunnington Road making access to public transport effective across the whole of the
existing community. Tamerton Foliot’s exisint bus service is connected to Plymouth’s bus
network. The neighbourhood centre in Fore Street is served by the bus service 42 A/B/D.
This also runs from Cunningham Street in the north, linking Tamerton to Southway, Derriford,
Mutley and the City Centre. The service runs every half hour Monday-Saturdays, with 2
evening services and an hourly service on Sundays.

Very poor access via narrow country lane bordered by mature hedgerows.
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) 28_006 - Highway capacity through Tamerton village and at A38
Manadon Junction would need to be resolved for this site to come forward. It was assessed in
the South Hams SHLAA ref no 04_12_08. SHLAA Panel concluded" HA: Impacts on A38
Manadon Junction (already at capacity) - limited improvements possible. Requires stepped
change in PT provision to remove existing trips on network also. Highway capacity through
Tamerton village will reduce yield".

Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to a
local centre?

Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to a
primary school?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to an
employment area?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to
health facilities?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to an
open space?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to
other community facilities?

Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - utilities
Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - schools

Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - health
facilities
A neighbourhood that respects and capitalises
on its environment
Designations
Does the site contain best and most versatile
agricultural land?
Is the site within or immediately adjacent to a
nationally protected landscape?
Does the site contain known mineral resources?
Physical constraints
Is the site at risk of flooding?

Does the site contain unstable and/or

The site is between 5-10 minute walk north of the neighbourhood centre on Fore Street,
which consists of a post office, convenience shop, Chinese takeaway and 3 pubs and is
grouped around a local green with a church and community centre opposite. According to
methodology, the current population of Tamerton Foliot of 2,300 (2001 census) is too low a
population to support a neighbourhood centre. Although the facilities are currently all the in
southern part of the neighbourhood and the northern part of lacking.
The site is within a 5-10 minute walking distance of a primary school
There is a lack of local employment opportunities in the immediate neighbourhood, although
there is a good bus service to other neighbourhoods and the city centre.
The site is within 5-10 minute walking distance and within easy cycling distance of a health
facility.
The closest public open space (312) is under 5 mins walk from the site.
There is a good range of community facilities for the neighbourhood’s population however
they are no evenly distributed across the neighbourhood, with the northern half, adjacent to
the site, lacks any community facilities. There is a community centre within 5 minutes walking
distance of the site.
Check with utilities
In Sept 2011 Plymouth schools will be over the maximum, and by 2013 there will be a need
for approx 550 extra places across the city. There is no capacity within the adjacent primary
schools to expand existing facilities. Therefore this development (or elsewhere) would need
to provide additional school places for any new housing and the growing required places in
existing areas within Plymouth.
No

The majority of the site, which is more closely related to the built up area of Tamiton Foliot is
Grade 2. The remaining land to the east is Grade 3. (No data is available to distinguish this
piece of land between Grade 3a and 3b.)
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) 28_006 - Site is near to an AONB to the north of the site.

Plymouth SHLAA (2009) 28_006 - A small section of land along the south west border is
adjacent the flood zone. There are also flood issues that would need to be resolved in
discussions with the Environment Agency.
The site is Greenfield and unlikely to be contaminated.

contaminated land?
What is the topography of the site? Does it contain
steep slopes?
Potential impacts
Would development on this site have an adverse
landscape and/or visual impact?
Would development on this site have an adverse
landscape and/or visual impact?

The site contains steep slopes rising from the valley, from the south east border, to the north
west border along the lane.
Survey - Existing residents of Plymouth would view the development here from the south, but
there would be no adverse landscape impact on the wider countryside or AONB.
CE - The land forms a part of the upper slopes of the pronounced valley of the Tamerton
stream and slopes quite steeply southwards. As a consequence it is most apparent in views
from the southern side of the valley at Southway and along the valley from the north east
where the regular pattern of pasture fields which are a particular characteristic of the valley
are apparent. The woodland in the western part of the site already provides a very well
defined landscape edge to the village. Development within the site would be particularly
prominent, extending beyond the natural limits of the existing settlement; it would impinge
upon attractive views over the ridge and into Cornwall beyond (including views identified in
the Visual Amenity Assessment) and may appear on the skyline in views from lower
elevations. As a consequence development is considered to be wholly unsuitable from a
landscape and visual perspective.
No

Would development on this site cause the
coalescence of distinctly separate communities?
Would development on this site adversely affect
biodiversity or protected species?
Would development on this site have an adverse
effect on the historic environment and cultural
heritage?
Would development on this site have an adverse
effect on air quality?
Are there any other existing local adverse
environmental health factors? (noise, smell,
disturbance, etc.)

There are mature hedgerows on the borders of the site which may contain important habitats
for wildlife.
No

There are no AQMAs in the location, therefore air quality is unknown.
There are no known adverse environmental health factors.

Place shaping opportunities
General rating key
Good opportunities
Possible opportunities but not certain or limited
No opportunities and/or potential negative impacts
This should be completed having regard to the Sustainable Neighbourhood Assessments (SNAs) carried out for the neighbourhoods in the vicinity of the site.
Criteria

Rating

Comments

A well connected community
Does the site provide potential to enhance street
networks and address topography to improve the
likelihood of cycling and walking in the area?
Does the site provide potential to enhance street
networks and/or enhance catchment populations
to support the provision/improvement of public
transport services?
Does the site provide potential to improve
accessibility by walking, cycling or by public
transport to adjacent neighbourhoods or district or
city centre?

Does the site provide potential to improve
accessibility to the countryside by walking, cycling
or horseback?

The SNA states that the northern part of Tamerton Foliot is difficult to navigate, but this site
would not improve existing areas as the site is very steep and does not connect well to
existing built up area of Plymouth.
The site is probably too small to enhance the street network, but the site does enhance
catchment populations to support existing public transport provision, which is currently very
good.
The site does not connect the existing neighbourhood to other existing neighbourhoods,
districts or city centre. Therefore there is no potential to improve accessibility to other built up
areas. It is difficult to walk from Tamerton Foliot to adjacent neighbourhoods, district or city
centre (with or without the site being developed). The neighbourhood already has very good
public transport connections to Southway and the city centre on a well utilised connecting
road. Connections between Tamerton and Whitleigh are less effective.
Developing the site could reduce the amount of green space surrounding existing residential
areas, although the site does not have public access.
Tamerton is surrounded by green, and is close to the Tamar Valley AONB. The northern part
of the neighbourhood is surrounded by private fields and is served only by the landscaped
grass around the modern developments.

Does the site provide potential to improve the local
highway network?
A community with thriving mixed uses and
appropriate and accessible services
Does the site provide opportunities whilst requiring
only limited additional infrastructure?
Does the site provide potential to provide specific
local services and facilities identified as lacking in
the local neighbourhood?
Does the site provide potential to support existing
services by enhancing the catchment population?

A neighbourhood that respects and capitalises
on its environment
Do the physical characteristics of the site offer
opportunities for additional energy efficiency or

There is public open space to the south of this site (70), although it is not adjacent. The site
could potentially provide improved access to this open space.
No

The neighbourhood of Tamerton Foliot has sufficient facilities and neighbourhood centre for
the existing population and further population.
Not applicable to this neighbourhood. (see comments below)

Yes. The site within a 5-10 minute walk north of the neighbourhood centre on Fore Street,
which consists of a post office, convenience shop, Chinese takeaway and 3 pubs and is
grouped around a local green with a church and community centre opposite. According to
methodology, the current population of Tamerton Foliot of 2,300 (2001 census) is too low a
population to support a neighbourhood centre. Although the facilities are currently all the in
southern part of the neighbourhood and the northern part of lacking.

The site is not suitable for wind generation as it is within 400m of existing homes.
• Biomass Sensitivity (Landscape) – 3 (of 1 – 5, 5 being most sensitive)

energy generation?
Does the site provide potential for the reuse of
previously developed land?
Does the site provide potential to maximise the
efficient use of underperforming or underused land
or vacant buildings?
Does the site provide potential to improve the
appearance of the urban edge and the relationship
with the natural environment and countryside
beyond?
Does the site provide potential to improve
biodiversity or enhance the habitats of protected
species?
An attractive and safe neighbourhood with well
designed buildings and spaces
Does the site provide potential to enhance areas
identified as being of poor quality or lacking in
character / identity or with potential safety /
security issues?

Does the site provide potential to enhance the
public realm or provide new or improved public
spaces (including formal and informal recreation
pitches)?
Does the site provide potential to achieve a better
mix or range of different house types and tenures?

A prosperous community with a healthy and
diverse economy
Does the site provide potential for local people to
walk to local employment?
Is the site attractive to potential employers?

Does the site provide potential to enhance the
range of local businesses (variety)?

• Miscanthus 12 – 16 (dte/y/ha) – Low / Medium
Current use – green field

No

There are mature hedgerows on the borders of the site which may contain important habitats
for wildlife.

The SNA for Tamerton Foliot identifies that the modern developments in the north have
poorly defined streets as it is difficult to tell which is the front or back of the low density
housing and many face communal car parks from the front away from the main street. The
high rise flats in the area often do not directly face the streets. However, this site can not
address the issues stated here as the site is not linked well enough to the existing built up
area of Tamerton Foliot. Infact, the development would open up the view of development
from Plymouth into the open countryside.
Potentially, although the site is too steep for any formal pitches.

Yes. There is a fair mix of housing types existing in Tamerton Foliot but a low percentage of
flats in the area. (see SNA for breakdown of existing %s relating to housing types and
tenures). Development of the site would provide the opportunity to provide more flats and
more affordable homes in the form of rented or affordable homes which are council or
housing association owned.

No. There is a lack of local employment opportunities in the immediate neighbourhood,
although there is a good bus service to other neighbourhoods and the city centre.
The site is probably not an attractive location for potential employers, as the site is remote
from any other businesses and does not have good road access from existing built up areas
of Plymouth.
The site would provide the opportunity to provide any local businesses, as there is currently a
lack of employment in the local area.

Deliverability
Availability key
Available and no ownership constraints
Potentially available but constraints which may be overcome
Not available or insurmountable ownership constraints
Achievability key
High value area and no major abnormal costs
Medium value area with major abnormal costs which may
affect viability
Low value area and/or abnormal costs which make
development likely to be unviable

Criteria
Availability
Is the site controlled by a developer who has
expressed an intention to develop, or by a land
owner who has expressed an intention to sell?
Are there are any legal or ownership problems,
such as multiple ownerships, ransom strips,
tenancies or operational requirements of
landowners which may affect the availability of the
site?
Achievability
Is the area attractive for market investment? e.g.
high - low value sales area
Are there likely to be any major abnormal costs
which may affect the ability of the site to be
developed? (e.g. major infrastructure,
contamination remediation, flood alleviation,
highway/drainage improvements, S.106 package).

Rating

Comments
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) 28_006 - The agent confirms that the site is available for
development, and that there are no legal or ownership problems which could limit
development.

Plymouth SHLAA (2009) 28_006 - The Panel concluded that there is no further evidence to
alter this view at this stage

Conclusion
The site is close to existing facilities and bus service, although there is no local employment. Site constrained by bend in road, which would need junction
improvements, and there are highway capacity issues relating to Tamerton Foliot village. A small section of land along the south west border is adjacent the
flood zone and the majority of the site is grade 2 agricultural land. Development is considered to be unsuitable from a landscape and visual perspective.

Development at this site does not really present any opportunities to improve the existing adjacent neighbourhood or the countryside on the urban edge.

Site ref

Site Address

Neighbourhood

28_009

Puf Site 1, Bickleigh

28. Tamerton Foliot

Local Authority

SHLAA Status

Site Area (ha)

South Hams

Undeliverable site

252.52

Description of site
The site lies to the north of Plymouth and is predominately fields and woodland, bordered by the Tavy and Tamar estuaries to the south and west. Warleigh
House is situated to the north of the site, where farming activity appears to be the focus.

SHLAA conclusion
SHLAA conclusion: The site is not within the Plymouth administrative boundary. It is within the South Hams. The site is adjacent to the estuary which is a
SSSI, SAC and SPA, therefore any proposed development in this location would require an Appropriate Assessment. The Panel agreed with the conclusions
of the South Hams SHLAA, ‘HA: substantial infrastructure improvements needed, likely to be dependent on central government funding to mitigate substantial
impacts on A38 junction (already at capacity). Development not suitable due to access constraints (ransom strip)’.

Criteria
A well connected community
Is the site accessible by walking to a bus service?

Rating

Comments
The eastern part of the site is within walking distance of a bus stop in Tamerton Foliot.
Tamerton Foliot is well served by public transport. The main public transport route: Fore
Street and Whisoncross Lane, is well provisioned on both sides with bus-routes. There is a
new bus stop on Cunnington Road making access to public transport effective across the
whole of the existing community. Tamerton Foliot’s exisint bus service is connected to
Plymouth’s bus network. The neighbourhood centre in Fore Street is served by the bus
service 42 A/B/D. This also runs from Cunningham Street in the north, linking Tamerton to
Southway, Derriford, Mutley and the City Centre. The service runs every half hour MondaySaturdays, with 2 evening services and an hourly service on Sundays.

Is the site accessible by walking to a bus station?
Is the site accessible by walking to a railway
station?
Is the site accessible by cycling to a railway
station?
What kind of access does the site have to the local
highway network?
Are there any major transport infrastructure deficits
affecting this site which need to be overcome?

Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - Development not suitable due to access constraints (ransom
strip)’.
The site has poor access and would need major transport infrastructure for it to come
forward.
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) 28_006 and other sites related to Tamerton Foliot - Highway

capacity through Tamerton village and at A38 Manadon Junction would need to be resolved
for this site to come forward. It was assessed in the South Hams SHLAA ref no 04_12_08.
SHLAA Panel concluded" HA: Impacts on A38 Manadon Junction (already at capacity) limited improvements possible. Requires stepped change in PT provision to remove existing
trips on network also. Highway capacity through Tamerton village will reduce yield".
A community with thriving mixed uses and
appropriate and accessible services
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to a
local centre?

Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to a
primary school?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to an
employment area?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to
health facilities?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to an
open space?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to
other community facilities?
Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - utilities
Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - schools

Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - health
facilities
A neighbourhood that respects and capitalises
on its environment
Designations
Does the site contain best and most versatile
agricultural land?
Is the site within or immediately adjacent to a
nationally protected landscape?

The eastern part of the site is within walking distance of the neighbourhood centre on Fore
Street, which consists of a post office, convenience shop, Chinese takeaway and 3 pubs and
is grouped around a local green with a church and community centre opposite. According to
methodology, the current population of Tamerton Foliot of 2,300 (2001 census) is too low a
population to support a neighbourhood centre. Although the facilities are currently all the in
southern part of the neighbourhood and the northern part of lacking.
The eastern part of the site is within walking distance of a primary school in Tamerton Foliot
There is a lack of local employment opportunities in the immediate neighbourhood, although
there is a good bus service from Tamerton Foliot to other neighbourhoods and the city centre.
The eastern part of the site is within walking distance of a health facility.
The closest public open space is adjacent the eastern part of the site.
There is a good range of community facilities in Tamerton Foliot, which is to the east of the
site.
Check with utilities
In Sept 2011 Plymouth schools will be over the maximum, and by 2013 there will be a need
for approx 550 extra places across the city. There is no capacity within the adjacent primary
schools to expand existing facilities. Therefore this development (or elsewhere) would need
to provide additional school places for any new housing and the growing required places in
existing areas within Plymouth.
No

The majority of the site, which is more closely related to the built up area of Tamerton Foliot is
Grade 2. The remaining land to the east is Grade 3. (No data is available to distinguish this
piece of land between Grade 3a and 3b.)
The majority of the site (except immediately adjacent Tamerton Foliot) is within Tamar AONB.
The remaining parts of the site are within LDF greenscape and/or biodiversity network. The
southern and north/eastern sides of the site is adjacent the estuary which is a SSSI and

Special Area of Conservation.
Does the site contain known mineral resources?
Physical constraints
Is the site at risk of flooding?
Does the site contain unstable and/or
contaminated land?
What is the topography of the site? Does it contain
steep slopes?

Potential impacts
Would development on this site have an adverse
landscape and/or visual impact?
Would development on this site have an adverse
landscape and/or visual impact?

Areas of flood zone 3 border the site to the north and south.
The site is Greenfield and unlikely to be contaminated.
CE - This large site straddles a pronounced rounded hill which terminates a ridge of higher
land which extends away to the north east; this higher land and slopes separates the Tamar
and Tavy estuary from the Tamerton valley which contains a tributary stream that joins the
estuary between Warren and Warleigh Points. A lower ridge spur in the northern part of the
site is separated from the higher land to the south by a gentle valley running down to and
forming the approach to Warleigh House

The site has a generally strong rural and attractive character and provides a very important
‘buffering’ role between the edge of the city and the wider landscape of the estuary to the
north, and countryside beyond, containing the city edge from the wider AONB landscape and
estuary. The northern and western slopes are very prominent in extensive views available
from beyond.
The southern slopes are steep and provide a very attractive setting to the adjoining arm of the
estuary; whilst development beyond the southern side of the estuary does detract from this
character, the northern side has an attractive and often intimate partly wooded character
which, together with woodland on much of the southern side, frames the estuary, with the
higher land forming a very attractive backdrop in views north from the city edge and setting to
the village.

Would development on this site cause the
coalescence of distinctly separate communities?
Would development on this site adversely affect
biodiversity or protected species?
Would development on this site have an adverse
effect on the historic environment and cultural
heritage?
Would development on this site have an adverse
effect on air quality?
Are there any other existing local adverse
environmental health factors? (noise, smell,

Overall, the area is not suitable for development – almost all of the area is protected by a
national designation, much of it is elevated and highly prominent in wider views and it forms
an important part of the estuary landscape.
No
The southern and north/eastern sides of the site is adjacent the estuary which is a SSSI and
Special Area of Conservation. Areas bordering parts of the site is Ancient Woodland.
Warleigh House lies to the north of the site and is a listed building. The valley running down
to it is within the site and is part of its approach and contributes to its setting.
There are no AQMAs in the location, therefore air quality is unknown.
There are no known adverse environmental health factors.

disturbance, etc.)

Place shaping opportunities
General rating key
Good opportunities
Possible opportunities but not certain or limited
No opportunities and/or potential negative impacts
This should be completed having regard to the Sustainable Neighbourhood Assessments (SNAs) carried out for the neighbourhoods in the vicinity of the site.
Criteria
A well connected community
Does the site provide potential to enhance street
networks and address topography to improve the
likelihood of cycling and walking in the area?
Does the site provide potential to enhance street
networks and/or enhance catchment populations
to support the provision/improvement of public
transport services?
Does the site provide potential to improve
accessibility by walking, cycling or by public
transport to adjacent neighbourhoods or district or
city centre?

Does the site provide potential to improve
accessibility to the countryside by walking, cycling
or horseback?

Does the site provide potential to improve the local
highway network?
A community with thriving mixed uses and
appropriate and accessible services
Does the site provide opportunities whilst requiring
only limited additional infrastructure?

Rating

Comments
The SNA states that the northern part of Tamerton Foliot is difficult to navigate, but this site
would not improve existing areas as the site is very steep and does not connect well to
existing built up area of Plymouth.
The site does enhance catchment populations to support existing public transport provision in
Tamerton Foliot, which is currently very good.

The site does not connect the existing neighbourhood to other existing neighbourhoods,
districts or city centre. Therefore there is no potential to improve accessibility to other built up
areas. It is difficult to walk from Tamerton Foliot to adjacent neighbourhoods, district or city
centre (with or without the site being developed). The neighbourhood already has very good
public transport connections to Southway and the city centre on a well utilised connecting
road. Connections between Tamerton and Whitleigh are less effective.
Developing the site could reduce the amount of green space surrounding existing residential
areas, although the site does not have public access.
Tamerton is surrounded by green, and is close to the Tamar Valley AONB. The northern part
of the neighbourhood is surrounded by private fields and is served only by the landscaped
grass around the modern developments.
No

For the eastern part of the site, the neighbourhood of Tamerton Foliot has sufficient facilities
and neighbourhood centre for the existing population and further population.
The western and northern parts of the site are too far and detached from any existing facilities

Does the site provide potential to provide specific
local services and facilities identified as lacking in
the local neighbourhood?
Does the site provide potential to support existing
services by enhancing the catchment population?

or existing neighbourhoods, therefore these areas would require substantial additional
infrastructure.
Not applicable to this neighbourhood. (see comments below)

Yes. The eastern part of the site within a walking distance of the neighbourhood centre on
Fore Street in Tamerton Foliot, which consists of a post office, convenience shop, Chinese
takeaway and 3 pubs and is grouped around a local green with a church and community
centre opposite. According to methodology, the current population of Tamerton Foliot of
2,300 (2001 census) is too low a population to support a neighbourhood centre. Although the
facilities are currently all the in southern part of the neighbourhood and the northern part of
lacking.
The western and northern parts of the site are too far and detached from any existing facilities
or existing neighbourhoods, therefore these areas would require substantial additional
infrastructure.

A neighbourhood that respects and capitalises
on its environment
Do the physical characteristics of the site offer
opportunities for additional energy efficiency or
energy generation?

Does the site provide potential for the reuse of
previously developed land?
Does the site provide potential to maximise the
efficient use of underperforming or underused land
or vacant buildings?
Does the site provide potential to improve the
appearance of the urban edge and the relationship
with the natural environment and countryside
beyond?
Does the site provide potential to improve
biodiversity or enhance the habitats of protected
species?
An attractive and safe neighbourhood with well
designed buildings and spaces
Does the site provide potential to enhance areas
identified as being of poor quality or lacking in
character / identity or with potential safety /
security issues?

The majority of the site is not suitable for wind generation as it is within 400m of existing
homes.
• Biomass Sensitivity (Landscape) – 3 (of 1 – 5, 5 being most sensitive)
• Biomass resource:
• Miscanthus 12 – 14 (dte/y/ha) – Low
•
Replanted and Semi Natural Woodland (> 20%)
Current use – green field

No

The southern and north/eastern sides of the site is adjacent the estuary which is a SSSI and
Special Area of Conservation.

Does the site provide potential to enhance the
public realm or provide new or improved public
spaces (including formal and informal recreation
pitches)?
Does the site provide potential to achieve a better
mix or range of different house types and tenures?

Yes. There is a fair mix of housing types existing in Tamerton Foliot but a low percentage of
flats in the area. (see SNA for breakdown of existing %s relating to housing types and
tenures). Development of the site would provide the opportunity to provide more flats and
more affordable homes in the form of rented or affordable homes which are council or
housing association owned.

A prosperous community with a healthy and
diverse economy
Does the site provide potential for local people to
walk to local employment?

No. There is a lack of local employment opportunities in the immediate neighbourhood of
Tamerton Foliot, although there is a good bus service to other neighbourhoods and the city
centre.
The site is probably not an attractive location for potential employers, as the site is remote
from any other businesses and does not have good road access from existing built up areas
of Plymouth.
The site would provide the opportunity to provide any local businesses, as there is currently a
lack of employment in the local area.

Is the site attractive to potential employers?

Does the site provide potential to enhance the
range of local businesses (variety)?

Deliverability
Availability key
Available and no ownership constraints
Potentially available but constraints which may be overcome
Not available or insurmountable ownership constraints
Achievability key
High value area and no major abnormal costs
Medium value area with major abnormal costs which may
affect viability
Low value area and/or abnormal costs which make
development likely to be unviable

Criteria
Availability
Is the site controlled by a developer who has
expressed an intention to develop, or by a land

Rating

Comments
Unknown at present - not assessed in SHLAA, but was promoted through the SHLAA

owner who has expressed an intention to sell?
Are there are any legal or ownership problems,
such as multiple ownerships, ransom strips,
tenancies or operational requirements of
landowners which may affect the availability of the
site?
Achievability
Is the area attractive for market investment? e.g.
high - low value sales area
Are there likely to be any major abnormal costs
which may affect the ability of the site to be
developed? (e.g. major infrastructure,
contamination remediation, flood alleviation,
highway/drainage improvements, S.106 package).

Plymouth SHLAA conclusion ‘Development not suitable due to access constraints (ransom
strip).’

Unknown at present - not assessed in SHLAA, but was promoted through the SHLAA
Unknown at present - not assessed in SHLAA, but was promoted through the SHLAA

Conclusion
The site is mainly detached from the existing built up are of Plymouth and associated facilities. Site constrained as it is within the AONB and adjacent the
estuary which is a SSSI, SAC and SPA. Areas bordering parts of the site is Ancient Woodland. Warleigh House lies to the north of the site and is a listed
building. The valley running down to it is within the site and is part of its approach and contributes to its setting. A small section of land is adjacent the flood
zone and the majority of the site is grade 2 agricultural land. Development also not suitable due to access constraints and would need major transport
infrastructure for it to come forward. Almost all of the area is protected by a national designation, much of it is elevated and highly prominent in wider views
and it forms an important part of the estuary landscape.

Site ref

Site Address

Neighbourhood

29_005

Puf Site 3, Bickleigh

29. Southway

Local Authority

SHLAA Status

Site Area (ha)

South Hams

Deliverable sites, constrained by policy

112.57

Description of site
This large site extends along the northern flank of the Tamerton valley, between the village and western edge of the established Broadley Park employment
area. The northern side abuts the southern edge of the Tamar AONB (with the AONB extending into one small field within the northern edge of the site). The
rolling landform of the valley is generally quite steep and the landscape is attractive containing a pronounced seamless pattern of regular well managed
pasture fields, with few trees, and areas of woodland, part5icualrlyu in the steeper northern reach of the valley where it provides a strong edge to the city and
screen to industrial development.

Planning history
The site is outside the development boundary and within South Hams district. It was assessed in the South Hams SHLAA ref number 04_14_08. SHLAA
Panel concluded "Highway Agency: Substantial infrastructure improvements needed, likely to be dependent upon central government funding to mitigate
substantial impacts on A38 junctions (already at capacity) Limited to 500 units based on current access " Yield 500 dwellings years 6 - 10. A small part of the

site is within the flood zone. A broad location was identified in the South Hams Core Strategy for proposed employment development (for a small section of
this site), and this small section of land was identified within the South Hams preferred options document Plymouth Urban Fringe Site Specific Allocations, as
a potential employment allocation. The site is adjacent to an AONB and the site to the north east has planning permission for employment development.

SHLAA - Conclusion
The panel considered that it would be practical to deliver housing on this site, though the total yield was limited by the highways infrastructure. However, the
site is outside of the city in the countryside and development would be contrary to the development plan. Therefore the site has a zero yield when planning
policy is applied. This status of this site may be reviewed through the Urban Fringe DPD and changes reported in future revisions of the SHLAA.

SHLAA – Constraints to be overcome prior to development
The site is not within the Plymouth administrative boundary. It is within the South Hams. Links with existing built up area would need to be overcome or this
site to be suitable for residential development. Issues relating to highways and flooding would also need to be overcome. The site will need to be reassessed
as part of the work being undertaken for the Plymouth Urban Fringe DPD, which could potential enable the site come forward for residential development.

SHLAA – Alternative uses which the site maybe be suitable for
Site would represent a new neighbourhood and/or extension of Tamerton Foliot. It's size would mean that new community facilities would need to be provided
as part of a major development area.

SHLAA unconstrained yield = 500 units (2014-2019)

Criteria
A well connected community
Is the site accessible by walking to a bus service?

Rating

Comments
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - Currently development on this site would not link well with existing
neighbourhoods.
The western section of the site is within 5-10 minutes walk of a bus stop. However, it is via a
narrow lane which does not have a footpath, and land immediately adjacent to the lane is not
part of the site.
The existing neighbourhood of Tamerton Foliot is well served by public transport. The main
public transport route: Fore Street and Whisoncross Lane, is well provisioned on both sides
with bus-routes. There is a new bus stop on Cunnington Road making access to public
transport effective across the whole of the existing community. Tamerton Foliot’s existing bus
service is connected to Plymouth’s bus network. The neighbourhood centre in Fore Street is
served by the bus service 42 A/B/D. This also runs from Cunningham Street in the north,
linking Tamerton to Southway, Derriford, Mutley and the City Centre. The service runs every
half hour Monday-Saturdays, with 2 evening services and an hourly service on Sundays.

Is the site accessible by walking to a bus station?
Is the site accessible by walking to a railway
station?
Is the site accessible by cycling to a railway
station?
What kind of access does the site have to the local
highway network?

No access to local highway network. The site has very poor access onto the existing local
highway network, from the north eastern corner, either via a narrow lane or via an
employment/industrial area.

Are there any major transport infrastructure deficits
affecting this site which need to be overcome?

No access to local highway network.
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - South Hams SHLAA ref number 04_14_08. SHLAA Panel
concluded "Highway Agency: Substantial infrastructure improvements needed, likely to be
dependent upon central government funding to mitigate substantial impacts on A38 junctions
(already at capacity) Limited to 500 units based on current access " Yield 500 dwellings years
6 - 10. Highway Agency: Substantial infrastructure improvements needed, likely to be
dependent upon central government funding to mitigate substantial impacts on A38 junctions
(already at capacity) Limited to 500 units based on current access which is via a narrow lane.

A community with thriving mixed uses and
appropriate and accessible services
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to a
local centre?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to a
primary school?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to an
employment area?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to
health facilities?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to an
open space?

Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to
other community facilities?
Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - utilities
Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - schools

Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - health
facilities
A neighbourhood that respects and capitalises
on its environment
Designations
Does the site contain best and most versatile
agricultural land?

The eastern part of the site is over 10 minutes walk from the neighbourhood centre of
Tamerton Foliot.
The closest primary school is in Tamerton Foliot and is within 5-10 minutes walk from the
western part of the site.
The closest employment area, Broadley Industrial Estate, is adjacent the eastern of the site
outside the Plymouth boundary.
The closest health facility is in Tamerton Foliot and just over 10 minutes walk from the
western part of the site.
The south eastern strip of the site is part of green open space identified in the SNAs (area
70), which is important for visual amenity, separation/buffer, access corridor for wildlife and
countryside/food and growing. The southern part of the site borders the remaining parts of
this open space, which acts as a buffer between the existing built up area of Plymouth and
the site. This actually restricts access between the 2 areas.

????
In Sept 2011 Plymouth schools will be over the maximum, and by 2013 there will be a need
for approx 550 extra places across the city. There is no capacity within the adjacent primary
schools to expand existing facilities. Therefore this development (or elsewhere) would need
to provide additional school places for any new housing and the growing required places in
existing areas within Plymouth.
Although there is capacity within Tamerton Foliot, the site is big enough to create a major
health infrastructure deficit which would need to be overcome

There are 2 small pockets of Grade 2 agricultural land to the north/centre and western part of
the site. The remaining parts of the site are Grade 3. (No data is available to distinguish this
piece of land between Grade 3a and 3b.)

Is the site within or immediately adjacent to a
nationally protected landscape?

Does the site contain known mineral resources?
Physical constraints
Is the site at risk of flooding?
Does the site contain unstable and/or
contaminated land?
What is the topography of the site? Does it contain
steep slopes?
Potential impacts
Would development on this site have an adverse
landscape and/or visual impact?

Would development on this site have an adverse
landscape and/or visual impact?
Would development on this site cause the
coalescence of distinctly separate communities?
Would development on this site adversely affect
biodiversity or protected species?
Would development on this site have an adverse
effect on the historic environment and cultural
heritage?
Would development on this site have an adverse
effect on air quality?
Are there any other existing local adverse
environmental health factors? (noise, smell,
disturbance, etc.)

Place shaping opportunities

Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - The site is adjacent to an AONB along the northern border of the
site.
CE - Whilst the prominence of development above the southern valley side at Southway
detracts from its character the valley landscape has a strong integrity and provides a valuable
buffer between the edge of the city and the AONB boundary. Whilst, in theory, development
could be extended along the lower and mid slopes of the northern valley side without
impacting on views from the wider countryside and AONB landscape to the north,
development would be very apparent in views from the city edge to the east (Southway –
within views identified in the Visual Amenity Assessment), from the south (the ridge at
Whitleigh) where there are elevated views available northwards along the line of the valley,
and in distant views from the area either side of the Tamar Bridge.

Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - A small part of the site is within the flood zone, along the southern
edge, and extends up through the site from the south.
A large part of the site, to the north, is identified as historic landfill site, therefore making the
this part of the site contaminated.
Ridge runs from east to west and slopes down to the north towards the AONB and to the
south towards the open space/ valley bottom and onto the existing built up area of Plymouth.
The topography restricts connections to the existing neighbourhoods.
Survey - Development to the north of the site would have a negative impact from the AONB,
which is adjacent and north of the site. Lower parts of the site would not be visible from the
AONB, but would be visible from the existing built up area of Plymouth, to the south of the
site.
CE – the site is not considered suitable for accommodating development.
No
There are mature hedgerows and trees on the site which may contain important habitats for
wildlife.
No

There are no AQMAs in the location, therefore air quality is unknown.
There are electricity pylons along the northern boundary of the site.

General rating key
Good opportunities
Possible opportunities but not certain or limited
No opportunities and/or potential negative impacts
This should be completed having regard to the Sustainable Neighbourhood Assessments (SNAs) carried out for the neighbourhoods in the vicinity of the site.
Criteria
A well connected community
Does the site provide potential to enhance street
networks and address topography to improve the
likelihood of cycling and walking in the area?
Does the site provide potential to enhance street
networks and/or enhance catchment populations
to support the provision/improvement of public
transport services?
Does the site provide potential to improve
accessibility by walking, cycling or by public
transport to adjacent neighbourhoods or district or
city centre?

Does the site provide potential to improve
accessibility to the countryside by walking, cycling
or horseback?

Does the site provide potential to improve the local
highway network?

A community with thriving mixed uses and
appropriate and accessible services

Rating

Comments
This site is mostly connected to Tamerton Foliot and it would not provide potential to enhance
existing street networks for cycling and walking in the area. The site is too detached from the
existing built up area of Plymouth. Although the best access would not be from Tamerton
Foliot, but from the north eastern part of the site.
The site could enhance catchment populations to support existing public transport provision.

The site does not connect the existing neighbourhood to other existing neighbourhoods,
districts or city centre. Therefore there is no potential to improve accessibility to other built up
areas.
Tamerton Foliot - It is difficult to walk to adjacent neighbourhoods, district or city centre (with
or without the site being developed). The neighbourhood already has very good public
transport connections to Southway and the city centre on a well utilised connecting road.
Connections between Tamerton and Whitleigh are less effective.
Developing the site could reduce the amount of green space surrounding existing residential
areas, and part of the site (south east) is actually part of public open space identified in the
SNAs. Site could provide opportunity to extend access into the countryside for residents living
in the northern parts of Tamerton Foliot.
Tamerton is surrounded by green, and is close to the Tamar Valley AONB. The northern part
of the neighbourhood is surrounded by private fields and is served only by the landscaped
grass around the modern developments.
In order for this site to come forward, the local highway network would have to be improved,
probably via the north eastern part of the site or via Tamerton Foliot, access from the main
built up area and along the existing narrow lane. Any development in this location would not
really improve the local highway network. It would however increase the pressure on the
highway network going through the centre of Tamerton Foliot.

Does the site provide opportunities whilst requiring
only limited additional infrastructure?

Does the site provide potential to provide specific
local services and facilities identified as lacking in
the local neighbourhood?
Does the site provide potential to support existing
services by enhancing the catchment population?

A neighbourhood that respects and capitalises
on its environment
Do the physical characteristics of the site offer
opportunities for additional energy efficiency or
energy generation?

Does the site provide potential for the reuse of
previously developed land?
Does the site provide potential to maximise the
efficient use of underperforming or underused land
or vacant buildings?
Does the site provide potential to improve the
appearance of the urban edge and the relationship
with the natural environment and countryside
beyond?
Does the site provide potential to improve
biodiversity or enhance the habitats of protected
species?
An attractive and safe neighbourhood with well
designed buildings and spaces
Does the site provide potential to enhance areas
identified as being of poor quality or lacking in
character / identity or with potential safety /
security issues?

The neighbourhood of Tamerton Foliot has sufficient facilities and neighbourhood centre for
the existing population and further population. However, as the majority of the site is over 10
minutes walk from it’s closest neighbourhood, the site would require substantial additional
infrastructure to make it a sustainable neighbourhood in its own right.
The majority of the site is over 10 minutes walk from it’s closest neighbourhood and therefore
too far for people to walk for local services and facilities, if the site came forward for
development on its own.
Potentially, although the site is over 10 minute walk east of the neighbourhood centre on Fore
Street, which consists of a post office, convenience shop, Chinese takeaway and 3 pubs and
is grouped around a local green with a church and community centre opposite. According to
methodology, the current population of Tamerton Foliot of 2,300 (2001 census) is too low a
population to support a neighbourhood centre. Although the facilities are currently all the in
southern part of the neighbourhood and the northern part of lacking.

The site is not suitable for wind generation as it is within 400m of existing homes.
Majority of site:
• Biomass Sensitivity (Landscape) – 3 (of 1 – 5, 5 being most sensitive)
• Miscanthus 12 – 16 (dte/y/ha) – Low / Medium
North east of site:
• Biomass Sensitivity (Landscape) – 3 (of 1 – 5, 5 being most sensitive)
• Biomass resource:
• Miscanthus 14 – 16 (dte/y/ha) – Medium
•
Semi Natural Woodland (<15%)
Current use – green field

No. Development would create another urban edge viewed from the existing built up area of
Plymouth.

There are mature hedgerows on site which may contain important habitats for wildlife.

No, the site is not immediately adjacent the existing built up area of Plymouth and is detached
from existing areas.

Does the site provide potential to enhance the
public realm or provide new or improved public
spaces (including formal and informal recreation
pitches)?
Does the site provide potential to achieve a better
mix or range of different house types and tenures?

No, the site is not immediately adjacent the existing built up area of Plymouth and is detached
from existing areas.

Yes. There is a fair mix of housing types existing in Tamerton Foliot but a low percentage of
flats in the area. (see SNA for breakdown of existing %s relating to housing types and
tenures). Development of the site would provide the opportunity to provide more flats and
more affordable homes in the form of rented or affordable homes which are council or
housing association owned.

A prosperous community with a healthy and
diverse economy
Does the site provide potential for local people to
walk to local employment?

No. There is a lack of local employment opportunities in the immediate neighbourhood,
although there is a good bus service to other neighbourhoods and the city centre. The site is
also too detached from the nearest neighbourhood for local people to be able to walk to this
site.
The site is probably not an attractive location for potential employers, as the site is remote
from any other businesses and does not have good road access from existing built up areas
of Plymouth.
The site is detached from the local neighbourhoods and therefore would not provide the
opportunity to enhance the existing range of local businesses.

Is the site attractive to potential employers?

Does the site provide potential to enhance the
range of local businesses (variety)?

Deliverability
Availability key
Available and no ownership constraints
Potentially available but constraints which may be overcome
Not available or insurmountable ownership constraints
Achievability key
High value area and no major abnormal costs
Medium value area with major abnormal costs which may
affect viability
Low value area and/or abnormal costs which make
development likely to be unviable

Criteria
Availability
Is the site controlled by a developer who has

Rating

Comments
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - The site is currently being promoted for residential development.

expressed an intention to develop, or by a land
owner who has expressed an intention to sell?
Are there are any legal or ownership problems,
such as multiple ownerships, ransom strips,
tenancies or operational requirements of
landowners which may affect the availability of the
site?
Achievability
Is the area attractive for market investment? e.g.
high - low value sales area
Are there likely to be any major abnormal costs
which may affect the ability of the site to be
developed? (e.g. major infrastructure,
contamination remediation, flood alleviation,
highway/drainage improvements, S.106 package).

The agent confirms that the site is available for development, and that there are no legal or
ownership problems which could limit development.

???
???

Conclusion
The site is very detached by a valley from the existing built up area of Plymouth and associated facilities. The site is not within walking distance of the
nearest neighbourhood, and the topography restricts connections to the existing neighbourhoods. Site constrained by the AONB to the north. Development to
the north of the site would have a negative impact from the AONB. Development also not suitable due to access constraints and would need major transport
infrastructure for it to come forward. A small section of land is adjacent the flood zone.

Site ref

Site Address

Neighbourhood

30_006

Field East of Haxter Lodge

30. Widewell

Local Authority

SHLAA Status

Site Area (ha)

South Hams

Deliverable sites, constrained by policy

1.83

Description of site
The site is a field east of Haxter Lodge north of Widewell neighbourhood. It is detached from the built up residential area of Plymouth and surrounded by an
employment area to the south and farm buildings to the east. The site rises from south to north.

Planning history
The site is outside, and actually detached, from the Plymouth development boundary and in South Hams District Council. South Hams SHLAA ref no
04_08_08. SHLAA Panel concluded" blank" Yield - 58 dwellings in 6-10 year period. Site is near to an AONB.

SHLAA - Conclusion
The site is located outside of the urban area, in South Hams. Although the Panel considered that this site could have the potential to deliver residential
development in principle, as part of a wider site, it is currently outside (and detached from) the development boundary and would contravene current planning
policy. Therefore, the constrained yield is currently considered to be zero. This may be reconsidered through the Urban Fringe DPD and any changes in
status should be reported in future revisions of the SHLAA.

SHLAA – Constraints to be overcome prior to development
The site is not within the Plymouth administrative boundary. It is within the South Hams. The site will need to be reassessed as part of the work being
undertaken for the Plymouth Urban Fringe DPD, which could potential enable the site come forward for residential development.

SHLAA – Alternative uses which the site maybe be suitable for
Site is divorced from the existing urban area and need to be considered along with others as part of the Urban Fringe DPD.

SHLAA unconstrained yield = 58 units (2014-2019)

Criteria
A well connected community
Is the site accessible by walking to a bus service?
Is the site accessible by walking to a bus station?
Is the site accessible by walking to a railway
station?
Is the site accessible by cycling to a railway
station?
What kind of access does the site have to the local
highway network?
Are there any major transport infrastructure deficits
affecting this site which need to be overcome?
A community with thriving mixed uses and
appropriate and accessible services
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to a
local centre?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to a
primary school?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to an
employment area?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to
health facilities?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to an
open space?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to
other community facilities?
Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - utilities
Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - schools

Rating

Comments
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - This site is unsuitable for residential development as it is detached
from the built up area of Plymouth
The site is over 10 minutes walk of a bus stop.

Good

The site is over 10 minutes walk from neighbourhood centre in Glenholt.
The closest primary school is in Widewell and is well over a 10 minute walk from the site.
The closest employment area, Broadley Industrial Estate, is adjacent the eastern of the site
outside the Plymouth boundary.
The closest health facility is in Woolwell and is well over a 10 minute walk from the site.
The site is over 10 minutes walk from public open space (area 71).

????
In Sept 2011 Plymouth schools will be over the maximum, and by 2013 there will be a need
for approx 550 extra places across the city. There is no capacity within the adjacent primary
schools to expand existing facilities. Therefore this development (or elsewhere) would need

Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - health
facilities
A neighbourhood that respects and capitalises
on its environment
Designations
Does the site contain best and most versatile
agricultural land?
Is the site within or immediately adjacent to a
nationally protected landscape?
Does the site contain known mineral resources?
Physical constraints
Is the site at risk of flooding?
Does the site contain unstable and/or
contaminated land?
What is the topography of the site? Does it contain
steep slopes?
Potential impacts
Would development on this site have an adverse
landscape and/or visual impact?
Would development on this site have an adverse
landscape and/or visual impact?

Would development on this site cause the
coalescence of distinctly separate communities?
Would development on this site adversely affect

to provide additional school places for any new housing and the growing required places in
existing areas within Plymouth.
There would be a major deficit which would need to be overcome, after accounting for the
population increase across the whole Central and North East Primary Care Capacity area.
Also, any spare capacity within existing areas would not be within walking distance of this
site.

Grade 3. (No data is available to distinguish this piece of land between Grade 3a and 3b.)
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - The site is adjacent to an AONB.

The site is Greenfield and unlikely to be contaminated.
Quite flat, although it slopes slightly from the south upwards to the north of the site.

Survey - The site is adjacent to an AONB, and development in the top corner could have a
negative impact on the AONB, however, there are high trees and hedge on the boundary.
CE – contained on the eastern side by woodland, and by a wide maturing tree belt on the
west boundary (beyond which lies a house) which, for the most part, forms the edge of the
Tamar AONB extending away to the west. The AONB is separated from the northern
boundary of the site by the woodland which lies west of Roborough House (the environs of
which appear to be used as a Parcel Force depot). The land rises gently to the north forming
part of the broad ridge which extends through Broadley Park to the south into the southern tip
of Dartmoor.
The scale and containment provided by the woodland means that these sites may be able to
accommodate well designed development without wider harm, although the scale of
development (in terms of height and massing) will need careful consideration along the
western edge where further reinforcement of the tree belt may be appropriate. The
containment provided by the woodland the north would prevent any inter-visibility with the
AONB and National Park beyond. Residential development may be a suitable use particularly
given the separation between this area and development within Broadley Park opposite which
is well set back from the road, and reasonably well screened by trees.
No
There are mature hedgerows on the borders of the site which may contain important habitats

biodiversity or protected species?
Would development on this site have an adverse
effect on the historic environment and cultural
heritage?
Would development on this site have an adverse
effect on air quality?
Are there any other existing local adverse
environmental health factors? (noise, smell,
disturbance, etc.)

for wildlife.

There are no AQMAs in the location, therefore air quality is unknown.
There are no known local adverse environmental health factors. There is the potential for
noise from lorries coming and going from the employment area to the south.

Place shaping opportunities
General rating key
Good opportunities
Possible opportunities but not certain or limited
No opportunities and/or potential negative impacts
This should be completed having regard to the Sustainable Neighbourhood Assessments (SNAs) carried out for the neighbourhoods in the vicinity of the site.
Criteria
A well connected community
Does the site provide potential to enhance street
networks and address topography to improve the
likelihood of cycling and walking in the area?
Does the site provide potential to enhance street
networks and/or enhance catchment populations
to support the provision/improvement of public
transport services?
Does the site provide potential to improve
accessibility by walking, cycling or by public
transport to adjacent neighbourhoods or district or
city centre?
Does the site provide potential to improve
accessibility to the countryside by walking, cycling
or horseback?
Does the site provide potential to improve the local
highway network?
A community with thriving mixed uses and
appropriate and accessible services

Rating

Comments
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - This site is unsuitable for residential development as it is detached
from the built up area of Plymouth
The site is too detached from the existing built up area of Plymouth.

The site is too far from the existing residential areas of Plymouth and there are no bus stops
within easy walking distance of the site.

The site does not connect existing neighbourhoods to other existing neighbourhoods, districts
or city centre. Therefore there is no potential to improve accessibility to other built up areas.

Developing the site could reduce the amount of green space surrounding existing residential
areas. The site is detached from any other existing built up area of Plymouth and would
therefore not provide improved access to the countryside.
If road to the south border of the site requires improvements then this site could provide
potential to improve the local highway.

Does the site provide opportunities whilst requiring
only limited additional infrastructure?
Does the site provide potential to provide specific
local services and facilities identified as lacking in
the local neighbourhood?
Does the site provide potential to support existing
services by enhancing the catchment population?
A neighbourhood that respects and capitalises
on its environment
Do the physical characteristics of the site offer
opportunities for additional energy efficiency or
energy generation?

Does the site provide potential for the reuse of
previously developed land?
Does the site provide potential to maximise the
efficient use of underperforming or underused land
or vacant buildings?
Does the site provide potential to improve the
appearance of the urban edge and the relationship
with the natural environment and countryside
beyond?
Does the site provide potential to improve
biodiversity or enhance the habitats of protected
species?
An attractive and safe neighbourhood with well
designed buildings and spaces
Does the site provide potential to enhance areas
identified as being of poor quality or lacking in
character / identity or with potential safety /
security issues?
Does the site provide potential to enhance the
public realm or provide new or improved public
spaces (including formal and informal recreation
pitches)?
Does the site provide potential to achieve a better
mix or range of different house types and tenures?

A prosperous community with a healthy and

The site is too detached from the existing neighbourhoods for any new population living on
this site to use facilities in other neighbourhoods. Therefore development in this location
would require large amounts of infrastructure.
The site is too detached from existing neighbourhoods to provide specific local services and
facilities to any deficiencies in these areas.
The site is too detached from the existing neighbourhoods for any new population living on
this site to use facilities in other neighbourhoods.

The site is not suitable for wind generation as it is within 400m of existing homes.
• Biomass Sensitivity (Landscape) – 3 (of 1 – 5, 5 being most sensitive)
• Biomass resource:
• Miscanthus 14 – 16 (dte/y/ha) – Medium
• Semi Natural Woodland (<15%)
Current use – green field

The site is within a pocket of land which does not relate to the countryside beyond.

There are mature hedgerows on the borders of the site which may contain important habitats
for wildlife.

No, the site is not immediately adjacent the existing built up area of Plymouth and is detached
from existing areas.

No, the site is not immediately adjacent the existing built up area of Plymouth and is detached
from existing areas.

Yes. The site is large and provides the opportunity to provide a better mix or rgane of
different house types and tenures.

diverse economy
Does the site provide potential for local people to
walk to local employment?
Is the site attractive to potential employers?

The site is adjacent an existing employment site.
The site is adjacent an existing employment area and situated on the Tavistock Road, which
could be attractive to potential employers for B1c, B2 or B8 uses.
The site is unlikely to provide potential to enhance the range of local businesses. It is more
likely to provide more of the same and is more suitable for B1c, B2 or B8 uses.

Does the site provide potential to enhance the
range of local businesses (variety)?

Deliverability
Availability key
Available and no ownership constraints
Potentially available but constraints which may be overcome
Not available or insurmountable ownership constraints
Achievability key
High value area and no major abnormal costs
Medium value area with major abnormal costs which may
affect viability
Low value area and/or abnormal costs which make
development likely to be unviable

Criteria
Availability
Is the site controlled by a developer who has
expressed an intention to develop, or by a land
owner who has expressed an intention to sell?
Are there are any legal or ownership problems,
such as multiple ownerships, ransom strips,
tenancies or operational requirements of
landowners which may affect the availability of the
site?
Achievability
Is the area attractive for market investment? e.g.
high - low value sales area
Are there likely to be any major abnormal costs
which may affect the ability of the site to be
developed? (e.g. major infrastructure,

Rating

Comments
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - The agent confirms that the site is available for development, and
that there are no legal or ownership problems which could limit development.

Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - Site is detached from existing residential areas but the panel
concluded housing would be delivered if the site were to be granted a consent.

contamination remediation, flood alleviation,
highway/drainage improvements, S.106 package).

Conclusion
The site is too detached from the built up area of Plymouth, and from any existing local facilities, services and local centres, although it is within walking
distance of a bus stop. Therefore residential development in this location would not link into the existing neighbourhoods, require large amounts of
infrastructure and therefore would not be appropriate. The site is close to the AONB.

Site ref

Site Address

Neighbourhood

30_007

Field East of Roborough Farm

30. Widewell

Local Authority

SHLAA Status

Site Area (ha)

South Hams

Deliverable sites, constrained by policy

1.18

Description of site
A small rectangular grass field located directly north of Tamerton Road, between the entrance to Roborough House and Roborough Farm, with an older
house located in a raised location just beyond the northern boundary. It is detached from the built up residential area of Plymouth and surrounded mainly by
fields.

Planning history
The site is outside, and actually detached, from the Plymouth development boundary and in South Hams district. South Hams SHLAA ref no 04_10_08.
SHLAA Panel concluded" Some sustainable considerations in terms of sustainable communities" Yield 46 dwellings in years 6 - 10. Site is near to an AONB.

SHLAA - Conclusion
The site is located outside of the urban area, in South Hams. Although the Panel considered that this site could have the potential to deliver residential
development in principle, as part of a wider site, it is currently outside (and detached from) the development boundary and would contravene current planning
policy. Therefore, the constrained yield is currently considered to be zero. This may be reconsidered through the Urban Fringe DPD and any changes in
status should be reported in future revisions of the SHLAA.

SHLAA – Constraints to be overcome prior to development
The site is not within the Plymouth administrative boundary. It is within the South Hams. The site will need to be reassessed as part of the work being
undertaken for the Plymouth Urban Fringe DPD, which could potential enable the site come forward for residential development.

SHLAA – Alternative uses which the site maybe be suitable for
Site is divorced from the existing urban area and need to be considered along with others as part of the Urban Fringe DPD.

SHLAA unconstrained yield = 46 units (2014-2019)

Criteria
A well connected community

Rating

Comments
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - Site is divorced from the existing urban area.

Is the site accessible by walking to a bus service?
Is the site accessible by walking to a bus station?
Is the site accessible by walking to a railway
station?
Is the site accessible by cycling to a railway
station?
What kind of access does the site have to the local
highway network?
Are there any major transport infrastructure deficits
affecting this site which need to be overcome?
A community with thriving mixed uses and
appropriate and accessible services
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to a
local centre?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to a
primary school?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to an
employment area?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to
health facilities?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to an
open space?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to
other community facilities?
Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - utilities
Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - schools

Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - health
facilities

A neighbourhood that respects and capitalises
on its environment
Designations
Does the site contain best and most versatile
agricultural land?
Is the site within or immediately adjacent to a

The site is between 5-10 minutes walk of a bus stop.

Good

The site is over 10 minutes walk from neighbourhood centre in Glenholt.
The closest primary school is in Widewell and is over a 10 minute walk from the site.
The closest employment area, Broadley Industrial Estate, and is within 5 minutes walk of the
site.
The closest health facility is in Woolwell and is well over a 10 minute walk from the site.
The site is over 10 minutes walk from public open space (area 71).

????
In Sept 2011 Plymouth schools will be over the maximum, and by 2013 there will be a need
for approx 550 extra places across the city. There is no capacity within the adjacent primary
schools to expand existing facilities. Therefore this development (or elsewhere) would need
to provide additional school places for any new housing and the growing required places in
existing areas within Plymouth.
There would be a major deficit which would need to be overcome, after accounting for the
population increase across the whole Central and North East Primary Care Capacity area.
Also, any spare capacity within existing areas would not be within walking distance of this
site.

Grade 3. (No data is available to distinguish this piece of land between Grade 3a and 3b.)
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - The site is adjacent to an AONB, but it is not visible from the

nationally protected landscape?
Does the site contain known mineral resources?
Physical constraints
Is the site at risk of flooding?
Does the site contain unstable and/or
contaminated land?
What is the topography of the site? Does it contain
steep slopes?
Potential impacts
Would development on this site have an adverse
landscape and/or visual impact?
Would development on this site have an adverse
landscape and/or visual impact?

AONB.

The site slopes gently down to the road on the southern side of the site.

The site is adjacent to an AONB.
CE - Woodland forms the backdrop and western edge providing an attractive setting to the
house; the field in front contributes to this setting and provides a foreground in views of the
woodland when seen approaching from the east. Although this setting is likely to be altered
substantially if development were to occur in site 30-008 opposite (see below), the site
together with land to the east should, on balance, probably be retained undeveloped to retain
the immediate landscape setting of woodland and trees which surround Roborough House.

Would development on this site cause the
coalescence of distinctly separate communities?
Would development on this site adversely affect
biodiversity or protected species?
Would development on this site have an adverse
effect on the historic environment and cultural
heritage?
Would development on this site have an adverse
effect on air quality?
Are there any other existing local adverse
environmental health factors? (noise, smell,
disturbance, etc.)

There are mature hedgerows on the borders of the site which may contain important habitats
for wildlife.

There are no AQMAs in the location, therefore air quality is unknown.
There are no known local adverse environmental health factors. There is the potential for
noise from lorries coming and going from the employment area to the south.

Place shaping opportunities
General rating key
Good opportunities
Possible opportunities but not certain or limited
No opportunities and/or potential negative impacts
This should be completed having regard to the Sustainable Neighbourhood Assessments (SNAs) carried out for the neighbourhoods in the vicinity of the site.
Criteria

Rating

Comments

A well connected community
Does the site provide potential to enhance street
networks and address topography to improve the
likelihood of cycling and walking in the area?
Does the site provide potential to enhance street
networks and/or enhance catchment populations
to support the provision/improvement of public
transport services?
Does the site provide potential to improve
accessibility by walking, cycling or by public
transport to adjacent neighbourhoods or district or
city centre?
Does the site provide potential to improve
accessibility to the countryside by walking, cycling
or horseback?
Does the site provide potential to improve the local
highway network?
A community with thriving mixed uses and
appropriate and accessible services
Does the site provide opportunities whilst requiring
only limited additional infrastructure?
Does the site provide potential to provide specific
local services and facilities identified as lacking in
the local neighbourhood?
Does the site provide potential to support existing
services by enhancing the catchment population?
A neighbourhood that respects and capitalises
on its environment
Do the physical characteristics of the site offer
opportunities for additional energy efficiency or
energy generation?

Does the site provide potential for the reuse of
previously developed land?
Does the site provide potential to maximise the
efficient use of underperforming or underused land
or vacant buildings?
Does the site provide potential to improve the
appearance of the urban edge and the relationship
with the natural environment and countryside

Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - Site is divorced from the existing urban area.
The site is too detached from the existing built up area of Plymouth.

The site is too far from the existing residential areas of Plymouth and there are no bus stops
within easy walking distance of the site.

The site does not connect existing neighbourhoods to other existing neighbourhoods, districts
or city centre. Therefore there is no potential to improve accessibility to other built up areas.

Developing the site would reduce the amount of green space surrounding existing residential
areas. The site is detached from any other existing built up area of Plymouth and would
therefore not provide improved access to the countryside.
If road to the south border of the site requires improvements then this site could provide
potential to improve the local highway.

The site is too detached from the existing neighbourhoods for any new population living on
this site to use facilities in other neighbourhoods. Therefore development in this location
would require large amounts of infrastructure and enough housing for its own local centre.
The site is too detached from existing neighbourhoods to provide specific local services and
facilities to any deficiencies in these areas.
The site is too detached from the existing neighbourhoods for any new population living on
this site to use facilities in other neighbourhoods.

The site is not suitable for wind generation as it is within 400m of existing homes.
• Biomass Sensitivity (Landscape) – 3 (of 1 – 5, 5 being most sensitive)
• Biomass resource:
• Miscanthus 14 – 16 (dte/y/ha) – Medium
• Semi Natural Woodland (<15%)
Current use – green field

The site is within a pocket of land which does not relate to the countryside beyond.

beyond?
Does the site provide potential to improve
biodiversity or enhance the habitats of protected
species?
An attractive and safe neighbourhood with well
designed buildings and spaces
Does the site provide potential to enhance areas
identified as being of poor quality or lacking in
character / identity or with potential safety /
security issues?
Does the site provide potential to enhance the
public realm or provide new or improved public
spaces (including formal and informal recreation
pitches)?
Does the site provide potential to achieve a better
mix or range of different house types and tenures?
A prosperous community with a healthy and
diverse economy
Does the site provide potential for local people to
walk to local employment?
Is the site attractive to potential employers?
Does the site provide potential to enhance the
range of local businesses (variety)?

There are mature hedgerows on the borders of the site which may contain important habitats
for wildlife.

No, the site is not immediately adjacent an existing neighbourhood in Plymouth.

No, the site is not immediately adjacent the existing built up area of Plymouth and is detached
from existing areas.

Yes. The site is large and provides the opportunity to provide a better mix or range of
different house types and tenures.

There is an employment area close to the site.
The site is adjacent an existing employment area and situated on the Tavistock Road, which
could be attractive to potential employers for B1c, B2 or B8 uses.
The site is unlikely to provide potential to enhance the range of local businesses. It is more
likely to provide more of the same and is more suitable for B1c, B2 or B8 uses.

Deliverability
Availability key
Available and no ownership constraints
Potentially available but constraints which may be overcome
Not available or insurmountable ownership constraints
Achievability key
High value area and no major abnormal costs
Medium value area with major abnormal costs which may
affect viability
Low value area and/or abnormal costs which make
development likely to be unviable

Criteria
Availability
Is the site controlled by a developer who has
expressed an intention to develop, or by a land
owner who has expressed an intention to sell?
Are there are any legal or ownership problems,
such as multiple ownerships, ransom strips,
tenancies or operational requirements of
landowners which may affect the availability of the
site?
Achievability
Is the area attractive for market investment? e.g.
high - low value sales area
Are there likely to be any major abnormal costs
which may affect the ability of the site to be
developed? (e.g. major infrastructure,
contamination remediation, flood alleviation,
highway/drainage improvements, S.106 package).

Rating

Comments
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - The agent confirms that the site is available for development, and
that there are no legal or ownership problems which could limit development.

Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - Some sustainable considerations in terms of sustainable
communities. Site is detached from existing residential areas but in principle a developer
would deliver housing on the site.
????

Conclusion
The site is too detached from the built up area of Plymouth, and from any existing local facilities, services and local centres, although it is within walking
distance of a bus stop. Therefore residential development in this location would not link into the existing neighbourhoods, require large amounts of
infrastructure and therefore would not be appropriate. The site should be retained undeveloped to retain the immediate landscape setting of woodland and
trees which surround Roborough House.

Site ref

Site Address

Neighbourhood

30_008

Valley Field East of Broadley Ind. Pk, Roborough

30. Widewell

Local Authority

SHLAA Status

Site Area (ha)

South Hams

Deliverable sites, constrained by policy

3.88

Description of site
The site comprises three small sloping pasture fields located directly east of the existing estate access road and south of Tamerton Road. The land forms the
head of the Tamerton valley where a belt of woodland (a County Wildlife Site) defines the head of the small watercourse. It is adjacent an employment area of
warehouses. Access is good from the existing Broadley Park Road.

Planning history
The site is outside, and actually detached, from the Plymouth development boundary and in South Hams district. South Hams SHLAA ref no 04_07_08.

SHLAA Panel concluded" Highway Agency: Impacts on A38 Manadon Junction (already at capacity) - limited improvements possible. Requires step change
in public transport provision to remove existing trips on network also. Topographical constraints limit yield. Power lines across site. Watercourse flows across
site." Yield 100 in years 6 - 10. The eastern border follows the flood zone. Site is near to an AONB.

SHLAA - Conclusion
The site is located outside of the urban area, in South Hams. Although the Panel considered that this site could have the potential to deliver residential
development in principle, as part of a wider site, it is currently outside (and detached from) the development boundary and would contravene current planning
policy. Therefore, the constrained yield is currently considered to be zero. This may be reconsidered through the Urban Fringe DPD and any changes in
status should be reported in future revisions of the SHLAA.

SHLAA – Constraints to be overcome prior to development
The site is not within the Plymouth administrative boundary. It is within the South Hams. Other constraints that would need to be overcome include transport
issues, topography, there are power lines on site and a watercourse which flows across the site. The site will need to be reassessed as part of the work
being undertaken for the Plymouth Urban Fringe DPD, which could potential enable the site come forward for residential development.

SHLAA – Alternative uses which the site maybe be suitable for
Site is divorced from the existing urban area and need to be considered along with others as part of the Urban Fringe DPD.

SHLAA unconstrained yield = 100 units (2014-2019)
Criteria
A well connected community
Is the site accessible by walking to a bus service?
Is the site accessible by walking to a bus station?
Is the site accessible by walking to a railway
station?
Is the site accessible by cycling to a railway
station?
What kind of access does the site have to the local
highway network?
Are there any major transport infrastructure deficits
affecting this site which need to be overcome?

A community with thriving mixed uses and
appropriate and accessible services
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to a
local centre?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to a
primary school?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to an
employment area?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to

Rating

Comments
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - This site is unsuitable for residential development as it is detached
from the built up area of Plymouth
The site is between 5-10 minutes walk of a bus stop.

Good
South Hams SHLAA Panel concluded and confirmed by Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - Highway
Agency: Impacts on A38 Manadon Junction (already at capacity) - limited improvements
possible. Requires step change in public transport provision to remove existing trips on
network also.

The site is over 10 minutes walk from neighbourhood centre in Glenholt.
The closest primary school is in Widewell and is well over a 10 minute walk from the site.
The site is adjacent an employment area, Broadley Industrial Estate, which is outside the
Plymouth boundary.
The closest health facility is in Woolwell and is well over a 10 minute walk from the site.

health facilities?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to an
open space?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to
other community facilities?
Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - utilities
Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - schools

Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - health
facilities
A neighbourhood that respects and capitalises
on its environment
Designations
Does the site contain best and most versatile
agricultural land?
Is the site within or immediately adjacent to a
nationally protected landscape?
Does the site contain known mineral resources?
Physical constraints
Is the site at risk of flooding?
Does the site contain unstable and/or
contaminated land?
What is the topography of the site? Does it contain
steep slopes?
Potential impacts
Would development on this site have an adverse
landscape and/or visual impact?
Would development on this site have an adverse
landscape and/or visual impact?

The site is over 10 minutes walk from public open space (area 71).

????
In Sept 2011 Plymouth schools will be over the maximum, and by 2013 there will be a need
for approx 550 extra places across the city. There is no capacity within the adjacent primary
schools to expand existing facilities. Therefore this development (or elsewhere) would need
to provide additional school places for any new housing and the growing required places in
existing areas within Plymouth.
There would be a major deficit which would need to be overcome, after accounting for the
population increase across the whole Central and North East Primary Care Capacity area.
Also, any spare capacity within existing areas would not be within walking distance of this
site.

Grade 3. (No data is available to distinguish this piece of land between Grade 3a and 3b.)

Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - A watercourse which flows across the site. The eastern border
follows the flood zone.
No known history of unstable or contaminated land
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - Topographical constraints limit yield.

There would be no adverse visual impact on the landscape character.
CE - The landform around the site forms a discrete bowl within the landscape, reinforced with
woodland, tree belts and trees which provide a strong structure and further enclosure from
the wider area such that the site is discrete. The site falls directly within the visual envelope of
the existing estate development and a high voltage electricity line crosses the area.
There is an opportunity to accommodate development in this location although an extension
to the existing industrial estate is probably the most appropriate use. The landform suggests
that development should be of smaller scale higher quality units that could be more

responsive to the sloping landform, and respect and reinforce the existing green infrastructure
with significant levels of planting (which is lacking in the existing estate). The relationship of
development to trees and the watercourse will be key constraints and are likely to reduce the
area that may be suitable for development.
Would development on this site cause the
coalescence of distinctly separate communities?
Would development on this site adversely affect
biodiversity or protected species?

There are mature hedgerows on site and a watercourse at the bottom of the slope to the east
of the site, which may contain important habitats for wildlife. There is an area of Ancient
Woodland close to the site to the south.

Would development on this site have an adverse
effect on the historic environment and cultural
heritage?
Would development on this site have an adverse
effect on air quality?
Are there any other existing local adverse
environmental health factors? (noise, smell,
disturbance, etc.)

There are no AQMAs in the location, therefore air quality is unknown.
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) – There are power lines crossing the site.

Place shaping opportunities
General rating key
Good opportunities
Possible opportunities but not certain or limited
No opportunities and/or potential negative impacts
This should be completed having regard to the Sustainable Neighbourhood Assessments (SNAs) carried out for the neighbourhoods in the vicinity of the site.
Criteria
A well connected community
Does the site provide potential to enhance street
networks and address topography to improve the
likelihood of cycling and walking in the area?
Does the site provide potential to enhance street
networks and/or enhance catchment populations
to support the provision/improvement of public
transport services?
Does the site provide potential to improve
accessibility by walking, cycling or by public
transport to adjacent neighbourhoods or district or

Rating

Comments
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - This site is unsuitable for residential development as it is detached
from the built up area of Plymouth
The site is too detached from the existing neighbourhoods of Plymouth.

The site is too far from the existing residential areas of Plymouth and there are no bus stops
within easy walking distance of the site.

The site does not connect existing neighbourhoods to other existing neighbourhoods, districts
or city centre. Therefore there is no potential to improve accessibility to other built up areas.

city centre?
Does the site provide potential to improve
accessibility to the countryside by walking, cycling
or horseback?
Does the site provide potential to improve the local
highway network?
A community with thriving mixed uses and
appropriate and accessible services
Does the site provide opportunities whilst requiring
only limited additional infrastructure?
Does the site provide potential to provide specific
local services and facilities identified as lacking in
the local neighbourhood?
Does the site provide potential to support existing
services by enhancing the catchment population?
A neighbourhood that respects and capitalises
on its environment
Do the physical characteristics of the site offer
opportunities for additional energy efficiency or
energy generation?

Does the site provide potential for the reuse of
previously developed land?
Does the site provide potential to maximise the
efficient use of underperforming or underused land
or vacant buildings?
Does the site provide potential to improve the
appearance of the urban edge and the relationship
with the natural environment and countryside
beyond?
Does the site provide potential to improve
biodiversity or enhance the habitats of protected
species?
An attractive and safe neighbourhood with well
designed buildings and spaces
Does the site provide potential to enhance areas
identified as being of poor quality or lacking in
character / identity or with potential safety /
security issues?
Does the site provide potential to enhance the

Developing the site would reduce the amount of green space surrounding existing residential
areas. The site is detached from any other existing built up area of Plymouth and would
therefore not provide improved access to the countryside.
If road to the north border of the site requires improvements then this site could provide
potential to improve the local highway.

The site is too detached from the existing neighbourhoods for any new population living on
this site to use facilities in other neighbourhoods. Therefore development in this location
would require large amounts of infrastructure and enough housing for its own local centre.
The site is too detached from existing neighbourhoods to provide specific local services and
facilities to any deficiencies in these areas.
The site is too detached from the existing neighbourhoods for any new population living on
this site to use facilities in other neighbourhoods.

The site is not suitable for wind generation as it is within 400m of existing homes.
• Biomass Sensitivity (Landscape) – 3 (of 1 – 5, 5 being most sensitive)
• Biomass resource:
• Miscanthus 14 – 16 (dte/y/ha) – Medium
• Semi Natural Woodland (<15%)
Current use – green field

No, the site is situated on the city side of an employment site and not adjacent the open
countryside.

There are mature hedgerows on site and a watercourse at the bottom of the slope to the east
of the site, which may contain important habitats for wildlife. There is an area of Ancient
Woodland close to the site to the south.

No, the site is not immediately adjacent the existing built up area of Plymouth and is detached
from existing neighbourhoods.

No, the site is not immediately adjacent the existing built up area of Plymouth and is detached

public realm or provide new or improved public
spaces (including formal and informal recreation
pitches)?
Does the site provide potential to achieve a better
mix or range of different house types and tenures?
A prosperous community with a healthy and
diverse economy
Does the site provide potential for local people to
walk to local employment?
Is the site attractive to potential employers?

from existing areas, therefore would not provide pubic spaces for existing populations.

Yes. The site is large and provides the opportunity to provide a better mix or range of
different house types and tenures.

There is an employment area adjacent to the site.
The site is adjacent an existing employment area and situated on the Tavistock Road, which
could be attractive to potential employers for B1c, B2 or B8 uses.
The site is unlikely to provide potential to enhance the range of local businesses. It is more
likely to provide more of the same and is more suitable for B1c, B2 or B8 uses.

Does the site provide potential to enhance the
range of local businesses (variety)?

Deliverability
Availability key
Available and no ownership constraints
Potentially available but constraints which may be overcome
Not available or insurmountable ownership constraints
Achievability key
High value area and no major abnormal costs
Medium value area with major abnormal costs which may
affect viability
Low value area and/or abnormal costs which make
development likely to be unviable

Criteria
Availability
Is the site controlled by a developer who has
expressed an intention to develop, or by a land
owner who has expressed an intention to sell?
Are there are any legal or ownership problems,
such as multiple ownerships, ransom strips,
tenancies or operational requirements of
landowners which may affect the availability of the
site?

Rating

Comments
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - The agent confirms that the site is available for development, and
that there are no legal or ownership problems which could limit development.

Achievability
Is the area attractive for market investment? e.g.
high - low value sales area
Are there likely to be any major abnormal costs
which may affect the ability of the site to be
developed? (e.g. major infrastructure,
contamination remediation, flood alleviation,
highway/drainage improvements, S.106 package).

???
???
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - Panel concluded with the South Hams Panel; Highway Agency:
Impacts on A38 Manadon Junction (already at capacity) - limited improvements possible.
Requires step change in public transport provision to remove existing trips on network also.
Topographical constraints limit yield. Power lines across site. Watercourse flows across site.

Conclusion
The site is too detached from the built up area of Plymouth, and from any existing local facilities, services and local centres, although it is within walking
distance of a bus stop. Therefore residential development in this location would not link into the existing neighbourhoods, require large amounts of
infrastructure and therefore would not be appropriate. A watercourse which flows across the site and the eastern border follows the flood zone. There is an
area of Ancient Woodland close to the site to the south. There are power lines crossing the corner of the site and there are also topographical constraints.
The relationship of development to trees and the watercourse would also be key constraints.

Site ref

Site Address

Neighbourhood

30_009

Field North of Roborough Farm

30. Widewell

Local Authority

SHLAA Status

Site Area (ha)

South Hams

Deliverable sites, constrained by policy

2.59

Description of site
The site is a field which has a very narrow access via a lane. It is surrounded by fields, woodland and Roborough Farm is located to the south.

Planning history
The site is outside, and actually detached, from the Plymouth development boundary and in South Hams district. South Hams SHLAA ref no 04_09_08.
SHLAA Panel concluded "Highway Agency: Impacts on A38 Manadon Junction (already at capacity) - limited improvements possible. Requires stepped
change in public transport provision to remove existing trips on the network also. Requires development of 04_08_08 for access. Some sustainable
considerations in terms of sustainable communities" Yield of 104 dwellings in 11 to 15 year period "

SHLAA - Conclusion
This site could have the potential to deliver residential development in principle, as part of a wider site. However, it is currently outside (and detached from)
the development boundary and would contravene current planning policy.

SHLAA – Constraints to be overcome prior to development
The site is not within the Plymouth administrative boundary. It is within the South Hams. The site will need to be reassessed as part of the work being
undertaken for the Plymouth Urban Fringe DPD, which could potential enable the site come forward for residential development.

SHLAA – Alternative uses which the site maybe be suitable for
Site is divorced from the existing urban area and need to be considered along with others as part of the Urban Fringe DPD.

SHLAA unconstrained yield = 104 units (2014-2019)

Criteria
A well connected community
Is the site accessible by walking to a bus service?
Is the site accessible by walking to a bus station?
Is the site accessible by walking to a railway
station?
Is the site accessible by cycling to a railway
station?
What kind of access does the site have to the local
highway network?
Are there any major transport infrastructure deficits
affecting this site which need to be overcome?

Rating

Comments
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - This site is unsuitable for residential development as it is detached
from the built up area of Plymouth
The site is over 10 minutes walk of a bus stop.

No, the site is set back from the local highway separated by a green field and access via a
narrow lane.
The site does not have access to the local highway network. It would have to come forward
with SHLAA site 30_006.
The site is a field which has a very narrow access via a lane. South Hams SHLAA Panel
concluded and confirmed by Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - Highway Agency: Impacts on A38
Manadon Junction (already at capacity) - limited improvements possible. Requires stepped
change in public transport provision to remove existing trips on the network also. Requires
development of 04_08_08 for access.

A community with thriving mixed uses and
appropriate and accessible services
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to a
local centre?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to a
primary school?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to an
employment area?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to
health facilities?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to an
open space?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to
other community facilities?
Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - utilities
Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - schools

Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting

The site is over 10 minutes walk from neighbourhood centre in Glenholt.
The closest primary school is in Widewell and is well over a 10 minute walk from the site.
The closest employment area, Broadley Industrial Estate, is adjacent the eastern of the site
outside the Plymouth boundary.
The closest health facility is in Woolwell and is well over a 10 minute walk from the site.
The site is over 10 minutes walk from public open space (area 71).

????
In Sept 2011 Plymouth schools will be over the maximum, and by 2013 there will be a need
for approx 550 extra places across the city. There is no capacity within the adjacent primary
schools to expand existing facilities. Therefore this development (or elsewhere) would need
to provide additional school places for any new housing and the growing required places in
existing areas within Plymouth.
There would be a major deficit which would need to be overcome, after accounting for the

this site which need to be overcome - health
facilities
A neighbourhood that respects and capitalises
on its environment
Designations
Does the site contain best and most versatile
agricultural land?
Is the site within or immediately adjacent to a
nationally protected landscape?
Does the site contain known mineral resources?
Physical constraints
Is the site at risk of flooding?
Does the site contain unstable and/or
contaminated land?
What is the topography of the site? Does it contain
steep slopes?
Potential impacts
Would development on this site have an adverse
landscape and/or visual impact?
Would development on this site have an adverse
landscape and/or visual impact?

population increase across the whole Central and North East Primary Care Capacity area.
Also, any spare capacity within existing areas would not be within walking distance of this
site.

Grade 3. (No data is available to distinguish this piece of land between Grade 3a and 3b.)
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - The site is adjacent to an AONB, but not visible from the AONB as
it is separated by high trees and hedgerows.

The site is Greenfield and unlikely to be contaminated.
The site slopes gently

CE - contained on the northern and eastern side by woodland, and by a wide maturing tree
belt on the west boundary (beyond which lies a house) which, for the most part, forms the
edge of the Tamar AONB extending away to the west. The AONB is separated from the
northern boundary of the site by the woodland which lies west of Roborough House (the
environs of which appear to be used as a Parcel Force depot). The land rises gently to the
north forming part of the broad ridge which extends through Broadley Park to the south into
the southern tip of Dartmoor.
The scale and containment provided by the woodland means that these sites may be able to
accommodate well designed development without wider harm, although the scale of
development (in terms of height and massing) will need careful consideration along the
western edge where further reinforcement of the tree belt may be appropriate. The
containment provided by the woodland the north would prevent any inter-visibility with the
AONB and National Park beyond. Residential development may be a suitable use particularly
given the separation between this area and development within Broadley Park opposite which
is well set back from the road, and reasonably well screened by trees.

Would development on this site cause the
coalescence of distinctly separate communities?
Would development on this site adversely affect
biodiversity or protected species?

There are mature hedgerows on the borders of the site which may contain important habitats
for wildlife.
• Biomass Sensitivity (Landscape) – 3 (of 1 – 5, 5 being most sensitive)
• Biomass resource:

•
•
Would development on this site have an adverse
effect on the historic environment and cultural
heritage?
Would development on this site have an adverse
effect on air quality?
Are there any other existing local adverse
environmental health factors? (noise, smell,
disturbance, etc.)

Miscanthus 14 – 16 (dte/y/ha) – Medium
Semi Natural Woodland (<15%)

There are no AQMAs in the location, therefore air quality is unknown.
There are no known local adverse environmental health factors. There is the potential for
noise from lorries coming and going from the employment area to the south.

Place shaping opportunities
General rating key
Good opportunities
Possible opportunities but not certain or limited
No opportunities and/or potential negative impacts
This should be completed having regard to the Sustainable Neighbourhood Assessments (SNAs) carried out for the neighbourhoods in the vicinity of the site.
Criteria
A well connected community
Does the site provide potential to enhance street
networks and address topography to improve the
likelihood of cycling and walking in the area?
Does the site provide potential to enhance street
networks and/or enhance catchment populations
to support the provision/improvement of public
transport services?
Does the site provide potential to improve
accessibility by walking, cycling or by public
transport to adjacent neighbourhoods or district or
city centre?
Does the site provide potential to improve
accessibility to the countryside by walking, cycling
or horseback?
Does the site provide potential to improve the local
highway network?
A community with thriving mixed uses and

Rating

Comments
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - This site is unsuitable for residential development as it is detached
from the built up area of Plymouth
The site is too detached from the existing built up area of Plymouth.

The site is too far from the existing residential areas of Plymouth and there are no bus stops
within easy walking distance of the site.

The site does not connect existing neighbourhoods to other existing neighbourhoods, districts
or city centre. Therefore there is no potential to improve accessibility to other built up areas.

Developing the site would reduce the amount of green space surrounding existing residential
areas. The site is detached from any other existing built up area of Plymouth and would
therefore not provide improved access to the countryside.

appropriate and accessible services
Does the site provide opportunities whilst requiring
only limited additional infrastructure?
Does the site provide potential to provide specific
local services and facilities identified as lacking in
the local neighbourhood?
Does the site provide potential to support existing
services by enhancing the catchment population?
A neighbourhood that respects and capitalises
on its environment
Do the physical characteristics of the site offer
opportunities for additional energy efficiency or
energy generation?
Does the site provide potential for the reuse of
previously developed land?
Does the site provide potential to maximise the
efficient use of underperforming or underused land
or vacant buildings?
Does the site provide potential to improve the
appearance of the urban edge and the relationship
with the natural environment and countryside
beyond?
Does the site provide potential to improve
biodiversity or enhance the habitats of protected
species?
An attractive and safe neighbourhood with well
designed buildings and spaces
Does the site provide potential to enhance areas
identified as being of poor quality or lacking in
character / identity or with potential safety /
security issues?
Does the site provide potential to enhance the
public realm or provide new or improved public
spaces (including formal and informal recreation
pitches)?
Does the site provide potential to achieve a better
mix or range of different house types and tenures?
A prosperous community with a healthy and
diverse economy
Does the site provide potential for local people to
walk to local employment?

The site is too detached from the existing neighbourhoods for any new population living on
this site to use facilities in other neighbourhoods. Therefore development in this location
would require large amounts of infrastructure and enough housing for its own local centre.
The site is too detached from existing neighbourhoods to provide specific local services and
facilities to any deficiencies in these areas.
The site is too detached from the existing neighbourhoods for any new population living on
this site to use facilities in other neighbourhoods.

The site is not suitable for wind generation as it is within 400m of existing homes.

Current use – green field

The site is within a pocket of land which does not relate to the countryside beyond.

There are mature hedgerows on the borders of the site which may contain important habitats
for wildlife.

No, the site is not immediately adjacent the existing built up area of Plymouth and is detached
from existing areas.

No, the site is not immediately adjacent the existing built up area of Plymouth and is detached
from existing areas.

Yes. The site is large and provides the opportunity to provide a better mix or range of
different house types and tenures.

There is an employment area close to the site

Is the site attractive to potential employers?

The site is close to an existing employment area and situated on the Tavistock Road, which
could be attractive to potential employers for B1c, B2 or B8 uses. However, the site has poor
access which would make the site unattractive to potential employers.
The site is unlikely to provide potential to enhance the range of local businesses. It is more
likely to provide more of the same and is more suitable for B1c, B2 or B8 uses.

Does the site provide potential to enhance the
range of local businesses (variety)?

Deliverability
Availability key
Available and no ownership constraints
Potentially available but constraints which may be overcome
Not available or insurmountable ownership constraints
Achievability key
High value area and no major abnormal costs
Medium value area with major abnormal costs which may
affect viability
Low value area and/or abnormal costs which make
development likely to be unviable

Criteria
Availability
Is the site controlled by a developer who has
expressed an intention to develop, or by a land
owner who has expressed an intention to sell?
Are there are any legal or ownership problems,
such as multiple ownerships, ransom strips,
tenancies or operational requirements of
landowners which may affect the availability of the
site?
Achievability
Is the area attractive for market investment? e.g.
high - low value sales area
Are there likely to be any major abnormal costs
which may affect the ability of the site to be
developed? (e.g. major infrastructure,
contamination remediation, flood alleviation,
highway/drainage improvements, S.106 package).

Rating

Comments
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - The agent confirms that the site is available for development, and
that there are no legal or ownership problems which could limit development.

Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - Site is detached from existing residential areas but the Panel
concluded would be attractive to the market and housing delivered if it were granted consent.
???

Conclusion
There is no direct access onto a local highway, without coming forward with site 30_006. To the north the site is adjacent the AONB, but this would not be an
absolute constraint to residential development in this location. The site is too detached from the built up area of Plymouth, and from any existing local
facilities, services and local centres, although it is within walking distance of a bus stop. Therefore residential development in this location would not link into
the existing neighbourhoods, require large amounts of infrastructure and therefore would not be appropriate.

Site ref

Site Address

Neighbourhood

30_010

Land at Leat Walk

30. Widewell

Local Authority

SHLAA Status

Site Area (ha)

South Hams

Undeliverable site

0.46

Description of site
The site consists of a small level grass field (which appears to be used for horse grazing) with some redundant shed/shelter structures, lying immediately east
of the rear gardens of four detached houses located at the northern end of Leat Walk. The northern side of the field is defined by a hedgebank with some
trees; the eastern boundary by Carron Lane, an attractive rural lane, and some oak trees at the eastern side of the site overhang the road; to the south lies a
‘green lane’ flanked by banks and trees, with a right of way between; beyond this lies an area of open space which forms the edge to residential development
on the west side of Leat Walk.

SHLAA conclusion
The site currently has no acceptable access which means development could not be delivered at this location. Although this site has the potential to be
suitable for residential development in principle, it is outside the development boundary and would contravene current planning policy. However, this site
should be assessed within future revisions of the SHLAA and as part of the work being undertaken for the Urban Fringe DPD. The Panel agree with the
conclusions of the South Hams SHLAA ‘access unavailable’.

Criteria
A well connected community
Is the site accessible by walking to a bus service?

Rating

Comments
Area is well served by public transport.
SNA: Roborough have good daytime bus services, but services in the evenings and
weekends are poor.

Is the site accessible by walking to a bus station?
Is the site accessible by walking to a railway
station?
Is the site accessible by cycling to a railway
station?
What kind of access does the site have to the local
highway network?

Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - The Panel agree with the conclusions of the South Hams SHLAA
‘access unavailable’.

Are there any major transport infrastructure deficits
affecting this site which need to be overcome?
A community with thriving mixed uses and
appropriate and accessible services
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to a
local centre?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to a
primary school?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to an
employment area?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to
health facilities?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to an
open space?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to
other community facilities?
Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - utilities
Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - schools

Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - health
facilities
A neighbourhood that respects and capitalises
on its environment
Designations
Does the site contain best and most versatile
agricultural land?
Is the site within or immediately adjacent to a
nationally protected landscape?
Does the site contain known mineral resources?
Physical constraints
Is the site at risk of flooding?
Does the site contain unstable and/or
contaminated land?
What is the topography of the site? Does it contain
steep slopes?
Potential impacts
Would development on this site have an adverse

See above

The site is not within walking or cycling distance any a local centre.
The site is not within walking or cycling distance of a primary school.
The site is within easy walking and cycling distance of local employment.
The site is not within walking or cycling distance of a health facility.
The closest public open space is under 5 mins walk from the site.
Roborough has a few facilities that are not grouped, including a pub, church, village hall and
small public space.
???
In Sept 2011 Plymouth schools will be over the maximum, and by 2013 there will be a need
for approx 550 extra places across the city. There is no capacity within the adjacent primary
schools to expand existing facilities. Therefore this development (or elsewhere) would need
to provide additional school places for any new housing and the growing required places in
existing areas within Plymouth.
There is no capacity within the Central and North East segment of the Primary Care Capacity
in Plymouth taking into account existing potential population increase. However, there is
capacity at the local health centre in Woolwell for another 1000 patients.

The majority of the site is Grade 3. (No data is available to distinguish this piece of land
between Grade 3a and 3b.)

Potentially, but unknown.

landscape and/or visual impact?
Would development on this site have an adverse
landscape and/or visual impact?

CE - The vegetated character of the sites boundaries means that the site is locally quite
discrete and the vegetation assist with softening the edge of the built up area in summer,
although some glimpses of development are apparent in views from the rising ground to the
north. The site appears well screened from the approach on the A86 to the north.
The site is suitable for accommodating a low density development, although the need to
retain trees and avoid undue shading will limit the capacity of the site. Development should
also be set back from the northern boundary to allow boundary vegetation to be reinforced to
give a more robust edge and kept back from Carron Lane to avoid detracting from its rural
character and retain the oak trees.
No

Would development on this site cause the
coalescence of distinctly separate communities?
Would development on this site adversely affect
biodiversity or protected species?

The northern side of the field is defined by a hedgebank with some trees and some oak trees
at the eastern side of the site overhang the road; to the south lies a ‘green lane’ flanked by
banks and trees, which will have some biodiversity value.
No

Would development on this site have an adverse
effect on the historic environment and cultural
heritage?
Would development on this site have an adverse
effect on air quality?
Are there any other existing local adverse
environmental health factors? (noise, smell,
disturbance, etc.)

There are no AQMAs in the location, therefore air quality is unknown.
No known adverse environmental health factors

Place shaping opportunities
General rating key
Good opportunities
Possible opportunities but not certain or limited
No opportunities and/or potential negative impacts
This should be completed having regard to the Sustainable Neighbourhood Assessments (SNAs) carried out for the neighbourhoods in the vicinity of the site.
Criteria
A well connected community
Does the site provide potential to enhance street
networks and address topography to improve the
likelihood of cycling and walking in the area?
Does the site provide potential to enhance street

Rating

Comments
No

The site would enhance catchment populations to support existing public transport provision,

networks and/or enhance catchment populations
to support the provision/improvement of public
transport services?
Does the site provide potential to improve
accessibility by walking, cycling or by public
transport to adjacent neighbourhoods or district or
city centre?
Does the site provide potential to improve
accessibility to the countryside by walking, cycling
or horseback?
Does the site provide potential to improve the local
highway network?
A community with thriving mixed uses and
appropriate and accessible services
Does the site provide opportunities whilst requiring
only limited additional infrastructure?
Does the site provide potential to provide specific
local services and facilities identified as lacking in
the local neighbourhood?

Does the site provide potential to support existing
services by enhancing the catchment population?

which is currently a very good service.

No

No

No

The site is too small to require major additional infrastructure.
The site is small, but it is large enough to be used for a local services/facility.
Roborough has a lack of playing spaces. It does have a pub, church and small community
half, but no other shops or community services. All existing facilities are not groups. These
facilities can be found at Woolwell, but the physical connections for pedestrians and cyclists
are poor and encourages car trips using the A386.
Roborough on its own is not large enough to support a local centre.
Yes, but only with a small number of additional housing.
Brochure: Roborough population is not large enough to support the identified level of facilities
(4000 actual compared with 5-9000 in theory).

A neighbourhood that respects and capitalises
on its environment
Do the physical characteristics of the site offer
opportunities for additional energy efficiency or
energy generation?

Does the site provide potential for the reuse of
previously developed land?
Does the site provide potential to maximise the
efficient use of underperforming or underused land
or vacant buildings?
Does the site provide potential to improve the
appearance of the urban edge and the relationship

The site is not suitable for wind generation as it is within 400m of existing homes.
• Biomass Sensitivity (Landscape) – 3 (of 1 – 5, 5 being most sensitive)
• Biomass resource:
• Miscanthus 14 – 16 (dte/y/ha) – Medium
• Semi Natural Woodland (<15%)
Unknown
No

No

with the natural environment and countryside
beyond?
Does the site provide potential to improve
biodiversity or enhance the habitats of protected
species?
An attractive and safe neighbourhood with well
designed buildings and spaces
Does the site provide potential to enhance areas
identified as being of poor quality or lacking in
character / identity or with potential safety /
security issues?
Does the site provide potential to enhance the
public realm or provide new or improved public
spaces (including formal and informal recreation
pitches)?
Does the site provide potential to achieve a better
mix or range of different house types and tenures?

Unknown

No

No, the site would be too small to be able to provide both housing and public spaces.

Yes – although the site is small, it dos provide an opportunity to deliver more affordable
homes and different housing tenures and mix of housing types.
Roborough have a very high percentage of privately owned dwelling tenure (85% compared
to 64% across Plymouth). Generally the type and tenure is not well mixed.

A prosperous community with a healthy and
diverse economy
Does the site provide potential for local people to
walk to local employment?
Is the site attractive to potential employers?
Does the site provide potential to enhance the
range of local businesses (variety)?

Yes. The site is within walking distance of existing residential areas of Roborough.
The site would probably be too small and has poor access to attract potential employers.
No

Deliverability
Availability key
Available and no ownership constraints
Potentially available but constraints which may be overcome
Not available or insurmountable ownership constraints
Achievability key
High value area and no major abnormal costs
Medium value area with major abnormal costs which may
affect viability

Low value area and/or abnormal costs which make
development likely to be unviable

Criteria
Availability
Is the site controlled by a developer who has
expressed an intention to develop, or by a land
owner who has expressed an intention to sell?
Are there are any legal or ownership problems,
such as multiple ownerships, ransom strips,
tenancies or operational requirements of
landowners which may affect the availability of the
site?
Achievability
Is the area attractive for market investment? e.g.
high - low value sales area
Are there likely to be any major abnormal costs
which may affect the ability of the site to be
developed? (e.g. major infrastructure,
contamination remediation, flood alleviation,
highway/drainage improvements, S.106 package).

Rating

Comments
The site was rejected in the Plymouth SHLAA and therefore availability/achievability
was not assessed.
The site was rejected in the Plymouth SHLAA and therefore availability/achievability
was not assessed.

The site was rejected in the Plymouth SHLAA and therefore availability/achievability
was not assessed.
The site was rejected in the Plymouth SHLAA and therefore availability/achievability
was not assessed.

Conclusion
There is no direct access onto a local highway, and the site is too small to deliver 500 new homes.

Site ref

Site Address

Neighbourhood

31_005b

Land off Towerfield Drive

31. Glenholt

Local Authority

SHLAA Status

Site Area (ha)

South Hams

Deliverable sites, constrained by policy

5.28

Description of site
The site extends over level land directly north and east of the large Child Support Agency building and car park. The land is unmanaged and reverting to
scrub and is used for informal dog walking. Adjacent land uses are the CSA offices to the south, site 031_005a to the west and open space to the east.
Site 31_005a - The site is green space, which was formally playing pitches. It is bordered to the west by Tavistock Road and to the north by residential
properties. A large superstore and CSA offices lie to the south and southeast.

Planning history

None
Site 31_005a (adjacent site) - The land was an allocated employment site in the adopted Local plan. It is part of a larger site considered by the South Hams
SHLAA panel; - 'HA: Impacts on A38 Manadon Junction (already at capacity) - limited improvements possible. Requires stepped change in PT provision to
remove existing trips on network also. Some access issues may need to be resolved" Yield 209 dwellings in years 1 to 10'

SHLAA - Conclusion
The site is part of a wider site which is promoted by the land owner PCC (site 31_005a). The sites are divided as they sit within different local authority areas.
This site is within South Hams and does not have then benefit of an allocation for housing. It cannot be considered, on it's own, suitable for development, but
this assessment is influenced by it's relationship with the adjacent land within the City Council's boundary and if both sites are considered in combination the
assessment may be different. For the purposes of the SHLAA it cannot be relied upon at present but this will be subject of further consideration through the
Urban Fringe DPD.
Site 31_005a (adjacent site) - The majority of the site is previously identified as an employment commitment where the principle of development and the loss
of the open space has been accepted. Therefore it is considered to be a suitable location for development and the Panel concluded that housing would be
deliverable.

SHLAA – Constraints to be overcome prior to development
The site is not within the Plymouth administrative boundary. It is within the South Hams. The site will need to be reassessed as part of the work being
undertaken for the Plymouth Urban Fringe DPD, which could potential enable the site come forward for residential development.
Site 31_005a (adjacent site) - There are no constraints on this site that would prevent the site coming forward for residential development.

SHLAA – Alternative uses which the site maybe be suitable for
Land is relatively well related to the existing centre on Woolwell Road in South Hams. It could therefore provide some opportunity for the extension of facilities
in this area.
Site 31_005a (adjacent site) - Site is well located with regard to existing neighbourhood facilities and the southern part of the site could contribute to the
provision of further local facilities such as crèche, pub and community centre. It has previously been a sports pitch and retention of some sporting facilities
would also meet identified local needs.

SHLAA unconstrained yield = 50 units (2009-2014) and 50 units (2014-2019)
Criteria
A well connected community

Is the site accessible by walking to a bus service?

Rating

Comments
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - Land is relatively well related to the existing centre on Woolwell
Road in South Hams.
South Hams Urban Fringe Site Specific Allocations PO document (June 2006) – is
considered to be a highly sustainable urban extension. Most suited primarily residential use
and could accommodate at least 250 – 275 dwellings (which included a larger area to the
south west.
Area is well served by public transport.
SNA: Woolwell and Roborough have good daytime bus services, but services in the

evenings and weekends are poor.
Is the site accessible by walking to a bus station?
Is the site accessible by walking to a railway
station?
Is the site accessible by cycling to a railway
station?
What kind of access does the site have to the local
highway network?
Are there any major transport infrastructure deficits
affecting this site which need to be overcome?

A community with thriving mixed uses and
appropriate and accessible services
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to a
local centre?

South Hams Urban Fringe Site Specific Allocations PO document (June 2006) – The Joint
Structure Plan Authorities (JPSA) assessment of alternative options for ‘Sherford’ identified
that Woolwell is severely constrained by its poor accessibility by car and public transport. A
limited amount of development could be accommodated in this location but not on a strategic
scale unless these access constraints can be effectively overcome. The EIP Panel had a
number of criticisms of Woolwell as an area strategic development.

Within 5 minutes walk of Woolwell local centre and close proximity to Lidl, Tescos and
associated shops. The centre includes facilities such as a primary school, nursery, health
centre, shopping hub, post office, church, community centre and young people activities.
Woolwell neighbourhood centre has a larger range of facilities than would be expected for the
size of Woolwell’s population and many of the facilities are of poor quality or appear to be
underused.

Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to a
primary school?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to an
employment area?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to
health facilities?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to an
open space?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to
other community facilities?
Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - utilities
Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - schools

Roborough has a few facilities that are not grouped, including a pub, church, village hall and
small public space.
The site is within 5-10 minutes walk of the primary school in Woolwell.
The site is adjacent the Child Support Agency offices to the south west and within a couple of
kms to business parks to the north and the airport to the south.
The site is within 5 minute walking distance of a health facility.
The closest public open space (71) is under 5 mins walk from the site.
There are a good range of facilities, within a 5 minutes walk, in the neighbourhood centre of
Woolwell, including community centres, post office, shops, health centre and nursery.
???
In Sept 2011 Plymouth schools will be over the maximum, and by 2013 there will be a need
for approx 550 extra places across the city. There is no capacity within the adjacent primary
schools to expand existing facilities. Therefore this development (or elsewhere) would need
to provide additional school places for any new housing and the growing required places in

Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - health
facilities
A neighbourhood that respects and capitalises
on its environment
Designations
Does the site contain best and most versatile
agricultural land?
Is the site within or immediately adjacent to a
nationally protected landscape?
Does the site contain known mineral resources?
Physical constraints
Is the site at risk of flooding?
Does the site contain unstable and/or
contaminated land?
What is the topography of the site? Does it contain
steep slopes?
Potential impacts
Would development on this site have an adverse
landscape and/or visual impact?
Would development on this site have an adverse
landscape and/or visual impact?

existing areas within Plymouth.
There is capacity at the local health centre for another 1000 patients.

Grade 3. (No data is available to distinguish this piece of land between Grade 3a and 3b.)

Potentially, but unknown.
Flat and overgrown site

No
CE - The site is very well enclosed by the CSA building, a triangular area of woodland to the
west, and strong planted tree belts (incorporating linear earth bunds on the north and west
boundaries). The belt to the north provided a good screen from residential development
beyond whilst the eastern belt contains the site from the elevated more open landscape of
Bickleigh Down (notably land within site 31-009). The planting appears to include some
evergreen species which will provide an element of year round screening.
The site is not apparent from the A386 to the west, and is contained in the extensive views
that are available westwards towards the city from the countryside to the west and the edge
of the National Park. The tall CSA building is screened in these easterly views which is
testament to the effectiveness of the planting on the eastern boundary.

Would development on this site cause the
coalescence of distinctly separate communities?

Would development on this site adversely affect
biodiversity or protected species?

The site is most suitable for development; development should safeguard the peripheral
vegetation and ensure that its management is secured over the long term.
No, although the site would help to link the communities of Woolwell and Roborough. This
could help to improve access to existing available services in Woolwell, for the residents of
Roborough. Also, this would enhance the services and facilities in Woolwell which are
currently of poor quality and in some instances underused.
Initial ecology study of the SHLAA site 31_005b (and 31_005a) identify that hedgerows
should be assumed to be ‘Important’ since the presence of dormice, a Schedule 5 (Wildlife
and Countryside Act) species, automatically makes a hedgerow ‘Important’ under the

Hedgerows Regulations. The ecology study also states it is unlikely that an European
Protected Species (EPS) licence would be granted if this bund was removed unless it could
be demonstrate significant enhancement of retained habitat.
No

Would development on this site have an adverse
effect on the historic environment and cultural
heritage?
Would development on this site have an adverse
effect on air quality?
Are there any other existing local adverse
environmental health factors? (noise, smell,
disturbance, etc.)

There are no AQMAs in the location, therefore air quality is unknown.
The proximity to the airport creates noise pollution problems, and this is likely to worsen with
any extension to the runway.

Place shaping opportunities
General rating key
Good opportunities
Possible opportunities but not certain or limited
No opportunities and/or potential negative impacts
This should be completed having regard to the Sustainable Neighbourhood Assessments (SNAs) carried out for the neighbourhoods in the vicinity of the site.
Criteria
A well connected community
Does the site provide potential to enhance street
networks and address topography to improve the
likelihood of cycling and walking in the area?

Does the site provide potential to enhance street
networks and/or enhance catchment populations
to support the provision/improvement of public
transport services?

Does the site provide potential to improve
accessibility by walking, cycling or by public
transport to adjacent neighbourhoods or district or
city centre?

Rating

Comments
Yes. This site is situated between Woolwell and Roborough. Therefore development in this
location has the potential to enhance the footpath between the 2 neighbourhoods which is
currently gated off. It could potentially open this path up, depending on ownership, and
provide enhance path with lighting.
SNA workshop results: cycle paths are intermittent and this represents a poor means of
provision.
The site has the potential to enhance the street networks between Woolwell and Roborough.
SNA workshop results: New development needs to be better connected to the centre, with a
more permeable street pattern and fewer cul-de-sacs.
The site would enhance catchment populations to support existing public transport provision,
which is currently a very good service.
The site could improve access by walking and cycling between the communities of Woolwell
and Roborough. This could be via the road leading from Tescos/CSA through the site, or
improvements to the lane which runs along the western boundary. This would improve
access to services for the residents of Roborough which would help increase the critical mass

of people using the Woolwell centre, and therefore help to enhance and retain services and
facilities.
Brochure: Woolwell neighbourhood centre has a larger range of facilities than would be
expected for the size of Woolwell’s population.

Does the site provide potential to improve
accessibility to the countryside by walking, cycling
or horseback?
Does the site provide potential to improve the local
highway network?
A community with thriving mixed uses and
appropriate and accessible services
Does the site provide opportunities whilst requiring
only limited additional infrastructure?
Does the site provide potential to provide specific
local services and facilities identified as lacking in
the local neighbourhood?

Woolwell is essentially an isolated ‘pod’ of development unconnected to other areas.
Currently, to the north of Woolwell a lane gives a potential additional access into the
neighbourhood. This connects Woolwell with neighbouring Roborough, however currently
there is a gate and a notice warning people against its use.
Potentially could provide better access to the countryside if development contributed S106
towards improving the lane on the western side of the site, to provide public access, lighting
and improved access for pedestrians and cyclists.
No

The site does have great access to a neighbourhood centre of Woolwell which means it
requires limited infrastructure relating to some community facilities.
Yes – the site could provide local services and facilities that are lacking in Woolwell or
Roborough.
There is no secondary school in Woolwell and children are already being sent to a variety of
schools, which is creating rivalries and tensions between young people. Woolwell also has a
lack of accessible sports pitches, particularly for informal recreation, and no informal indoor
meeting places such as pubs or cafes.
Roborough has a lack of playing spaces. It does have a pub, church and small community
half, but no other shops or community services. All existing facilities are not groups. These
facilities can be found at Woolwell, but the physical connections for pedestrians and cyclists
are poor and encourages car trips using the A386.

Does the site provide potential to support existing
services by enhancing the catchment population?

Roborough on its own is not large enough to support a local centre.
Yes.
Brochure: Woolwell neighbourhood centre has a larger range of facilities than would be
expected for the size of Woolwell’s population. Even Roborough the population is not large
enough to support the identified level of facilities (4000 actual compared with 5-9000 in
theory).
SNAs recommend that further residential development to the north of Woolwell
neighbourhood centre would provide an increased population to support shops in the centre

and increase the economic viability of the centre. There is potential at the health centre for a
further 1000 patients.
A neighbourhood that respects and capitalises
on its environment
Do the physical characteristics of the site offer
opportunities for additional energy efficiency or
energy generation?
Does the site provide potential for the reuse of
previously developed land?
Does the site provide potential to maximise the
efficient use of underperforming or underused land
or vacant buildings?
Does the site provide potential to improve the
appearance of the urban edge and the relationship
with the natural environment and countryside
beyond?

Does the site provide potential to improve
biodiversity or enhance the habitats of protected
species?
An attractive and safe neighbourhood with well
designed buildings and spaces
Does the site provide potential to enhance areas
identified as being of poor quality or lacking in
character / identity or with potential safety /
security issues?
Does the site provide potential to enhance the
public realm or provide new or improved public
spaces (including formal and informal recreation
pitches)?

Does the site provide potential to achieve a better
mix or range of different house types and tenures?

The site is not suitable for wind generation as it is within 400m of existing homes.

Unknown
No

No, because the site is already heavily bunded. Although if this site came forward it could
help fund the old tramway route as a strategic public footpath, bridleway and cycle route.
Roborough SNA anlysis: Explore the possibility of enhancing the existing tramway route as a
strategic public footpath, bridleway, and possibly cycle route (un tarmaced). This tramway
could form part of a stronger network of paths / cycle and bridleways providing better and
more direct, and signposted links for residents to Dartmoor National Park and south along the
Plym valley or into the city via Woolwell.
Unknown, although the site is overgrown and could have important biodiversity.

Yes. The site has the potential to enhance the site and surrounding area, including improving
links between Roborough and Woolwell, particularly if brought forward with the site to the
east. Good design and improved links across the site may also have the potential to improve
safety for pedestrians and cyclists.
Yes
SNAs – any new housing areas should include a range of public spaces provided in a
network, with good quality play provision overlooked by housing.
The site could contribute towards providing additional community sports pitches that are
accessible to all and to existing residents of Roborough and Woolwell.
Yes – opportunity to provide more affordable homes and different housing tenures and mix of
housing types.
Woolwell and Roborough have a very high percentage of privately owned dwelling tenure
(85% compared to 64% across Plymouth). Generally the type and tenure is not well mixed.

A prosperous community with a healthy and

diverse economy
Does the site provide potential for local people to
walk to local employment?
Is the site attractive to potential employers?

Yes. The site is within walking distance of existing residential areas of Woolwell and
Roborough.
The site would probably be a secondary location for potential employers, as the site has
relatively good road access, but there are better locations within and around Plymouth. The
site would be best suited to a mixed use development including B1c uses.
The site would provide the opportunity to provide additional local businesses, but not
necessarily provide potential to enhance the range of local businesses.

Does the site provide potential to enhance the
range of local businesses (variety)?

Deliverability
Availability key
Available and no ownership constraints
Potentially available but constraints which may be overcome
Not available or insurmountable ownership constraints
Achievability key
High value area and no major abnormal costs
Medium value area with major abnormal costs which may
affect viability
Low value area and/or abnormal costs which make
development likely to be unviable

Criteria
Availability
Is the site controlled by a developer who has
expressed an intention to develop, or by a land
owner who has expressed an intention to sell?
Are there are any legal or ownership problems,
such as multiple ownerships, ransom strips,
tenancies or operational requirements of
landowners which may affect the availability of the
site?
Achievability
Is the area attractive for market investment? e.g.
high - low value sales area
Are there likely to be any major abnormal costs
which may affect the ability of the site to be

Rating

Comments
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - The site is promoted as part of a wider site (with 31_005a) which is
within the City Council boundary. The owner, PCC, are preparing proposals for the site.
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) – The owner, PCC, confirm that there are no land ownership
constraints to the site coming forward.

???
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - The Panel concluded that this is an area where the market will
deliver housing and considered the site deliverable, in conjunction with the adjacent site

developed? (e.g. major infrastructure,
contamination remediation, flood alleviation,
highway/drainage improvements, S.106 package).

031_005a.

Conclusion
The site is within the built up area of Plymouth and between the neighbourhoods of Woolwell and Roborough, and close to associated facilities and public
transport services. Therefore providing the opportunity for any new residents to use existing facilities and/or provide new facilities which would be within
walking distance for both existing and new residents. The site is also located close to existing local centre, large supermarket and local employment, as well
as public transport. There is no landscape, flooding or any other major constraints which would restrict or constrain residential development in this location.
Initial ecology study of the site identify that hedgerows should be assumed to be ‘Important’ since the presence of dormice, under the Hedgerows
Regulations. Development would help to improve access between Roborough and Woolwell, through improvements to the lane to the east of the site and
potentially through the site itself.

Site ref

Site Address

Neighbourhood

31_009

Land East of CSA Offices, Bickleigh Down

31. Glenholt

Local Authority

SHLAA Status

Site Area (ha)

South Hams

Deliverable sites, constrained by policy

15.75

Description of site
The site occupies elevated downland on the top of Bickleigh Down and is occupied by horse grazed fields (with several shelter structures along the central
field boundary), playing fields and an arable field adjoining Pick Pie Plantation.

Planning history
The site is outside the development boundary and within South Hams district. South Hams SHLAA - ref no SH_04_04_08. Panel concluded "HA: Impacts on
A38 Manadon Junction (already at capacity - limited improvements possible. Requires stepped change in PT provision to remove existing trips on network
also. Access will need to be acquired via 04_03_08 or Pickpie Drive. Part of Yield will be beyond SHLAA period. Yield reduced in SHLAA period to 231" Yield
in years 11 to 15.

SHLAA - Conclusion
Although the Panel concluded that this site has the potential to deliver residential development in principle, it is outside the development boundary and would
contravene current planning policy. Although part of South Hams, part of the site is playing pitches and the Plymouth Playing Pitch Strategy seeks to protect
all existing areas of playing pitch land whether they are in public, private or institutional ownership. There is a deficiency across the whole city for different
types of playing pitches. Therefore, although this site is considered deliverable in principle the site can not currently be deemed suitable in the SHLAA.

SHLAA – Constraints to be overcome prior to development
The site is not within the Plymouth administrative boundary and part of the site is playing pitches. Although part of South Hams, in order for this site to come
forward for housing a strategic decision needs to be made, releasing playing pitches for the development of residential properties. The site will need to be
reassessed as part of the work being undertaken for the Plymouth Urban Fringe DPD, which could potential enable the site come forward for residential
development. Transport constraints also need to be addressed for this site.

SHLAA – Alternative uses which the site maybe be suitable for
Land is relatively well related to the existing centre on Woolwell Road in South Hams. It could therefore provide some opportunity for the extension of facilities

in this area.

SHLAA unconstrained yield = 231 units (2019-2024)
Criteria
A well connected community

Is the site accessible by walking to a bus service?

Rating

Comments
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - Land is relatively well related to the existing centre on Woolwell
Road in South Hams.
South Hams Urban Fringe Site Specific Allocations PO document (June 2006) – is
considered to be a highly sustainable urban extension. Most suited primarily residential use
and could accommodate at least 250 – 275 dwellings (which included a larger area to the
south west.
Area is well served by public transport.
SNA: Woolwell and Roborough has good daytime bus services, but services in the evenings
and weekends are poor.

Is the site accessible by walking to a bus station?
Is the site accessible by walking to a railway
station?
Is the site accessible by cycling to a railway
station?
What kind of access does the site have to the local
highway network?
Are there any major transport infrastructure deficits
affecting this site which need to be overcome?

Access is poor, via a narrow country lane.
Access is poor, via a narrow country lane. However, if the site came forward with SHLAA site
31_005b, then access might be able to be achieved through this site, although it would need
to come across a currently gated lane, which is situated between the 2 sites.
South Hams SHLAA and confirmed by Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - Panel concluded HA:
Impacts on A38 Manadon Junction (already at capacity - limited improvements possible.
Requires stepped change in PT provision to remove existing trips on network also. Access
will need to be acquired via 04_03_08 or Pickpie Drive.
South Hams Urban Fringe Site Specific Allocations PO document (June 2006) – The Joint
Structure Plan Authorities (JPSA) assessment of alternative options for ‘Sherford’ identified
that Woolwell is severely constrained by its poor accessibility by car and public transport. A
limited amount of development could be accommodated in this location but not on a strategic
scale unless these access constraints can be effectively overcome. The EIP Panel had a
number of criticisms of Woolwell as an area strategic development.

A community with thriving mixed uses and
appropriate and accessible services
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to a
local centre?

Within 5 minutes walk of Woolwell Local Centre and close proximity to a superstore and
associated shops. The centre includes facilities such as a primary school, nursery, health

centre, shopping hub, post office, church, community centre and young people activities.
Woolwell neighbourhood centre has a larger range of facilities than would be expected for the
size of Woolwell’s population.

Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to a
primary school?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to an
employment area?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to
health facilities?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to an
open space?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to
other community facilities?
Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - utilities
Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - schools

Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - health
facilities
A neighbourhood that respects and capitalises
on its environment
Designations
Does the site contain best and most versatile
agricultural land?
Is the site within or immediately adjacent to a
nationally protected landscape?
Does the site contain known mineral resources?
Physical constraints
Is the site at risk of flooding?
Does the site contain unstable and/or
contaminated land?
What is the topography of the site? Does it contain
steep slopes?

Roborough has a few facilities that are not grouped, including a pub, church, village hall and
small public space.
The site is within 5 minutes walk of a primary school.
The site is close to the Child Support Agency offices to the west and within a couple of kms to
business parks to the north and the airport to the south.
The site is within 5 minute walking distance of a health facility.
The closest public open space (71) is between 5-10 mins walk from the site.
Part of the site is rugby pitches which look slightly overgrown. There are a good range of
facilities, within a 5 minutes walk, in the neighbourhood centre of Woolwell, including
community centres, post office, shops, health centre and nursery.
???
In Sept 2011 Plymouth schools will be over the maximum, and by 2013 there will be a need
for approx 550 extra places across the city. There is no capacity within the adjacent primary
schools to expand existing facilities. Therefore this development (or elsewhere) would need
to provide additional school places for any new housing and the growing required places in
existing areas within Plymouth.
There is capacity at the local health centre for another 1000 patients.

Grade 3. (No data is available to distinguish this piece of land between Grade 3a and 3b.)

The site is Greenfield and unlikely to be contaminated.
The site does slope gently, generally higher adjacent the existing built up area to the south,
and dropping down to the north.

Potential impacts
Would development on this site have an adverse
landscape and/or visual impact?

Development in this location would be viewed from Dartmoor National Park. There are wide
views from Dartmoor and Shaugh Prior towards this site. Development could be viewed as
encroaching and urban sprawl.
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - The land is higher to the west side and drops down into the valley,
providing views to Dartmoor National Park.

Would development on this site have an adverse
landscape and/or visual impact?

Would development on this site cause the
coalescence of distinctly separate communities?
Would development on this site adversely affect
biodiversity or protected species?
Would development on this site have an adverse
effect on the historic environment and cultural
heritage?
Would development on this site have an adverse
effect on air quality?
Are there any other existing local adverse
environmental health factors? (noise, smell,
disturbance, etc.)

Place shaping opportunities

SNA workshop results: development should respond to the landscape, and the appearance of
a long term edge to the city needs to be considered, along with the views towards this new
city edge from Dartmoor National Park and Bickleigh.
CE - The site occupies elevated downland on the top of Bickleigh Down. The land falls away
towards the Bickleigh valley from the brow of higher land which forms the summit of the
Down. It has a rather urban fringe character and the landscape condition is generally poor; a
number of the fields are subdivided by fences.
The tree belt alongside the lane (and right of way) which forms the eastern edge of site 31005b forms the western visual limit of the site, whilst a belt of planting and woodland to the
south east (Pick Pie Plantation) from the southern visual limit. The northern periphery is
largely screened by trees flanking Bickleigh Down Road and a field boundary beyond. A large
complex of buildings and related yards lies adjacent to the northern boundary. However, there
are extensive views towards the site from the countryside to the east extending into the
fringes of the National Park. The site appears as a wedge of open elevated land flanked by
vegetation and has no clear visual relationship with the built up area. The urban edge is
screened beyond and north of the site up to Roborough and any development within this site
will breach this well established edge to the city. The site is therefore considered to be wholly
unsuitable for development.
No
There are various uses on this site: overgrown sports pitches, field of crops and paddocks,
surrounded by hedgerows and trees in various places, which may have biodiversity value.

There are no AQMAs in the location, therefore air quality is unknown.
The proximity to the airport creates noise pollution problems, and this is likely to worsen with
any extension to the runway.

General rating key
Good opportunities
Possible opportunities but not certain or limited
No opportunities and/or potential negative impacts
This should be completed having regard to the Sustainable Neighbourhood Assessments (SNAs) carried out for the neighbourhoods in the vicinity of the site.
Criteria
A well connected community
Does the site provide potential to enhance street
networks and address topography to improve the
likelihood of cycling and walking in the area?

Does the site provide potential to enhance street
networks and/or enhance catchment populations
to support the provision/improvement of public
transport services?

Does the site provide potential to improve
accessibility by walking, cycling or by public
transport to adjacent neighbourhoods or district or
city centre?

Rating

Comments
Yes. This site is situated between Woolwell and Roborough. Therefore development in this
location has the potential to enhance the footpath between the 2 neighbourhoods which is
currently gated off. It could potentially open this path up, depending on ownership, and
provide enhance path with lighting.
SNA workshop results: cycle paths are intermittent and this represents a poor means of
provision.
The site has the potential to enhance the currently gated lane become more accessible
between Woolwell and Roborough, for pedestrians and cyclists. Street networks would only
be enhanced by this site really if it came forward with the adjacent site SHLAA 31_005b. The
site does enhance catchment populations to support existing public transport provision, which
is currently very good.
SNA workshop results: New development needs to be better connected to the centre, with a
more permeable street pattern and fewer cul-de-sacs.
The site could improve access by walking and cycling between the communities of Woolwell
and Roborough. This could be via improvements to the lane which runs along the eastern
boundary. This would improve access to services for the residents of Roborough which
would help increase the critical mass of people using the Woolwell centre, and therefore help
to enhance and retain services and facilities.
Brochure: Woolwell neighbourhood centre has a larger range of facilities than would be
expected for the size of Woolwell’s population.

Does the site provide potential to improve
accessibility to the countryside by walking, cycling
or horseback?

Woolwell is essentially an isolated ‘pod’ of development unconnected to other areas.
Currently, to the north of Woolwell a lane gives a potential additional access into the
neighbourhood. This connects Woolwell with neighbouring Roborough, however currently
there is a gate and a notice warning people against its use.
Potentially could provide better access to the countryside from the Woolwell centre to the
countryside to the north. The SNA Brochure identifies that development should look for ways
to enhance public footpath links between Woolwell and the surrounding countryside, which

Does the site provide potential to improve the local
highway network?
A community with thriving mixed uses and
appropriate and accessible services
Does the site provide opportunities whilst requiring
only limited additional infrastructure?
Does the site provide potential to provide specific
local services and facilities identified as lacking in
the local neighbourhood?

can be achieved on this site.
No

The site does have good access to a neighbourhood centre of Woolwell which means it
requires limited infrastructure relating to some community facilities.
Yes – the site should provide local services and facilities that are lacking in Woolwell and
Roborough.
There is no secondary school in Woolwell and children are already being sent to a variety of
schools, which is creating rivalries and tensions between young people. Woolwell also has a
lack of accessible sports pitches, particularly for informal recreation, and no informal indoor
meeting places such as pubs or cafes.
Roborough has a lack of playing spaces. It does have a pub, church and small community
half, but no other shops or community services. All existing facilities are not grouped. These
facilities can be found at Woolwell, but the physical connections for pedestrians and cyclists
are poor and encourages car trips using the A386.

Does the site provide potential to support existing
services by enhancing the catchment population?

Roborough on its own is not large enough to support a local centre.
Yes.
Brochure: Woolwell neighbourhood centre has a larger range of facilities than would be
expected for the size of Woolwell’s population. Even with Bickleigh and Roborough the
population is not large enough to support the identified level of facilities (4000 actual
compared with 5-9000 in theory).
SNAs recommend that further residential development to the north of Woolwell
neighbourhood centre would provide an increased population to support shops in the centre
and increase the economic viability of the centre. There is potential at the Health Centre for a
further 1000 patients.

A neighbourhood that respects and capitalises
on its environment
Do the physical characteristics of the site offer
opportunities for additional energy efficiency or
energy generation?

Does the site provide potential for the reuse of
previously developed land?
Does the site provide potential to maximise the

The site is not suitable for wind generation as it is within 400m of existing homes.
• Biomass Sensitivity (Landscape) – 3 (of 1 – 5, 5 being most sensitive)
• Biomass resource:
• Miscanthus 14 – 16 (dte/y/ha) – Medium
• Semi Natural Woodland (<15%)
No
No

efficient use of underperforming or underused land
or vacant buildings?
Does the site provide potential to improve the
appearance of the urban edge and the relationship
with the natural environment and countryside
beyond?

Does the site provide potential to improve
biodiversity or enhance the habitats of protected
species?
An attractive and safe neighbourhood with well
designed buildings and spaces
Does the site provide potential to enhance areas
identified as being of poor quality or lacking in
character / identity or with potential safety /
security issues?
Does the site provide potential to enhance the
public realm or provide new or improved public
spaces (including formal and informal recreation
pitches)?

Does the site provide potential to achieve a better
mix or range of different house types and tenures?

No.
Although if this site came forward it could help fund the old tramway route as a strategic
public footpath, bridleway and cycle route.
Roborough SNA analysis: Explore the possibility of enhancing the existing tramway route as
a strategic public footpath, bridleway, and possibly cycle route (un tarmaced). This tramway
could form part of a stronger network of paths / cycle and bridleways providing better and
more direct, and signposted links for residents to Dartmoor National Park and south along the
Plym valley or into the city via Woolwell.
There are various uses on this site: overgrown sports pitches, field of crops and paddocks,
surrounded by hedgerows and trees in various places, which may have biodiversity value.

No, although the site could be used to enhance the lane on the eastern side of the site and
improve safety along this access route by designing development that fronts onto the lane,
therefore improving safety issues for pedestrians and cyclists travelling between Roborough
and Woolwell.
Yes
SNAs – any new housing areas should include a range of public spaces provided in a
network, with good quality play provision overlooked by housing.
The site could contribute towards providing additional community sports pitches that are
accessible to all and to existing residents of Roborough and Woolwell. Roborough lacking in
play areas.
Yes – opportunity to provide more affordable homes and different housing tenures and mix of
housing types.
Woolwell and Roborough have a very high percentage of privately owned dwelling tenure
(85% compared to 64% across Plymouth). Generally the type and tenure is not well mixed.

A prosperous community with a healthy and
diverse economy
Does the site provide potential for local people to
walk to local employment?
Is the site attractive to potential employers?

Does the site provide potential to enhance the

Yes. The site is within walking distance of existing residential areas of Woolwell and
Roborough.
The site would probably be a secondary location for potential employers, as the site has
relatively good road access, but there are better locations within and around Plymouth. The
site would be best suited to a mixed use development including B1c uses.
The site would provide the opportunity to provide additional local businesses, but not

range of local businesses (variety)?

necessarily provide potential to enhance the range of local businesses.

Deliverability
Availability key
Available and no ownership constraints
Potentially available but constraints which may be overcome
Not available or insurmountable ownership constraints
Achievability key
High value area and no major abnormal costs
Medium value area with major abnormal costs which may
affect viability
Low value area and/or abnormal costs which make
development likely to be unviable

Criteria
Availability
Is the site controlled by a developer who has
expressed an intention to develop, or by a land
owner who has expressed an intention to sell?
Are there are any legal or ownership problems,
such as multiple ownerships, ransom strips,
tenancies or operational requirements of
landowners which may affect the availability of the
site?
Achievability
Is the area attractive for market investment? e.g.
high - low value sales area
Are there likely to be any major abnormal costs
which may affect the ability of the site to be
developed? (e.g. major infrastructure,
contamination remediation, flood alleviation,
highway/drainage improvements, S.106 package).

Rating

Comments
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - The agent confirms that the site is available for development, and
that there are no legal or ownership problems which could limit development.
Ownership of lane? Ownership of sports pitches?

???
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - Highways Agency: Impacts on A38 Manadon Junction (already at
capacity - limited improvements possible. Requires stepped change in public transport
provision to remove existing trips on network also. Access will need to be acquired via
04_03_08 or Pickpie Drive. Yield reduced in SHLAA period to 231. This is the second phase
after 031_005

Conclusion
The site is within the built up area of Plymouth, adjacent the neighbourhood of Woolwell and close to Roborough, and close to associated facilities and public
transport services. Therefore providing the opportunity for any new residents to use existing facilities and/or provide new facilities which would be within

walking distance for both existing and new residents. The site is also located close to existing Woolwell local centre and local public transport. Development
would help to improve access between Roborough and Woolwell, through improvements to the lane to the west of the site. However, the site has poor
access, but if the site came forward with SHLAA site 31_005b, then access might be able to be achieved. It has a rather urban fringe character and the
landscape condition is generally poor. However, there are extensive views towards the site from the countryside to the east extending into the fringes of the
National Park and therefore considered unsuitable in terms of landscape.

Site ref

Site Address

Neighbourhood

31_012

South of Darklake Farm

31. Glenholt

Local Authority

SHLAA Status

Site Area (ha)

South Hams

Undeliverable site

3.07

Description of site
The site occupies a crescent-shaped sloping grass field immediately south of a residential estate located at the southern end of Cann Wood View. The edge
of the estate is separated from the field by a wide hedgerow containing many mature oak trees.

SHLAA conclusion
Although this site has the potential to be suitable for residential development in principle, it is outside the development boundary and would contravene
current planning policy. It is unclear if access is available to enable development. PCC Panel commented that though there are access constraints on the
southern part of the site, a satisfactory access could be achieved at the northern end via existing residential streets. However, the presence of the tramway
along the edge of the site and uncertainty over the ownership of access areas suggest that a zero yield be applied at present. However this may be subject
to review following further assessment of the site and access arrangements.

Criteria
A well connected community
Is the site accessible by walking to a bus service?

Rating

Comments
Area is well served by public transport.
SNA: Woolwell has good daytime bus services, but services in the evenings and weekends
are poor.

Is the site accessible by walking to a bus station?
Is the site accessible by walking to a railway
station?
Is the site accessible by cycling to a railway
station?
What kind of access does the site have to the local
highway network?
Are there any major transport infrastructure deficits
affecting this site which need to be overcome?
A community with thriving mixed uses and
appropriate and accessible services

Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - A satisfactory access could be achieved at the northern end via
existing residential streets. However, the presence of the tramway along the edge of the site
and uncertainty over the ownership of access areas.
The presence of the tramway along the edge of the site and uncertainty over the ownership of
access areas.

Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to a
local centre?

Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to a
primary school?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to an
employment area?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to
health facilities?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to an
open space?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to
other community facilities?
Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - utilities
Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - schools

Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - health
facilities
A neighbourhood that respects and capitalises
on its environment
Designations
Does the site contain best and most versatile
agricultural land?
Is the site within or immediately adjacent to a
nationally protected landscape?
Does the site contain known mineral resources?
Physical constraints
Is the site at risk of flooding?
Does the site contain unstable and/or
contaminated land?
What is the topography of the site? Does it contain
steep slopes?
Potential impacts

Within 5-10 minutes walk of Woolwell local centre. The centre includes facilities such as a
primary school, nursery, health centre, shopping hub, post office, church, community centre
and young people activities.
Woolwell neighbourhood centre has a larger range of facilities than would be expected for the
size of Woolwell’s population and many of the facilities are of poor quality or appear to be
underused.
The site is within 5-10 minutes walk of the primary school in Woolwell.

The site is within 5-10 minutes walk of a health facility in Woolwell.
The closest public open space is just south of the site.
There are a good range of facilities, within a 5-10 minutes walk, in the neighbourhood centre
of Woolwell, including community centres, post office, shops, health centre and nursery.
???
In Sept 2011 Plymouth schools will be over the maximum, and by 2013 there will be a need
for approx 550 extra places across the city. There is no capacity within the adjacent primary
schools to expand existing facilities. Therefore this development (or elsewhere) would need
to provide additional school places for any new housing and the growing required places in
existing areas within Plymouth.
There is capacity at the local health centre for another 1000 patients.

Part of the site is Grade 3. (No data is available to distinguish this piece of land between
Grade 3a and 3b.)

Unknown.
The site slopes down from the existing built up area to the north, towards the valley on the
eastern and southern borders.

Would development on this site have an adverse
landscape and/or visual impact?
Would development on this site have an adverse
landscape and/or visual impact?

CE - the site is almost entirely contained from view by vegetation although there are distant
views into parts of it, through the eastern boundary, from Bickleigh and the edge of the
National Park beyond. However, as the intervening forestry grows the site would become
gradually obscured. The site does offer an opportunity to accommodate residential
development, although achieving a suitable access via the estate to the north may be a
constraint to its development. Given the nature of the forestry (requiring periodic clear felling)
that adjoins all but the northern part of the site the visibility of the site will tend to fluctuate
over time. This may be overcome by ensuring that a buffer strip of long term native tree
planting (either within the site or within the adjoining forestry area) is established the
supplement the existing native vegetation along this periphery and provide long term
containment. The way that development to the north of the site appears very well integrated
by woodland indicates that a successful solution may be achieved with this site.
No

Would development on this site cause the
coalescence of distinctly separate communities?
Would development on this site adversely affect
biodiversity or protected species?
Would development on this site have an adverse
effect on the historic environment and cultural
heritage?
Would development on this site have an adverse
effect on air quality?
Are there any other existing local adverse
environmental health factors? (noise, smell,
disturbance, etc.)

The site is identified as part of the LDF Greenscape and adjacent Ancient Woodland,
therefore if developed has the potential to adversely affect biodiversity.
No

There are no AQMAs in the location, therefore air quality is unknown.
The proximity to the airport creates noise pollution problems, and this is likely to worsen with
any extension to the runway.

Place shaping opportunities
General rating key
Good opportunities
Possible opportunities but not certain or limited
No opportunities and/or potential negative impacts
This should be completed having regard to the Sustainable Neighbourhood Assessments (SNAs) carried out for the neighbourhoods in the vicinity of the site.
Criteria
A well connected community
Does the site provide potential to enhance street
networks and address topography to improve the

Rating

Comments

likelihood of cycling and walking in the area?
Does the site provide potential to enhance street
networks and/or enhance catchment populations
to support the provision/improvement of public
transport services?
Does the site provide potential to improve
accessibility by walking, cycling or by public
transport to adjacent neighbourhoods or district or
city centre?
Does the site provide potential to improve
accessibility to the countryside by walking, cycling
or horseback?
Does the site provide potential to improve the local
highway network?
A community with thriving mixed uses and
appropriate and accessible services
Does the site provide opportunities whilst requiring
only limited additional infrastructure?
Does the site provide potential to provide specific
local services and facilities identified as lacking in
the local neighbourhood?

Does the site provide potential to support existing
services by enhancing the catchment population?

The site would enhance catchment populations to support existing public transport provision,
which is currently a very good service.

Potentially could provide better access to the countryside if development contributed S106
towards turning the old tramway into pedestrian and cycling public access, which borders the
site to the south and east.
No

The site does have good access to a neighbourhood centre of Woolwell which means it
requires limited infrastructure relating to some community facilities.
Yes – the site could provide local services and facilities that are lacking in Woolwell.
There is no secondary school in Woolwell and children are already being sent to a variety of
schools, which is creating rivalries and tensions between young people. Woolwell also has a
lack of accessible sports pitches, particularly for informal recreation, and no informal indoor
meeting places such as pubs or cafes. However, the site would be unsuitable for a
secondary school or sports pitches, but would be suitable for other informal facilities.
Yes.
Brochure: Woolwell neighbourhood centre has a larger range of facilities than would be
expected for the size of Woolwell’s population.
SNAs recommend that further residential development to the north of Woolwell
neighbourhood centre would provide an increased population to support shops in the centre
and increase the economic viability of the centre. There is potential at the health centre for a
further 1000 patients.

A neighbourhood that respects and capitalises
on its environment
Do the physical characteristics of the site offer
opportunities for additional energy efficiency or
energy generation?
Does the site provide potential for the reuse of
previously developed land?
Does the site provide potential to maximise the

The site is not suitable for wind generation as it is within 400m of existing homes.
• Biomass Sensitivity (Landscape) – 3 (of 1 – 5, 5 being most sensitive)
The site is greenfield
No

efficient use of underperforming or underused land
or vacant buildings?
Does the site provide potential to improve the
appearance of the urban edge and the relationship
with the natural environment and countryside
beyond?
Does the site provide potential to improve
biodiversity or enhance the habitats of protected
species?
An attractive and safe neighbourhood with well
designed buildings and spaces
Does the site provide potential to enhance areas
identified as being of poor quality or lacking in
character / identity or with potential safety /
security issues?
Does the site provide potential to enhance the
public realm or provide new or improved public
spaces (including formal and informal recreation
pitches)?
Does the site provide potential to achieve a better
mix or range of different house types and tenures?

No

The site is identified as part of the LDF Greenscape and adjacent Ancient Woodland,
therefore if developed has the potential to adversely affect biodiversity.

Probably not, as the existing built up area is bordered by trees/hedges.

Yes. The site could contribute towards providing additional public open space if made
available.

Yes – opportunity to provide more affordable homes and different housing tenures and mix of
housing types.
Woolwell have a very high percentage of privately owned dwelling tenure (85% compared to
64% across Plymouth). Generally the type and tenure is not well mixed.

A prosperous community with a healthy and
diverse economy
Does the site provide potential for local people to
walk to local employment?
Is the site attractive to potential employers?
Does the site provide potential to enhance the
range of local businesses (variety)?

Yes. The site is within walking distance of existing residential areas of Woolwell.
The site is probably not attractive to potential employers, as the site has more potential for
residential development
No

Deliverability
Availability key
Available and no ownership constraints
Potentially available but constraints which may be overcome
Not available or insurmountable ownership constraints

Achievability key
High value area and no major abnormal costs
Medium value area with major abnormal costs which may
affect viability
Low value area and/or abnormal costs which make
development likely to be unviable

Criteria
Availability
Is the site controlled by a developer who has
expressed an intention to develop, or by a land
owner who has expressed an intention to sell?
Are there are any legal or ownership problems,
such as multiple ownerships, ransom strips,
tenancies or operational requirements of
landowners which may affect the availability of the
site?
Achievability
Is the area attractive for market investment? e.g.
high - low value sales area
Are there likely to be any major abnormal costs
which may affect the ability of the site to be
developed? (e.g. major infrastructure,
contamination remediation, flood alleviation,
highway/drainage improvements, S.106 package).

Rating

Comments
The site was rejected in the Plymouth SHLAA and therefore availability/achievability
was not assessed.
Access ownership across old tramway?

The site was rejected in the Plymouth SHLAA and therefore availability/achievability
was not assessed.
The site was rejected in the Plymouth SHLAA and therefore availability/achievability
was not assessed.

Conclusion
The site is adjacent the existing neighbourhood of Woolwell, and close to associated facilities and public transport services. Therefore providing the potential
for any new residents to use existing facilities and/or provide new facilities which would be within walking distance for both existing and new residents. There
is no landscape or flooding constraints. The site is identified as part of the LDF Greenscape and adjacent Ancient Woodland, therefore if developed has the
potential to adversely affect biodiversity. A satisfactory access could be achieved at the northern end via existing residential streets. However, the presence
of the tramway along the edge of the site and uncertainty over the ownership of access areas, means this site is currently not available, but could come
forward in further assessments. The site is also too small to deliver 500 new homes.

Below is 2 SHLAA sites (36_006a and 36_006b) – in this further assessment the sites have been treated as 1 site, even though 1 is
within the Plymouth boundary and the other site is within South Hams.

Site ref

Site Address

Neighbourhood

36_006a

Boringdon Park

36. Colebrook & Newnham

Local Authority

SHLAA Status

Site Area (ha)

Plymouth

Deliverable sites, constrained by policy

46.79

Description of site
The site lies within the area extending between the Plym valley north of Marsh Mills and Boringdon Park/Elfordleigh to the north of the residential suburbs of
Woodford/Colebrook. The site occupies land immediately above the eastern side of the Plym valley, which forms a spur of open elevated land bounded to the
south by the recently formed extension to the golf course on the ridge of higher land above Woodford, china clay works, woodland on the lower slopes of the
Plym valley to the west and north, and the single track Plymbridge Road to the east.
This site is within the Local Authority boundary for Plymouth but was promoted as part of a wider site with 036_006b and it is proposed by the developer that
these two areas come forward as a whole.

Planning history
The site within Plymouth boundary is designated as Greenscape Areas (Policy 69 - area 26) in the First Deposit Local Plan 2001, and is identified on the Core
Strategy map as part of the Strategic greenscape network. Parts of the site are designated as Scheduled Ancient Monument and Flood Zone 3.

SHLAA - Conclusion
This is part of a wider site which spans the local authority boundary. This part is in Plymouth and the Panel concluded that dwellings on this land, in
conjunction with the wider site, would be deliverable. However, the site is detached from the main built up area of Plymouth and existing residential areas.
Access is currently very poor and major investment would be required to create a suitable solution. The site is also identified in the Local Plan as part of
Plymouth’s Greenscape network. The site cannot be considered suitable for development within the context of the existing development plan but may be
considered as part of the Urban Fringe DPD. Findings from that assessment will be fed into further reviews of the SHLAA.

SHLAA – Constraints to be overcome prior to development
In order for this site to come forward for housing a strategic decision needs to be made, releasing greenscape area on the urban fringe for the development of
residential properties. The site will need to be reassessed as part of the work being undertaken for the Plymouth Urban Fringe DPD.

SHLAA – Alternative uses which the site maybe be suitable for
Site is not well related to meet the needs of existing residents but if the site was to come forward as a major extension to the city it should provide a location
for a range of local services.

SHLAA unconstrained yield = 200 units (2019-2024) and 1400 dwellings 2024+

Site ref

Site Address

Neighbourhood

36_006b

Boringdon Park

36. Colebrook & Newnham

Local Authority

SHLAA Status

Site Area (ha)

South Hams

Deliverable sites, constrained by policy

101.24

Description of site
The site lies within the area extending between the Plym valley north of Marsh Mills and Boringdon Park/Elfordleigh to the north of the residential suburbs of
Woodford/Colebrook. This area occupies the bottom and gentle northern slopes of a discreet, quite secluded valley north of the ridge and golf course at

Boringdon, at Boringdon Park.

Planning history
The site was considered as part of the South Hams SHLAA ref no 49_07_08. The SHLAA Panel concluded" HA: Likely to have impacts on A38; however
without understanding how the site will be accessed it is difficult to access. Site not confirmed as available" Zero Yield. Site is partly within a flood zone and
ancient monument

SHLAA - Conclusion
This site is part of a wider site, with 36_006a but this part falls within South Hams. The site should be considered as a whole and is detached from the main
built up area of Plymouth and existing residential areas. Access is very poor and significant investment will be required to arrive at a solution. The site is also
identified in the Local Plan as part of Plymouth’s Greenscape network. The site cannot be considered suitable for development within the context of the
existing development plan but may be considered as part of the Urban Fringe DPD. Findings from that assessment will be fed into further reviews of the
SHLAA.

SHLAA – Constraints to be overcome prior to development
The site is not within the Plymouth administrative boundary. It is within the South Hams. The site will need to be reassessed as part of the work being
undertaken for the Plymouth Urban Fringe DPD, which could potential enable the site come forward for residential development.

SHLAA – Alternative uses which the site maybe be suitable for
Site is not well related to meet the needs of existing residents but if the site was to come forward as a major extension to the city it should provide a location
for a range of local services.

SHLAA unconstrained yield = 1900 units from year 2024+

Criteria
A well connected community
Is the site accessible by walking to a bus service?
Is the site accessible by walking to a bus station?
Is the site accessible by walking to a railway
station?
Is the site accessible by cycling to a railway
station?
What kind of access does the site have to the local
highway network?

Are there any major transport infrastructure deficits
affecting this site which need to be overcome?
A community with thriving mixed uses and
appropriate and accessible services
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to a
local centre?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to a

Rating

Comments
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - The site is detached from the main built up area of Plymouth. Site
is not well related to meet the needs of existing residents.
The south eastern part of the site is between 5-10 minutes walk of a bus stop.

Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - Access is currently very poor and major investment would be
required to create a suitable solution. SHLAA Panel for South Hams concluded, and
confirmed by Plymouth SHLAA, for area – HA: likely to have impacts on A38: however
without understanding how the site will be accessed it is difficult to assess.
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - Access is currently very poor and major investment would be
required to create a suitable solution.

The south eastern part of the site is between 5-10 minutes walk from neighbourhood centre in
Colebrook and Newham.
The closest primary school, in Colebrook and Newham, is over a 10 minute walk from the

primary school?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to an
employment area?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to
health facilities?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to an
open space?

site.
The site is close to Marsh Mills China Clay Works and Parkway Industrial Estate.
The south eastern part of the site is over 10 minutes walk from the closest health facility.
The site was designated as Greenscape Areas (Policy 69 - area 26) in the First Deposit Local
Plan 2001, and is identified on the Core Strategy map as part of the Strategic greenscape
network.
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - The site is outside the built up area of the city and identified as part
of the greenspace. It is considered that any proposal would be contrary to development plan
policy in principle and therefore the site would not be considered to be suitable.

Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to
other community facilities?
Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - utilities
Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - schools

Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - health
facilities
A neighbourhood that respects and capitalises
on its environment
Designations
Does the site contain best and most versatile
agricultural land?
Is the site within or immediately adjacent to a
nationally protected landscape?
Does the site contain known mineral resources?
Physical constraints
Is the site at risk of flooding?
Does the site contain unstable and/or
contaminated land?
What is the topography of the site? Does it contain
steep slopes?
Potential impacts
Would development on this site have an adverse
landscape and/or visual impact?

????
In Sept 2011 Plymouth schools will be over the maximum, and by 2013 there will be a need
for approx 550 extra places across the city. There is no capacity within the adjacent primary
schools to expand existing facilities. Therefore this development (or elsewhere) would need
to provide additional school places for any new housing and the growing required places in
existing areas within Plymouth.
No

The majority of the site is Grade 3. (No data is available to distinguish this piece of land
between Grade 3a and 3b.)
No
A large part of the site is within a Mineral Consultation Area.
A small part of the site is designated as Flood Zone 3.
The site is Greenfield and unlikely to be contaminated.
The site contains sloping hills, but none that would particularly restrict development.

The SHLAA site 36_006a is quite well contained from wider views from the Countryside.
SHLAA site 36_006b does have long views from the countryside and this part of the site feels

Would development on this site have an adverse
landscape and/or visual impact?

like it is extending into the countryside more than 36_006a. The northern tip of the site and
land to the north of the site, is within the South Hams designation ‘Areas of Great Landscape
Value’.
36_006a
Most of the land is elevated forming the north western end of the prominent ridge that runs
west–east north of Woodford. The southern part of the ridge, south of the site, is a prominent
feature when seen from the south and provides an undeveloped (although modified) skyline
which contributes to the setting of this edge of the city. Most of the land, whilst beyond the
ridge in views from the south, is widely exposed to views from the elevated land on the west
side of the valley (Efford, Leigham, Estover) and some areas beyond, (Crownhill, Derriford,
and some parts of the northern fringes of the city); the valley forms a strong natural feature,
reinforced by dense woodland (much of it Ancient Woodland and County Wildlife Site), that
forms a natural and obvious limit to the eastward expansion of the city.
There are also distant southerly views available towards much of the site, along the line of the
Plym valley, from the elevated countryside at Bickleigh Down and beyond extending out
towards the edge of the National Park north of the city. Whilst some limited vegetation along
the eastern boundary limits views towards the site from more elevated land to the north east
extending over the intervening woodlands, from Hemerdon Ball and the distant fringes of
Dartmoor, this is unlikely to provide a screen in winter and the Visual Amenity Assessment
identified views into and out of the city across the general vicinity of the site to/from this
direction.
The land is therefore highly prominent and forms a key part of the green hills and ridges that
surround parts of the city and are important part of its overall setting and is not appropriate for
accommodating development.
36_006b
Dense woodland and forestry plantations extend across the rising land to the north, whilst the
overlapping effect of trees and tree belts, combined with variations in local topography
contain most views into the area from the road that adjoins the south east boundary near
Boringdon Hotel. The southern side of the valley rising up to the Boringdon ridge has been
highly modified to create the golf course but the rest of the site has a strong attractive and
largely enclosed rural character being contained from the visual influence of the city by the
higher land and vegetation along Plymbridge Road on the western boundary.
Correspondingly the ‘bowl’ in the landscape formed by the valley is concealed in views over
the Plym valley from the city beyond. Some parts of the site are likely to be apparent from
Hemerdon Ball some 3km to the east.
Whilst development could be accommodated within the lower parts of the site without wider
visual impact, the mainly attractive rural landscape of the site would be altered, although the
effects on wider character would also be very limited. Whilst development could be ‘tucked
away’ without significant impact on the wider views into and out of the city, development

would be relatively isolated from the rest of the city; the creation of a suitable access may
also give rise to wider effects with extensive off site measures likely to be necessary. Overall
the site is not considered to be suitable, as more acceptable sites appear to exist.
Would development on this site cause the
coalescence of distinctly separate communities?
Would development on this site adversely affect
biodiversity or protected species?

The eastern part of the site is adjacent a SSSI, which could be negatively impacted upon by
development in this location. There are mature hedgerows and trees on the site which may
contain important habitats for wildlife.
Part of the site is designated as Scheduled Ancient Monument.

Would development on this site have an adverse
effect on the historic environment and cultural
heritage?
Would development on this site have an adverse
effect on air quality?
Are there any other existing local adverse
environmental health factors? (noise, smell,
disturbance, etc.)

There are no AQMAs in the location, therefore air quality is unknown.
There are no known local adverse environmental health factors. There is the potential for
noise from lorries coming and going from the employment area to the south.

Place shaping opportunities
General rating key
Good opportunities
Possible opportunities but not certain or limited
No opportunities and/or potential negative impacts
This should be completed having regard to the Sustainable Neighbourhood Assessments (SNAs) carried out for the neighbourhoods in the vicinity of the site.
Criteria
A well connected community
Does the site provide potential to enhance street
networks and address topography to improve the
likelihood of cycling and walking in the area?
Does the site provide potential to enhance street
networks and/or enhance catchment populations
to support the provision/improvement of public
transport services?
Does the site provide potential to improve
accessibility by walking, cycling or by public
transport to adjacent neighbourhoods or district or
city centre?

Rating

Comments
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - The site is detached from the main built up area of Plymouth. Site
is not well related to meet the needs of existing residents.
The site is too detached from the existing built up area of Plymouth.

The site would not enhance catchment populations to support existing public transport
provision, or enhance the existing street network.

The site does not connect existing neighbourhoods to other existing neighbourhoods, districts
or city centre. Therefore there is no potential to improve accessibility to other built up areas.

Does the site provide potential to improve
accessibility to the countryside by walking, cycling
or horseback?
Does the site provide potential to improve the local
highway network?
A community with thriving mixed uses and
appropriate and accessible services
Does the site provide opportunities whilst requiring
only limited additional infrastructure?
Does the site provide potential to provide specific
local services and facilities identified as lacking in
the local neighbourhood?
Does the site provide potential to support existing
services by enhancing the catchment population?
A neighbourhood that respects and capitalises
on its environment
Do the physical characteristics of the site offer
opportunities for additional energy efficiency or
energy generation?

Does the site provide potential for the reuse of
previously developed land?
Does the site provide potential to maximise the
efficient use of underperforming or underused land
or vacant buildings?
Does the site provide potential to improve the
appearance of the urban edge and the relationship
with the natural environment and countryside
beyond?
Does the site provide potential to improve
biodiversity or enhance the habitats of protected
species?
An attractive and safe neighbourhood with well
designed buildings and spaces
Does the site provide potential to enhance areas
identified as being of poor quality or lacking in
character / identity or with potential safety /
security issues?
Does the site provide potential to enhance the
public realm or provide new or improved public

Developing the site would reduce the amount of green space surrounding existing residential
areas. The site is detached from any other existing built up area of Plymouth and would
therefore not provide improved access to the countryside.
The site has very poor access. Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - Access is currently very poor and
major investment would be required to create a suitable solution.

The site is too detached from the existing neighbourhoods for any new population living on
this site to use facilities in other neighbourhoods. Therefore development in this location
would require all necessary infrastructure to sustain a whole new sustainable neighbourhood.
The site is too detached from existing neighbourhoods to provide specific local services and
facilities to any deficiencies in these areas.
The site is too detached and too far from existing services to be used by potential residents
who would live in this location.

The majority of the site is not suitable for wind generation as it is within 400m of existing
homes. There is a very small strip of land stretching north to south, in the eastern part of the
site which is not within the buffer.
• Biomass Sensitivity (Landscape) – 3 (of 1 – 5, 5 being most sensitive)
• Miscanthus 12 – 14 (dte/y/ha) – Low
Current use – green field

Probably not – seems to be a clear boundary between the urban edge and this site – they are
not adjacent to each other.

The eastern part of the site is adjacent a SSSI, which could be negatively impacted upon by
development in this location. There are mature hedgerows and trees on the site which may
contain important habitats for wildlife.

No, the site is not immediately adjacent the existing built up area of Plymouth and is detached
from existing areas.

No, the site is not immediately adjacent the existing built up area of Plymouth and is detached
from existing areas. If the urban extension was large enough, then there would be potential

spaces (including formal and informal recreation
pitches)?
Does the site provide potential to achieve a better
mix or range of different house types and tenures?
A prosperous community with a healthy and
diverse economy
Does the site provide potential for local people to
walk to local employment?
Is the site attractive to potential employers?

for the site to provide new public spaces within new development.
Yes. The site is large and provides the opportunity to provide a better mix or range of
different house types and tenures.

There are no existing residential areas within walking distance of this site.
No. Previous work has established that due to poor access this site is not attractive to
potential employers.
The site is unlikely to provide potential to enhance the range of local businesses.

Does the site provide potential to enhance the
range of local businesses (variety)?

Deliverability
Availability key
Available and no ownership constraints
Potentially available but constraints which may be overcome
Not available or insurmountable ownership constraints
Achievability key
High value area and no major abnormal costs
Medium value area with major abnormal costs which may
affect viability
Low value area and/or abnormal costs which make
development likely to be unviable

Criteria
Availability
Is the site controlled by a developer who has
expressed an intention to develop, or by a land
owner who has expressed an intention to sell?
Are there are any legal or ownership problems,
such as multiple ownerships, ransom strips,
tenancies or operational requirements of
landowners which may affect the availability of the
site?
Achievability

Rating

Comments
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - The agent confirms that the site is available for development, and
that there are no legal or ownership problems which could limit development.
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) – The agent confirmed that there are no legal or ownership
problems which could limit development.

Is the area attractive for market investment? e.g.
high - low value sales area

Are there likely to be any major abnormal costs
which may affect the ability of the site to be
developed? (e.g. major infrastructure,
contamination remediation, flood alleviation,
highway/drainage improvements, S.106 package).

???

Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - Current proposals for the development of the whole masterplan
area. The proposals may be viable depending on achieving a successful access (or
combination of accesses) If the site were to come forward it would be desirable for housing
development.
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - Access is very poor and significant investment will be required to
arrive at a solution.

Conclusion
The site is very detached by a valley and woodland from the existing built up area of Plymouth and associated facilities. The site is not within walking
distance of the nearest neighbourhood, and the topography restricts connections to the existing neighbourhoods. Site constrained by topography. There is
an existing pipeline safeguarded which crosses the site connecting the Plymouth boundary with Lee Moor quarry. Development is not suitable due to access
constraints and would need major transport infrastructure for it to come forward. Parts of the site are designated as Scheduled Ancient Monument and Flood
Zone 3. The land is therefore highly prominent and forms a key part of the green hills and ridges that surround parts of the city and are important part of its
overall setting and is not appropriate for accommodating development. Development to the north of the site would have a negative impact on woodland and
adjacent SSSI.

Site ref

Site Address

Neighbourhood

36_005

Land at old Newnham Farm

36. Colebrook & Newnham

Local Authority

SHLAA Status

Site Area (ha)

South Hams

Deliverable sites, constrained by policy

27.55

Description of site
The site occupies sloping pasture fields located either side of a valley east of Old Newnham Farm, a spread out complex of old and converted buildings. The
site lie within the area extending between the Plym valley north of Marsh Mills and Boringdon Park/Elfordleigh to the north of the residential suburbs of
Woodford/Colebrook.

Planning history
South Hams SHLAA ref no 49_06_08. SHLAA Panel concluded" HA: Without understanding spare capacity available at Deep Lane junction (post proposed
improvements) difficult to anticipate whether junction development can be delivered. Also impacts at Marsh Lane junction. Flood risk along bottom of the site,
including the access. Yield reduced to 700 due to flood risk and access" Yield 700 dwellings years 6 - 15. Site is partly within a flood zone.

SHLAA - Conclusion
This site is within South Hams. Although this site has the potential to deliver residential development in principle, it is currently outside the development
boundary and would contravene current planning policy. However, this site may be reassessed as part of the work being undertaken for the Urban Fringe
DPD. Findings should be reported to future SHLAA revisions

SHLAA – Constraints to be overcome prior to development

The site is not within the Plymouth administrative boundary. It is within the South Hams. The site will need to be reassessed as part of the work being
undertaken for the Plymouth Urban Fringe DPD, which could potential enable the site come forward for residential development.

SHLAA – Alternative uses which the site maybe be suitable for
Site is not well related to meet the needs of existing residents but if the site was to come forward as a major extension to the city it could provide a location for
local services and the Sustainability Assessment indicates that this area is the preferred location for new facilities.

SHLAA unconstrained yield = 350 units (2009-2014) and 350 units (2015-2019)
Criteria
A well connected community
Is the site accessible by walking to a bus service?
Is the site accessible by walking to a bus station?
Is the site accessible by walking to a railway
station?
Is the site accessible by cycling to a railway
station?
What kind of access does the site have to the local
highway network?
Are there any major transport infrastructure deficits
affecting this site which need to be overcome?

A community with thriving mixed uses and
appropriate and accessible services
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to a
local centre?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to a
primary school?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to an
employment area?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to
health facilities?

Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to an
open space?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to
other community facilities?

Rating

Comments
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - Site is not well related to meet the needs of existing residents.
There is a bus stop adjacent the site.

The site has good access.
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - Yield reduced to 700 due to flood risk and access. South Hams
and Plymouth SHLAA Panels concluded - HA: Without understanding spare capacity
available at Deep Lane junction (post proposed improvements) difficult to anticipate whether
junction development can be delivered. Also impacts at Marsh Lane junction.

The site is within 5-10 minutes walk to a local centre in Chaddlewood, which comprises a
Tesco’s Metro and 2 take aways.
The site is over 10 minutes walking distance of a primary school
The SNAs have identified that there is a lack of local employment opportunities in the
immediate neighbourhoods of Colebrook and Newnham and Chaddlewood. However, there
is a large employment areas to the south west of the site.
The site is over 10 minutes walking distance from the closest health facility.
There is an hourly bus that links the adjacent neighbourhood of Colebrook and Newnham and
Chaddlewood, to Derriford Hospital.
The site is within a 5 minute walk of public open space (227 and 228).
The site is very poorly located to be accessibile by walking and cycling to existing community
facilities in Colebrook and Newnham and Chaddlewood. Although the site has good access
to open space.

Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - utilities
Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - schools
Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - health
facilities
A neighbourhood that respects and capitalises
on its environment
Designations
Does the site contain best and most versatile
agricultural land?
Is the site within or immediately adjacent to a
nationally protected landscape?
Does the site contain known mineral resources?
Physical constraints
Is the site at risk of flooding?
Does the site contain unstable and/or
contaminated land?
What is the topography of the site? Does it contain
steep slopes?
Potential impacts
Would development on this site have an adverse
landscape and/or visual impact?
Would development on this site have an adverse
landscape and/or visual impact?

The site only really relates to the built up area just south of the site in the eastern part of
Colebrook and Newnham. This area does not have any community facilities or bus stops.
Check with utilities
In Sept 2011 Plymouth schools will be over the maximum, and by 2013 there will be a need
for approx 550 extra places across the city. There may be potential for expansion of the
existing school at Glen Park but it is a little limited.
The site is not within walking or cycling distance from the closest health facility. Although
there is spare capacity identified in Primary Care Capacity for this larger area of Plympton.

Grade 3. (No data is available to distinguish this piece of land between Grade 3a and 3b.)
No
No, but there are proposals to develop a road through the site from north to south, to provide
access for quarry lorries transporting aggregate from the open cast Tungsten mine.
Flood zone 3 runs through the site along the bottom sides of the valley. Plymouth SHLAA
(2009) - Yield reduced to 700 due to flood risk and access.
The site is Greenfield and unlikely to be contaminated.
The site is steep going down to the valley and slopes quite steeply to the north to the road.

Survey - The site is well contained to the north by trees along the northern edge of the top of
the slope and the site is generally not visible from Hemerden or the open countryside.
CE - Slopes rise quite steeply to the north to the road providing access northwards to Lee
Moor and this, coupled with trees and woodland which form a skyline and which extend
around to the west contain the site from those aspects, including Newnham Park beyond. The
eastern boundary is partly defined by woodland diminishing to a tree belt in the southern half
and this provides separation from the small settlement of Hemerdon some 500m to the east
(although partial views through the tree belt are likely in winter). The southern boundary is
defined by a low hedge flanking Newnham Road with a residential development opposite
which creates a prominent harsh edge. Development on rising land at Chaddlewood further
south overlooks the site which forms a component of a very attractive outlook.
The site does form a component of a highly attractive and varied landscape which forms the
rural hinterland to the north of this part of the city that extends from Boringdon to Hemerdon,
although the adjoining development does have a significant adverse effect on the character

and views within the area. However, the relatively contained nature of the site does offer the
opportunity to accommodate some development as long as boundary vegetation (including
the trees within field boundaries within the site), the flood risk area along the stream and
associated trees, and setting of the farm complex are respected. The weaker southern part of
the eastern boundary also requires reinforcement.
The site would provide development between the built up area of Plymouth and the village of
Hemerdon, although the site is generally not visible from Hemerden.
There are mature hedgerows and trees on the borders and within the site which may contain
important habitats for wildlife.
No

Would development on this site cause the
coalescence of distinctly separate communities?
Would development on this site adversely affect
biodiversity or protected species?
Would development on this site have an adverse
effect on the historic environment and cultural
heritage?
Would development on this site have an adverse
effect on air quality?
Are there any other existing local adverse
environmental health factors? (noise, smell,
disturbance, etc.)

There are no AQMAs in the location, therefore air quality is unknown.
There are no known local adverse environmental health factors, although there is a road
potentially planned through the site to accommodate quarry lorries from the Tungsten open
cast mine.

Place shaping opportunities
General rating key
Good opportunities
Possible opportunities but not certain or limited
No opportunities and/or potential negative impacts
This should be completed having regard to the Sustainable Neighbourhood Assessments (SNAs) carried out for the neighbourhoods in the vicinity of the site.
Criteria
A well connected community
Does the site provide potential to enhance street
networks and address topography to improve the
likelihood of cycling and walking in the area?

Does the site provide potential to enhance street
networks and/or enhance catchment populations
to support the provision/improvement of public
transport services?

Rating

Comments
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - Site is not well related to meet the needs of existing residents.
The SNA states that many areas of Colebrook and Newnham and Chaddlewood have poor
permeability, and that it is easier to move east to west, than it is north to south. Topography
in the area also makes it quite difficult to move around on foot or cycle.
The site is detached from these adjacent neighbourhoods, except the housing estate in the
eastern part of Colebrook and Newnham, which contains approximately 300 homes.
Therefore the site is unlikely to enhance existing street networks.
The site is adjacent an existing bus stop and would enhance the catchment population to
support existing public transport services.

Does the site provide potential to improve
accessibility by walking, cycling or by public
transport to adjacent neighbourhoods or district or
city centre?
Does the site provide potential to improve
accessibility to the countryside by walking, cycling
or horseback?
Does the site provide potential to improve the local
highway network?
A community with thriving mixed uses and
appropriate and accessible services
Does the site provide opportunities whilst requiring
only limited additional infrastructure?
Does the site provide potential to provide specific
local services and facilities identified as lacking in
the local neighbourhood?

The site does not connect the existing neighbourhood to other existing neighbourhoods,
districts or city centre. Therefore there is no potential to improve accessibility to other built up
areas.
No. Developing the site could reduce the amount of green space surrounding existing
residential areas, although the site does not have public access.
No

Existing facilities in Colebrook and Newnham and Chaddlewood are not easily accessible.
Therefore the development in this location would require additional infrastructure.
There is a lack of certain facilities identified in the SNAs for the remaining parts of Colebrook
and Newnham and Chaddlewood, as outlined in the paras below. However, the site is too
detached from these other built up areas and therefore would not be a suitable location to
provide local services to meet any local deficiencies in these neighbourhoods.
The residential area immediately south of the site has approximately 300 homes and has no
local services and facilities. Therefore the site could potentially provide services and facilities
lacking in this area. As there are no services/facilities at all in this area, development would
need to create a new sustainable community, although the number of homes that could be
delivered would limit the potential for this area to truly become a sustainable neighbourhood.
Colebrook and Newnham has very limited range of community facilities. There is no sport
facilities and lack of community centre, youth centres and community officers. The
neighbourhood is severely lacking spaces or facilities where people can meet and socialise.
The current population is sufficient to support the existing local and neighbourhood centres.

Does the site provide potential to support existing
services by enhancing the catchment population?

Chaddlewood: is lacking community facilities such as a post office, sports hall, all district
facilities apart from health centres and all citywide facilities. There is poor provision for formal
sports and recreation. The population could support 3-4 local centres and 1 neighbourhood
centres, but at present there is 1 neighbourhood centre and local centre.
The site within a 10 minute walk north of the local centre in Chaddlewood, which consists of
Tesco’s and 2 takeaways. Other centres are over 10 minutes walk of the site.

A neighbourhood that respects and capitalises
on its environment
Do the physical characteristics of the site offer
opportunities for additional energy efficiency or
energy generation?

The site is not suitable for wind generation as it is within 400m of existing homes.
• Biomass Sensitivity (Landscape) – 3 and 5 (of 1 – 5, 5 being most sensitive)
• Miscanthus 12 – 14 (dte/y/ha) – Low

Does the site provide potential for the reuse of
previously developed land?
Does the site provide potential to maximise the
efficient use of underperforming or underused land
or vacant buildings?
Does the site provide potential to improve the
appearance of the urban edge and the relationship
with the natural environment and countryside
beyond?
Does the site provide potential to improve
biodiversity or enhance the habitats of protected
species?
An attractive and safe neighbourhood with well
designed buildings and spaces
Does the site provide potential to enhance areas
identified as being of poor quality or lacking in
character / identity or with potential safety /
security issues?
Does the site provide potential to enhance the
public realm or provide new or improved public
spaces (including formal and informal recreation
pitches)?
Does the site provide potential to achieve a better
mix or range of different house types and tenures?
A prosperous community with a healthy and
diverse economy
Does the site provide potential for local people to
walk to local employment?
Is the site attractive to potential employers?
Does the site provide potential to enhance the
range of local businesses (variety)?

• Semi Natural Woodland (<15%)
Current use – green field

No, as a main road already cuts the site apart from the main built up area to the south.

Potential improvements to valley and trees on the northern boundary.

The SNA for surrounding neighbourhoods identifies that there are areas that could be
improved and enhanced. The site is too detached from these areas to have the potential to
enhance these areas.
Site could provide public spaces or formal recreation pitches for development to the south.
Would need a good crossing from the south across busy main road.
Also could potentially provide space for sports facilities to meet the underprovision in
neighbouring areas. However, the site is detached from these existing neighbourhoods.
The surrounding neighbourhoods have a good mix of housing types. There is an imbalance
in housing tenure in Colebrook and Newnham.

There is an employment area to the south west of the site. Although the SNAs identify that
there is a lack of local employment opportunities in the bordering neighbourhoods.
The site is close to an existing employment area, and the site could be attractive to potential
employers for B2 uses.
The site is unlikely to provide potential to enhance the range of local businesses. It is more
likely to provide more of the same and is more suitable for B2 uses.

Deliverability
Availability key
Available and no ownership constraints
Potentially available but constraints which may be overcome

Not available or insurmountable ownership constraints
Achievability key
High value area and no major abnormal costs
Medium value area with major abnormal costs which may
affect viability
Low value area and/or abnormal costs which make
development likely to be unviable

Criteria
Availability
Is the site controlled by a developer who has
expressed an intention to develop, or by a land
owner who has expressed an intention to sell?
Are there are any legal or ownership problems,
such as multiple ownerships, ransom strips,
tenancies or operational requirements of
landowners which may affect the availability of the
site?
Achievability
Is the area attractive for market investment? e.g.
high - low value sales area
Are there likely to be any major abnormal costs
which may affect the ability of the site to be
developed? (e.g. major infrastructure,
contamination remediation, flood alleviation,
highway/drainage improvements, S.106 package).

Rating

Comments
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - The agent confirms that the site is available for development, and
that there are no legal or ownership problems which could limit development.

Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - HA: Without understanding spare capacity available at Deep Lane
junction (post proposed improvements) difficult to anticipate whether junction development
can be delivered. Also impacts at Marsh Lane junction. Flood risk along bottom of the site,
including the access. Yield reduced to 700 due to flood risk and access.

Conclusion
Although adjacent existing housing, the site does not link well with any existing neighbourhoods in Plymouth and associated facilities. Site is not well related
to meet the needs of existing residents. The site is not within walking distance of the nearest neighbourhood, although it is adjacent a bus stop. Topography,
landscape issues and flood risk at the bottom of the valley constrains development in this location. There is a proposal to develop a road to go through this
site, which will provide a lorry route for quarry vehicles travelling out of Lee Moor quarry. This route has not as yet been confirmed.

Site ref

Site Address

Neighbourhood

36_007

Land adjacent Stoggy Lane

36. Colebrook & Newnham

Local Authority

SHLAA Status

Site Area (ha)

South Hams

Deliverable sites, constrained by policy

24.16

Description of site
The site comprises a number of arable fields, separated by intermittent hedgerows with some trees, with the eastern field having been sub divided for horse
grazing related to a small stable. It is adjacent residential properties to the west, but isolated from the southern residential area by a strip of woodland. To
the north of east are fields stretching into the countryside.

Planning history
The site is outside the development boundary and within South Hams district. South Hams SHLAA ref no 49_04_08. SHLAA Panel concluded" Without
understanding spare capacity available at Deep Lane junction (post proposed improvements) difficult to anticipate whether development can be delivered.
Also impacts at Marsh Lane junction. Yield 969 dwellings in years 6 - 15. Flood risk along southern edge.

SHLAA - Conclusion
Although this site has the potential to deliver residential development in principle, it is currently outside the urban area (and within South Hams). Therefore
development would be contrary to the development plan. The SHLAA cannot consider the site suitable for development. However, this site may be assessed
as part of the work being undertaken for the Urban Fringe DPD. Findings can be reported to future revisions of the SHLAA.

SHLAA – Constraints to be overcome prior to development
The site is not within the Plymouth administrative boundary. It is within the South Hams. The site will need to be reassessed as part of the work being
undertaken for the Plymouth Urban Fringe DPD, which could potential enable the site come forward for residential development.

SHLAA – Alternative uses which the site maybe be suitable for
Site is not well related to meet the needs of existing residents but if the site was to come forward as a major extension to the city it could provide a location for
local services.

SHLAA unconstrained yield = 500 units (2009-2014) and 469 (2014-19)
Criteria
A well connected community

Is the site accessible by walking to a bus service?
Is the site accessible by walking to a bus station?
Is the site accessible by walking to a railway
station?
Is the site accessible by cycling to a railway
station?
What kind of access does the site have to the local
highway network?
Are there any major transport infrastructure deficits
affecting this site which need to be overcome?

Rating

Comments
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - Site is not well related to meet the needs of existing residents. The
site is adjacent residential properties to the west, but isolated from the southern residential
area by a strip of woodland.
The closest bus stop is adjacent the site.

Access via lane which is wider than others around Plymouth urban fringe. The site would
require 2 points of access if developed and the lane would need to be widened to allow 2 way
traffic.
South Hams SHLAA ref no 49_04_08. SHLAA Panel and Plymouth SHLAA (2009) concluded
- Without understanding spare capacity available at Deep Lane junction (post proposed

improvements) difficult to anticipate whether development can be delivered. Also impacts at
Marsh Lane junction.
A community with thriving mixed uses and
appropriate and accessible services
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to a
local centre?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to a
primary school?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to an
employment area?

Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to
health facilities?

Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to an
open space?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to
other community facilities?

Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - utilities
Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - schools
Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - health
facilities
A neighbourhood that respects and capitalises
on its environment
Designations
Does the site contain best and most versatile
agricultural land?
Is the site within or immediately adjacent to a
nationally protected landscape?
Does the site contain known mineral resources?
Physical constraints
Is the site at risk of flooding?

The site is over 10 minutes walk to a local centre in Chaddlewood.
The site is between 5-10 minutes walking distance of a primary school in Chaddlewood.
The SNAs have identified that there is a lack of local employment opportunities in the
immediate neighbourhoods of Colebrook and Newnham and Chaddlewood. However, there
is a large employment areas to the west of the site which is just over 10 minutes walk of the
site.
The site is over 10 minutes walking distance from the closest health facility.
There is an hourly bus that links the adjacent neighbourhood of Colebrook and Newnham and
Chaddlewood, to Derriford Hospital.
The site is adjacent an area of public open space (229).
The site is very poorly located to be accessible by walking and cycling to existing community
facilities in Colebrook and Newnham and Chaddlewood. Although the site has good access
to open space.
The site only really relates to the built up area just west of the site in the eastern part of
Colebrook and Newnham. This area does not have any community facilities or bus stops.
Check with utilities
In Sept 2011 Plymouth schools will be over the maximum, and by 2013 there will be a need
for approx 550 extra places across the city. There may be potential for expansion of the
existing school at Glen Park but it is a little limited.
The site is not within walking or cycling distance from the closest health facility. Although
there is spare capacity identified in Primary Care Capacity for this larger area of Plympton.

Grade 3. (No data is available to distinguish this piece of land between Grade 3a and 3b.)

Flood risk along southern edge (flood zone 3).

Does the site contain unstable and/or
contaminated land?
What is the topography of the site? Does it contain
steep slopes?
Potential impacts
Would development on this site have an adverse
landscape and/or visual impact?
Would development on this site have an adverse
landscape and/or visual impact?

Would development on this site cause the
coalescence of distinctly separate communities?
Would development on this site adversely affect
biodiversity or protected species?
Would development on this site have an adverse
effect on the historic environment and cultural
heritage?
Would development on this site have an adverse
effect on air quality?
Are there any other existing local adverse
environmental health factors? (noise, smell,
disturbance, etc.)

Place shaping opportunities

The site is Greenfield and unlikely to be contaminated.
The land generally slopes south to south west from the top of a shallow ridge which is
followed by West Park Hill
The site is well contained and is not visible from Hemerden or the open countryside.
A belt of woodland follows the valley bottom on the southern side of the site, bisected by the
main line railway. This woodland (Ancient Woodland) extends up the steep northern slopes of
the southern valley side concealing the development of Chaddlewood beyond. Stoggy Lane
(a right of way), a narrow lane flanked by overgrown hedgebanks and overhung by trees
forms the western boundary and provides visual separation between the site and the isolated
suburb at Highglen Drive beyond.
Whilst the site is contained in summer from most local views it is overlooked by Hemerdon
Ball which rises beyond to the north. Whilst Hemerdon is located largely within a small fold in
the landscape there is the potential for some limited views into the more elevated northern
parts of the site from some parts (particularly in winter), the southern end of which only lies
some 100m north of the north east boundary. However, whilst this boundary could be
strengthened and development limited to lower and western parts of the site so that
development is concealed, any development would extend beyond a well defined natural limit
(Stoggy Lane) into an area that is wholly rural in character and has no direct visual
association with the city edge; development is likely to be clearly particularly apparent, lead to
a significant incursion into the rural hinterland, and substantially reduce the physical and
perceived separation from Hemerdon. If the site were to be developed it would be difficult to
resist further eastward extension, given the similar nature of the land beyond. The site is
therefore not considered suitable for development.
The site would provide development between the built up area of Plymouth and the village of
Hemerdon.
There are mature hedgerows and trees on the borders and watercourse on the southern part
of the site which may contain habitats for wildlife value.

There are no AQMAs in the location, therefore air quality is unknown.
There are no known local adverse environmental health factors.

General rating key
Good opportunities
Possible opportunities but not certain or limited
No opportunities and/or potential negative impacts
This should be completed having regard to the Sustainable Neighbourhood Assessments (SNAs) carried out for the neighbourhoods in the vicinity of the site.
Criteria
A well connected community

Does the site provide potential to enhance street
networks and address topography to improve the
likelihood of cycling and walking in the area?

Does the site provide potential to enhance street
networks and/or enhance catchment populations
to support the provision/improvement of public
transport services?
Does the site provide potential to improve
accessibility by walking, cycling or by public
transport to adjacent neighbourhoods or district or
city centre?
Does the site provide potential to improve
accessibility to the countryside by walking, cycling
or horseback?
Does the site provide potential to improve the local
highway network?

A community with thriving mixed uses and
appropriate and accessible services
Does the site provide opportunities whilst requiring
only limited additional infrastructure?
Does the site provide potential to provide specific
local services and facilities identified as lacking in
the local neighbourhood?

Rating

Comments
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - Site is not well related to meet the needs of existing residents. The
site is adjacent residential properties to the west, but isolated from the southern residential
area by a strip of woodland.
The SNA states that many areas of Colebrook and Newnham and Chaddlewood have poor
permeability, and that it is easier to move east to west, than it is north to south. Topography
in the area also makes it quite difficult to move around on foot or cycle.
The site is detached from these neighbourhoods, except a housing estate in the eastern part
of Colebrook and Newnham. Therefore the site is unlikely to enhance existing street
networks.
The site is adjacent an existing bus stop and would enhance the catchment population to
support existing public transport services.

The site does not connect the existing neighbourhood to other existing neighbourhoods,
districts or city centre. Therefore there is no potential to improve accessibility to other built up
areas.
No. Developing the site could reduce the amount of green space surrounding existing
residential areas, although the site does not have public access.
Potential to improve small section of the local highway network north of the site. There is also
Stoggy Lane to the west, which is a small narrow country lane bordered by mature hedges,
which leads into the southern tip of the housing estate to the west and down into
Chaddlewood. There is potential to improve access along this route.

Existing facilities in Colebrook and Newnham and Chaddlewood are not easily accessible.
Therefore the development in this location would require all new additional infrastructure.
There is a lack of certain facilities identified in the SNAs for the remaining parts of Colebrook
and Newnham and Chaddlewood, as outlined in the paras below. However, the site is too
detached from these other built up areas and therefore would not be a suitable location to

provide local services to meet any local deficiencies in these neighbourhoods.
The residential area immediately south of the site has approximately 300 homes and has no
local services and facilities. Therefore the site could potentially provide services and facilities
lacking in this area. As there are no services/facilities at all in this area, development would
need to create a new sustainable community, although the number of homes that could be
delivered would limit the potential for this area to truly become a sustainable neighbourhood.
Colebrook and Newnham has very limited range of community facilities. There is no sport
facilities and lack of community centre, youth centres and community officers. The
neighbourhood is severely lacking spaces or facilities where people can meet and socialise.
The current population is sufficient to support the existing local and neighbourhood centres.

Does the site provide potential to support existing
services by enhancing the catchment population?

A neighbourhood that respects and capitalises
on its environment
Do the physical characteristics of the site offer
opportunities for additional energy efficiency or
energy generation?
Does the site provide potential for the reuse of
previously developed land?
Does the site provide potential to maximise the
efficient use of underperforming or underused land
or vacant buildings?
Does the site provide potential to improve the
appearance of the urban edge and the relationship
with the natural environment and countryside
beyond?
Does the site provide potential to improve
biodiversity or enhance the habitats of protected
species?
An attractive and safe neighbourhood with well
designed buildings and spaces
Does the site provide potential to enhance areas

Chaddlewood: is lacking community facilities such as a post office, sports hall, all district
facilities apart from health centres and all citywide facilities. There is poor provision for formal
sports and recreation. The population could support 3-4 local centres and 1 neighbourhood
centres, but at present there is 1 neighbourhood centre and local centre.
The site within over a 10 minute walk north of the local centre in Chaddlewood, which
consists of Tesco’s and 2 takeaways. Other centres are over 10 minutes walk of the site. But
the site is close to a primary school and open space and recreational facilities, therefore
providing potential to support these facilities.

The site is not suitable for wind generation as it is within 400m of existing homes.
• Biomass Sensitivity (Landscape) – 3 and 5 (of 1 – 5, 5 being most sensitive)
• Miscanthus 12 – 14 (dte/y/ha) – Low
• Semi Natural Woodland (<15%)
Current use – green field

No really, as the development to the west is well screened from the countryside by the mature
hedgerows bordering the site along Stoggy Lane.

There are mature hedgerows and trees on the borders and watercourse on the southern part
of the site which may contain habitats and wildlife.

The only potential area that could be enhanced is the access from southern part of Stoggy

identified as being of poor quality or lacking in
character / identity or with potential safety /
security issues?
Does the site provide potential to enhance the
public realm or provide new or improved public
spaces (including formal and informal recreation
pitches)?
Does the site provide potential to achieve a better
mix or range of different house types and tenures?
A prosperous community with a healthy and
diverse economy
Does the site provide potential for local people to
walk to local employment?
Is the site attractive to potential employers?

Lane that leads into the existing development to the south west, which leads under the
railway into Chaddlewood, which currently has no lighting and is bordered by high hedges.
Site could provide public spaces or formal recreation pitches for development to the west.
Also could potentially provide space for sports facilities to meet the underprovision in
neighbouring areas. However, the site is detached from these existing neighbourhoods.
The surrounding neighbourhoods have a good mix of housing types. There is an imbalance
in housing tenure in Colebrook and Newnham.

There is an employment area to the west of the site. Although the SNAs identify that there is
a lack of local employment opportunities in the bordering neighbourhoods.
The site is close to an existing employment area, and the site could be attractive to potential
employers for B2 uses.
The site is unlikely to provide potential to enhance the range of local businesses. It is more
likely to provide more of the same and is more suitable for B2 uses.

Does the site provide potential to enhance the
range of local businesses (variety)?

Deliverability
Availability key
Available and no ownership constraints
Potentially available but constraints which may be overcome
Not available or insurmountable ownership constraints
Achievability key
High value area and no major abnormal costs
Medium value area with major abnormal costs which may
affect viability
Low value area and/or abnormal costs which make
development likely to be unviable

Criteria
Availability
Is the site controlled by a developer who has
expressed an intention to develop, or by a land
owner who has expressed an intention to sell?
Are there are any legal or ownership problems,

Rating

Comments
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - The agent confirms that the site is available for development.

The agent that there are no legal or ownership problems which could limit development.

such as multiple ownerships, ransom strips,
tenancies or operational requirements of
landowners which may affect the availability of the
site?
Achievability
Is the area attractive for market investment? e.g.
high - low value sales area
Are there likely to be any major abnormal costs
which may affect the ability of the site to be
developed? (e.g. major infrastructure,
contamination remediation, flood alleviation,
highway/drainage improvements, S.106 package).

Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - Without understanding spare capacity available at Deep Lane
junction (post proposed improvements) difficult to anticipate whether development can be
delivered. Also impacts at Marsh Lane junction. Flood risk along southern edge.

Conclusion
Although adjacent to an existing housing estate, the site does not link well with any existing neighbourhoods in Plymouth and associated facilities. Site is not
well related to meet the needs of existing residents. The site is not within walking distance of the nearest neighbourhood, although it is close to a bus stop.
Topography, landscape issues and flood risk at the bottom of the valley constrains development in this location.

Site ref

Site Address

Neighbourhood

40_022

Land between Brixton & Elburton, Plymouth

40. Elburton & Dunstone

Local Authority

SHLAA Status

Site Area (ha)

South Hams

Deliverable sites, constrained by policy

52.94

Description of site
This site occupies a tract of land midway between the village of Brixton and Elburton on the eastern edge of Plymstock. The land comprises mainly rectilinear
arable fields, defined mainly by low hedges, located on west facing slopes between two shoulders of higher land with the land between forming a gentle fold
in the landscape centred on Dodovens Farm, below the ridge at Wollaton Cross to the east. Surrounding uses include other employment premises to the
South and agricultural land on all other sides. Site access can be provided from Elburton Road.

Planning history
The site is outside the development boundary and within South Hams District Council. It was assessed in the South Hams SHLAA ref number 07_07_08.
SHLAA Panel concluded "100 units delivered in SHLAA period, remainder of site depends on integrated strategic infrastructure in eastern corridor which is
considered by the panel to be long term and outside the SHLAA period for this site. 100 units years 6 to 10". North side of the site is in a flood zone.

SHLAA - Conclusion
This site is within South Hams. Although this site has the potential to deliver residential development in principle, it is currently outside the development
boundary and would contravene current planning policy. However, this site may be assessed within future revisions of the South Hams SHLAA and as part of
the work being undertaken for the Plymouth Urban Fringe DPD. However the site is presently not suitable for development within the development plan
context.

SHLAA – Constraints to be overcome prior to development

The site is not within the Plymouth administrative boundary. It is within the South Hams. The site will need to be reassessed as part of the work being
undertaken for the Plymouth Urban Fringe DPD, which could potential enable the site come forward for residential development.

SHLAA – Alternative uses which the site maybe be suitable for
The site lies in a neighbourhood subject of an adopted AAP and therefore has not been reassessed with regard to alternative uses.

SHLAA unconstrained yield = 100 units (2014-2019)
Criteria
A well connected community
Is the site accessible by walking to a bus service?
Is the site accessible by walking to a bus station?
Is the site accessible by walking to a railway
station?
Is the site accessible by cycling to a railway
station?
What kind of access does the site have to the local
highway network?

Are there any major transport infrastructure deficits
affecting this site which need to be overcome?
A community with thriving mixed uses and
appropriate and accessible services
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to a
local centre?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to a
primary school?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to an
employment area?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to
health facilities?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to an
open space?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to
other community facilities?
Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - utilities

Rating

Comments
The site is within 5 minutes walk of a bus stop in the village of Brixton, but over 10 minutes
walk of a bus stop in the closest neighbourhood.

Site access can be provided from Elburton Road. South Hams SHLAA ref number 07_07_08.
South Hams and Plymouth SHLAA Panels concluded - 100 units delivered in SHLAA period,
reminder of site depends on integrated strategic infrastructure in eastern corridor which is
considered by the panel to be long term and outside the SHLAA period for this site. 100 units
years 6 to 10
See above

The site is over 10 minutes walk to any existing local or neighbourhood centre. It is also over
10 minutes walks from the nearest proposed centres within Sherford. However, the site is
within 5-10 minutes walk of the centre of the village of Brixton.
The site is within 5-10 minutes walk of a primary school in the village of Brixton, and is over
10 minutes walk to any existing primary school in Plymouth. It is also over 10 minutes walk
from the nearest proposed primary school in Sherford.
There is a small employment area existing on site and employment adjacent the site on
Chittleburn Road.
The site is over 10 minutes walk to any existing health provision. It is also over 10 minutes
walks from the nearest health facility within Sherford.
The site would be closely related to the proposed Community Park within Sherford.
There is a pub within 5-10 minutes walk in Brixton.
????

Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - schools
Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - health
facilities
A neighbourhood that respects and capitalises
on its environment
Designations
Does the site contain best and most versatile
agricultural land?
Is the site within or immediately adjacent to a
nationally protected landscape?
Does the site contain known mineral resources?
Physical constraints
Is the site at risk of flooding?
Does the site contain unstable and/or
contaminated land?
What is the topography of the site? Does it contain
steep slopes?
Potential impacts
Would development on this site have an adverse
landscape and/or visual impact?
Would development on this site have an adverse
landscape and/or visual impact?

In Sept 2011 Plymouth schools will be over the maximum, and by 2013 there will be a need
for approx 550 extra places across the city. Possibilities for additional primary school
provision at Sherford or Brixton primaries could be explored.
The site is too detached from the main built up area of Plymouth and from the proposed built
up area of Sherford, to link into health facilities in these locations. Therefore new housing in
this location would require new health facilities in this location.

The site is a mixture of Grade 4 (NW corner), Grade 2 (SE corner approx third of site) and
Grade 3 (remaining central area of site). (No data is available to distinguish this piece of land
between Grade 3a and 3b.)

North boundary of the site is in a flood zone.
Majority of the site is Greenfield, however the small pockets of employment uses may
continue contaminated land.
The site contains fields which slope down to the small buildings on site.

CE - All but the lower parts of the site are apparent in a range of views, including locations on
the southern edge of Plymstock to the west, where in some views it forms the foreground of
long distance views to Dartmoor); the periphery of the South Devon AONB to the south,
which lies only 0.5km from the site); and the northern part in views extending north to the
vicinity of the A38 south of Plympton. From the road on the eastern boundary there are
occasional panoramic views across the northern part into, over, and beyond much of the city
and northwards to the edge of Dartmoor.
The site lies immediately south of the Sherford Community Park identified as part of the
Sherford new community proposals (identified in the Area Action Plan). The EbD process
‘defined a clear eastward boundary for development of the community along the
bottom of the Sherford Valley reinforced by the creation of a Community Park within and on
the eastern slopes of the valley, protection of the ridge NE of Brixton from development’ (para
5.2). The vision of the area identifies the park as forming the eastern boundary to the
settlement, the purpose of which is ‘to prevent sprawl east of the development’ (para. 6.3)
Development within this site would therefore be completely at odds with the strategy for the
area identified through the adopted AAP. It would create a pocket of development that is

poorly related in visual terms to the city and which is likely to give rise to substantial adverse
landscape and visual effects on the wider area and the perception of setting of the city and its
landscape hinterland. It would also erode the separation of Brixton from the city edge and
compromise its identity.
Would contribute towards coalescence between the existing built up area of Plymouth and the
village of Brixton.
The site contains mature hedgerows and trees on the borders and within the site, as well as a
watercourse, which will contain biodiversity which could be affected by development.

Would development on this site cause the
coalescence of distinctly separate communities?
Would development on this site adversely affect
biodiversity or protected species?
Would development on this site have an adverse
effect on the historic environment and cultural
heritage?
Would development on this site have an adverse
effect on air quality?
Are there any other existing local adverse
environmental health factors? (noise, smell,
disturbance, etc.)

There are no AQMAs in the location, therefore air quality is unknown.
There are no known adverse environment al health factors which effect the site.

Place shaping opportunities
General rating key
Good opportunities
Possible opportunities but not certain or limited
No opportunities and/or potential negative impacts
This should be completed having regard to the Sustainable Neighbourhood Assessments (SNAs) carried out for the neighbourhoods in the vicinity of the site.
Criteria
A well connected community
Does the site provide potential to enhance street
networks and address topography to improve the
likelihood of cycling and walking in the area?
Does the site provide potential to enhance street
networks and/or enhance catchment populations
to support the provision/improvement of public
transport services?
Does the site provide potential to improve
accessibility by walking, cycling or by public
transport to adjacent neighbourhoods or district or
city centre?
Does the site provide potential to improve

Rating

Comments
The site lies in a neighbourhood subject of an adopted AAP
The site is too detached from the existing built up area of Plymouth to benefit the existing
street network.
The site does not have the potential to enhance street networks. However, the site may have
potential to enhance catchment populations to support public transport services between
Plymouth and rural areas.
The site does not connect the existing neighbourhood to other existing neighbourhoods,
districts or city centre. Therefore there is no potential to improve accessibility to other built up
areas.

accessibility to the countryside by walking, cycling
or horseback?
Does the site provide potential to improve the local
highway network?
A community with thriving mixed uses and
appropriate and accessible services
Does the site provide opportunities whilst requiring
only limited additional infrastructure?
Does the site provide potential to provide specific
local services and facilities identified as lacking in
the local neighbourhood?
Does the site provide potential to support existing
services by enhancing the catchment population?
A neighbourhood that respects and capitalises
on its environment
Do the physical characteristics of the site offer
opportunities for additional energy efficiency or
energy generation?
Does the site provide potential for the reuse of
previously developed land?
Does the site provide potential to maximise the
efficient use of underperforming or underused land
or vacant buildings?
Does the site provide potential to improve the
appearance of the urban edge and the relationship
with the natural environment and countryside
beyond?
Does the site provide potential to improve
biodiversity or enhance the habitats of protected
species?
An attractive and safe neighbourhood with well
designed buildings and spaces
Does the site provide potential to enhance areas
identified as being of poor quality or lacking in
character / identity or with potential safety /
security issues?
Does the site provide potential to enhance the
public realm or provide new or improved public
spaces (including formal and informal recreation
pitches)?

The site would need to link onto the local highway network, but would not really improve the
network. It would actually increase the amount of traffic on local roads.

The site is too detached from existing neighbourhoods and the proposed Sherford urban
extension, to link into other infrastructure. Therefore this area would need to be developed as
a whole new neighbourhood, therefore requiring major additional infrastructure.
The site is too detached from existing neighbourhoods and the proposed Sherford urban
extension to provide specific local services and facilities lacking elsewhere.
The site is too detached from existing neighbourhoods and the proposed Sherford urban
extension to support existing services.

The site is not suitable for wind generation as it is within 400m of existing homes.
• Biomass Sensitivity (Landscape) – 3 (of 1 – 5, 5 being most sensitive)
• Miscanthus 12 – 14 (dte/y/ha) – Low
•
Replanted and Semi Natural Woodland (>20%)

There is a small amount of current employment on site

No

There are mature hedgerows, trees and watercourse on site which may contain important
habitats for wildlife.

No

No

Does the site provide potential to achieve a better
mix or range of different house types and tenures?

Yes. There is a high level of owner occupied housing in the nearest neighbourhood and a
lack of smaller properties (flats and terraced housing). Therefore new development should
increase the amount of social housing and increase the range of housing types, particularly to
include flats and terraced housing.

A prosperous community with a healthy and
diverse economy
Does the site provide potential for local people to
walk to local employment?
Is the site attractive to potential employers?

Potentially, as there is a residential area to the north of the site, but pedestrian access would
need to be improved.
The site is probably not an attractive location for potential employers, as the site is not within
a strategic location, although demand would probably be low.
Potentially, as there is currently a lack of employment opportunities in the local area. Small
scale B1c or B2 employment uses could potentially be provided, if the sites had good access
onto the A roads.

Does the site provide potential to enhance the
range of local businesses (variety)?

Deliverability
Availability key
Available and no ownership constraints
Potentially available but constraints which may be overcome
Not available or insurmountable ownership constraints
Achievability key
High value area and no major abnormal costs
Medium value area with major abnormal costs which may
affect viability
Low value area and/or abnormal costs which make
development likely to be unviable

Criteria
Availability
Is the site controlled by a developer who has
expressed an intention to develop, or by a land
owner who has expressed an intention to sell?
Are there are any legal or ownership problems,
such as multiple ownerships, ransom strips,
tenancies or operational requirements of
landowners which may affect the availability of the
site?

Rating

Comments
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - The agent confirms that the site is available for development

The agent that there are no legal or ownership problems which could limit development.

Achievability
Is the area attractive for market investment? e.g.
high - low value sales area
Are there likely to be any major abnormal costs
which may affect the ability of the site to be
developed? (e.g. major infrastructure,
contamination remediation, flood alleviation,
highway/drainage improvements, S.106 package).

Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - PCC Panel agreed with the South hams panel that 100 dwellings
might come forward on the basis of existing infrastructure provision. However, in order to
increase this yield significant infrastructure investment would need to be in place.

Conclusion
The site is detached from the existing built up area of Plymouth, including the proposed Sherford and associates facilities. Although the site is closer to
facilities in the village of Brixton. A small section of land is adjacent the flood zone and parts of the site is grade 2 agricultural land. Site constrained as part of
it is viewed from the AONB to the south. The site lies south of Sherford Community Park, identified in the Area Action Plan, which identifies the need to
‘protection of the ridge NE of Brixton from development’ (para 5.2). Development within this site would therefore be completely at odds with the strategy for
the area identified through the adopted AAP. It would create a pocket of development that is poorly related in visual terms to the city and which is likely to give
rise to substantial adverse landscape and visual effects on the wider. It would also erode the separation of Brixton from the city edge and compromise its
identity.

Site ref

Site Address

Neighbourhood

40_025

Halwell/Coombe Farm, South of Elburton, Briston

40. Elburton & Dunstone

Local Authority

SHLAA Status

Site Area (ha)

South Hams

Undeliverable site

92.93

Description of site
This large site covers all of the land on the south east periphery of Plymstock, comprising the highly modified landscape of playing fields (Horsham Fields) for
Four Oaks RFC (which are used extensively as informal open space) set on the top of the ridge, and its southern slopes falling into a well defined and
attractive rural valley landscape which forms part of the upper Yealm catchment (the land along the stream course is an area of flood risk).

SHLAA conclusion
SHLAA conclusion: The site is within the South Hams. Although this site has the potential to deliver residential development in principle, it is currently
outside the development boundary and would contravene current planning policy. In addition infrastructure costs are likely to preclude development in the
current economic climate. However, this site should be assessed within future revisions of the South Hams SHLAA and as part of the work being undertaken
for the Plymouth Urban Fringe DPD. PCC Panel felt that the site could be brought forward for limited development. However, costs of infrastructure
provision, notably highway access, to the site would be likely to preclude this kind of small scale development. This could be reviewed in the face of further
evidence regarding access.

Criteria
A well connected community

Rating

Comments

Is the site accessible by walking to a bus service?

The site is within 5 minutes walk of a bus stop.
The existing neighbourhood of Elburton and Dunstone has 8 bus routes serving the city
centre and Derriford and beyond the city boundary at 20min, hourly and less frequent
intervals.

Is the site accessible by walking to a bus station?
Is the site accessible by walking to a railway
station?
Is the site accessible by cycling to a railway
station?
What kind of access does the site have to the local
highway network?
Are there any major transport infrastructure deficits
affecting this site which need to be overcome?
A community with thriving mixed uses and
appropriate and accessible services
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to a
local centre?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to a
primary school?

Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to an
employment area?

Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to
health facilities?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to an
open space?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to
other community facilities?
Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - utilities
Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - schools
Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - health
facilities
A neighbourhood that respects and capitalises

Good access to existing roads
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - costs of infrastructure provision, notably highway access, to the
site would be likely to preclude smaller scale development.

The site is within 5-10 minutes walk from the neighbourhood centre of Elburton and
Dunstone.
The closest primary school is in Elburton and Dunstone and over 10 minutes walk from the
site.
The closest proposed school in Sherford would be closer than the one in Elburton and
Dunstone, but still over 10 minutes walk from the site.
The closest employment area is more than 10 minutes walk away.
There is proposed employment within Sherford, but the exact distance from the site is
unknown at present.
The closest health facility is in Elburton and Dunstone and is between 5-10 minutes walk from
the site.
The site is immediately adjacent public open space (267) to the north, which separates the
site from the existing built up area of Elburton and Dunstone.
Elburton and Dunstone also has a secondary school, community centre and some pubs
????
In Sept 2011 Plymouth schools will be over the maximum, and by 2013 there will be a need
for approx 550 extra places across the city. Possibilities for additional primary school
provision at Sherford or Brixton primaries could be explored.
The site is big enough to create a major health infrastructure deficit which would need to be
overcome

on its environment
Designations
Does the site contain best and most versatile
agricultural land?
Is the site within or immediately adjacent to a
nationally protected landscape?
Does the site contain known mineral resources?
Physical constraints
Is the site at risk of flooding?
Does the site contain unstable and/or
contaminated land?
What is the topography of the site? Does it contain
steep slopes?
Potential impacts
Would development on this site have an adverse
landscape and/or visual impact?
Would development on this site have an adverse
landscape and/or visual impact?

Would development on this site cause the
coalescence of distinctly separate communities?
Would development on this site adversely affect
biodiversity or protected species?
Would development on this site have an adverse
effect on the historic environment and cultural
heritage?
Would development on this site have an adverse
effect on air quality?
Are there any other existing local adverse
environmental health factors? (noise, smell,
disturbance, etc.)

The majority of the site is Grade 3. (No data is available to distinguish this piece of land
between Grade 3a and 3b.)

A small part of the site is within flood zone 3, running from the central/southern section to the
central/eastern section, along the watercourse.
This is a Greenfield site and unlikely to be contaminated.

CE - Whilst the western end of the rugby pitches, south of Coltness Road, could
accommodate a relatively discrete area of development and create a more attractive edge
without unacceptable wider impact (and incorporation of suitable mitigation) this would impact
on an apparently very well used facility and may require relocation of the facilities in a less
sustainable location. The rest of the site is considered to be unsuitable for development due
to its value as a landscape buffer between the built up edge and the AONB and its wide visual
exposure, including views from the AONB which is in close proximity. Furthermore,
development draping over the ridge would breach a well defined threshold to the city where
established recreational uses form a well established edge. There is particular scope for the
creation of a wider area of community open space along the ridge, where there are extensive
panoramic views.
No
The site contains 2 pockets of Ancient Woodland and a watercourse which may contain
biodiversity which could be affected by development. The open space to the north of the site
is identified as part of the Plymouth Biodiversity Network.
No

There are no AQMAs in the location, therefore air quality is unknown.
Moorcroft Quarry is within 1km radius of the north of the site which is considered a macro
environmental health issue for noise

Place shaping opportunities
General rating key
Good opportunities
Possible opportunities but not certain or limited
No opportunities and/or potential negative impacts
This should be completed having regard to the Sustainable Neighbourhood Assessments (SNAs) carried out for the neighbourhoods in the vicinity of the site.
Criteria
A well connected community
Does the site provide potential to enhance street
networks and address topography to improve the
likelihood of cycling and walking in the area?
Does the site provide potential to enhance street
networks and/or enhance catchment populations
to support the provision/improvement of public
transport services?
Does the site provide potential to improve
accessibility by walking, cycling or by public
transport to adjacent neighbourhoods or district or
city centre?
Does the site provide potential to improve
accessibility to the countryside by walking, cycling
or horseback?
Does the site provide potential to improve the local
highway network?
A community with thriving mixed uses and
appropriate and accessible services
Does the site provide opportunities whilst requiring
only limited additional infrastructure?

Does the site provide potential to provide specific
local services and facilities identified as lacking in
the local neighbourhood?
Does the site provide potential to support existing

Rating

Comments
This site is mostly connected to Elburton and Dunstone and it would not provide potential to
enhance existing street networks for cycling and walking in the area. The site is too detached
from the existing built up area of Plymouth to benefit the existing street network.
The site could enhance catchment populations to support existing public transport provision.

The site does not connect the existing neighbourhood to other existing neighbourhoods,
districts or city centre. Therefore there is no potential to improve accessibility to other built up
areas.
Developing the site could reduce the amount of green space surrounding existing residential
areas, although this land is does not have any public access. Site could provide opportunity to
extend access into the countryside for residents living in the southern parts of Elburton and
Dunstone.
The site would need to link onto the local highway network, but would not really improve the
network. It would actually increase the amount of traffic on local roads.

The current population of Elburton and Dunstone has 1 neighbourhood centre, when it could
support 2 neighbourhood centres. Therefore large scale development in this location would
require a neighbourhood centre at the very least.
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - costs of infrastructure provision, notably highway access, to the
site would be likely to preclude smaller scale development.
Yes. The site could provide local services and facilities that are lacking in Elburton and
Dunstone, such as sports facilities, open space, another neighbourhood centre.
Yes, although there is a lack of some certain services already in the local area.

services by enhancing the catchment population?
A neighbourhood that respects and capitalises
on its environment
Do the physical characteristics of the site offer
opportunities for additional energy efficiency or
energy generation?
Does the site provide potential for the reuse of
previously developed land?
Does the site provide potential to maximise the
efficient use of underperforming or underused land
or vacant buildings?
Does the site provide potential to improve the
appearance of the urban edge and the relationship
with the natural environment and countryside
beyond?
Does the site provide potential to improve
biodiversity or enhance the habitats of protected
species?
An attractive and safe neighbourhood with well
designed buildings and spaces
Does the site provide potential to enhance areas
identified as being of poor quality or lacking in
character / identity or with potential safety /
security issues?
Does the site provide potential to enhance the
public realm or provide new or improved public
spaces (including formal and informal recreation
pitches)?
Does the site provide potential to achieve a better
mix or range of different house types and tenures?

A prosperous community with a healthy and
diverse economy
Does the site provide potential for local people to
walk to local employment?
Is the site attractive to potential employers?
Does the site provide potential to enhance the
range of local businesses (variety)?

The site is not suitable for wind generation as it is within 400m of existing homes.
• Biomass Sensitivity (Landscape) – 3 (of 1 – 5, 5 being most sensitive)
• Miscanthus 12 – 14 (dte/y/ha) – Low
•
Semi Natural Woodland (<15%)
Current use – green field

No. Development would break over a ridge which currently forms a barrier between the
existing urban edge and the countryside.

There are mature hedgerows on site which may contain important habitats for wildlife.

No

No

Yes. There is a high level of owner occupied housing in the local area and a lack of smaller
properties (flats and terraced housing). Therefore new development should increase the
amount of social housing and increase the range of housing types, particularly to include flats
and terraced housing.

Potentially, as there is a residential area to the north of the site, but pedestrian access would
need to be improved.
The site is probably not an attractive location for potential employers, as the site is not within
a strategic location, although demand would probably be low.
Potentially, as there is currently a lack of employment opportunities in the local area. Small
scale B1c or B2 employment uses could potentially be provided, if the sites had good access
onto the A roads.

Deliverability
Availability key
Available and no ownership constraints
Potentially available but constraints which may be overcome
Not available or insurmountable ownership constraints
Achievability key
High value area and no major abnormal costs
Medium value area with major abnormal costs which may
affect viability
Low value area and/or abnormal costs which make
development likely to be unviable

Criteria
Availability
Is the site controlled by a developer who has
expressed an intention to develop, or by a land
owner who has expressed an intention to sell?
Are there are any legal or ownership problems,
such as multiple ownerships, ransom strips,
tenancies or operational requirements of
landowners which may affect the availability of the
site?
Achievability
Is the area attractive for market investment? e.g.
high - low value sales area
Are there likely to be any major abnormal costs
which may affect the ability of the site to be
developed? (e.g. major infrastructure,
contamination remediation, flood alleviation,
highway/drainage improvements, S.106 package).

Rating

Comments

Conclusion
The site is detached from the existing built up area of Plymouth, and although close to some facilities, the site would not link well to the existing

neighbourhood. It has poor access and infrastructure costs are likely to preclude development in the current economic climate. A small part of the site is
within flood zone 3. Whilst the western end of the rugby pitches, south of Coltness Road, could accommodate a relatively discrete area of development, the
rest of the site is considered to be unsuitable for development due to its value as a landscape buffer between the built up edge and the AONB and its wide
visual exposure, including views from the AONB.

Appendix 4

Plymouth Urban Fringe Site Assessments for Potential Urban
Fringe Sites (Employment)
Site location and characteristics
General rating key
Good / No constraints or impacts
Moderate / Some constraints or impacts but mitigation possible
Poor / Absolute constraints or unacceptable impacts
Accessibility rating
Up to 5 minutes walk (400m) on dedicated, well lit pedestrian route to
frequent (4x per hour) bus service
Up to 5 minutes walk (400m) on dedicated, well lit pedestrian route to
facilities
Safe and inviting cycle routes and links to the National Cycle Network
5-10 minutes walk (400-800m) to (4x per hour) service or up to 5 minutes
walk of more infrequent service and/or limitations on quality/topography of
routes
5-10 minutes walk (400-800m) to facilities and/or limitations on
quality/topography of routes
Limitations in the quality/topography of cycle routes
Over 10 minutes walk (800m+) to facilities or bus service and/or poor
quality/topography of routes
Poor quality / steep topography of cycle routes that cannot be addressed
Environmental rating
Previously developed land
Flood zone 1
Outside 1km radius of any macro environmental health issue
Grades 3b, 4 and 5 agricultural land quality
Adjacent national protected landscape
Within buffer zone for minerals safeguarded area
Flood zone 2 and/or evidence of local flooding
Within 1km radius of a macro environmental health issue
Grades 1, 2 and 3a agricultural land quality
Within national protected landscape
Within minerals safeguarded area with potential for extraction
Flood zone 3
Within 250m radius of a macro environmental health issue
Within Air Quality Management Area

Site ref

Site Address

Neighbourhood

29_005 (South Hams employment allocation part)

Part of Puf Site 3, Bickleigh

29. Southway

Local Authority

SHLAA Status

Site Area (ha)

South Hams

Deliverable sites, constrained by policy

3.87

Description of site
This is a small section of the SHLAA site 29_005 which extends along the northern flank of the Tamerton valley, on the western edge of the established
Broadley Park employment area. The northern side abuts the southern edge of the Tamar AONB. This is at the highest point of the 0005 site and sits on top
of the ridge which separates the upper reaches of the Tamerton valley and the Tamar AONB, the boundary of which follows the adjacent lane.

Planning history
The site is outside the development boundary and within South Hams district. The wider SHLAA site was assessed in the South Hams and Plymouth
SHLAAs ref number 04_14_08. SHLAA Panel concluded "Highway Agency: Substantial infrastructure improvements needed, likely to be dependent upon
central government funding to mitigate substantial impacts on A38 junctions (already at capacity) Limited to 500 units based on current access " Yield 500
dwellings years 6 - 10. A small part of the site is within the flood zone.
A broad location was identified in the South Hams Core Strategy for proposed employment development (for 4ha) in this location, and this site was identified
within the South Hams preferred options document Plymouth Urban Fringe Site Specific Allocations, as a potential employment allocation. The site is
adjacent to an AONB and the site to the north east has planning permission for employment development.

SHLAA - Conclusion
The panel considered that it would be practical to deliver housing on the wider site (29_005), though the total yield was limited by the highways infrastructure.
However, the site is outside of the city in the countryside and development would be contrary to the development plan. Therefore the site has a zero yield
when planning policy is applied. This status of this site may be reviewed through the Urban Fringe DPD and changes reported in future revisions of the
SHLAA.

SHLAA – Constraints to be overcome prior to development
The site is not within the Plymouth administrative boundary. It is within the South Hams. Links with existing built up area would need to be overcome or this
site to be suitable for residential development. Issues relating to highways and flooding would also need to be overcome. The site will need to be reassessed
as part of the work being undertaken for the Plymouth Urban Fringe DPD, which could potential enable the site come forward for residential development.

Criteria
A well connected community
Is the site accessible by walking to a bus service?
Is the site accessible by walking to a bus station?
Is the site accessible by walking to a railway
station?
Is the site accessible by cycling to a railway
station?
What kind of access does the site have to the local

Rating

Comments
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - This site is unsuitable for residential development as it is detached
from the built up area of Plymouth
The site is between 5-10 minutes walk of a bus stop.
The site is over 10 minutes walk of a bus station.
The site is over 10 minutes walk of a railway station.
The site is over 10 minutes cycling to a railway station.
Good

highway network?
Are there any major transport infrastructure deficits
affecting this site which need to be overcome?

A community with thriving mixed uses and
appropriate and accessible services
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to a
local centre?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to a
primary school?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to an
employment area?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to
health facilities?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to an
open space?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to
other community facilities?
Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - utilities
Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - schools

Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - health
facilities
A neighbourhood that respects and capitalises
on its environment
Designations
Does the site contain best and most versatile
agricultural land?
Is the site within or immediately adjacent to a
nationally protected landscape?
Does the site contain known mineral resources?
Physical constraints
Is the site at risk of flooding?
Does the site contain unstable and/or
contaminated land?

South Hams SHLAA Panel concluded and confirmed by Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - Highway
Agency: Impacts on A38 Manadon Junction (already at capacity) - limited improvements
possible. Requires step change in public transport provision to remove existing trips on
network also.

The site is over 10 minutes walk from neighbourhood centre in Glenholt.
The closest primary school is in Widewell and is well over a 10 minute walk from the site.
The site is adjacent an employment area, Broadley Industrial Estate, which is outside the
Plymouth boundary.
The closest health facility is in Woolwell and is well over a 10 minute walk from the site.
The site is over 10 minutes walk from public open space (area 71).

????
In Sept 2011 Plymouth schools will be over the maximum, and by 2013 there will be a need
for approx 550 extra places across the city. There is no capacity within the adjacent primary
schools to expand existing facilities. Therefore this development (or elsewhere) would need
to provide additional school places for any new housing and the growing required places in
existing areas within Plymouth.
There would be a major deficit which would need to be overcome, after accounting for the
population increase across the whole Central and North East Primary Care Capacity area.
Also, any spare capacity within existing areas would not be within walking distance of this
site.

Grade 3. (No data is available to distinguish this piece of land between Grade 3a and 3b.)
The site is adjacent to an AONB along the northern border of the site.

No
The site is identified as part of a historic landfill site, therefore this site could be contaminated

What is the topography of the site? Does it contain
steep slopes?
Potential impacts
Would development on this site have an adverse
landscape and/or visual impact?
Would development on this site have an adverse
landscape and/or visual impact?

The site is mostly flat with no steep slopes.

Survey - Development to the north of the site would have a negative impact from the AONB,
which is adjacent and north of the site.
CE - The site is in an exposed location. Although generally well screened to the east by the
woodland of Porsham Plantation (a County Wildlife Site) and by existing development to the
north the other boundaries are exposed and reliance would have to be placed on robust and
sympathetic landscape treatments to contain the site and avoid impact on views from the
AONB to the west and south views and the AONB landscape. This has, by and large, been
successfully achieved with the existing development to the north. The careful consideration of
levels, building design (including scales, heights, massing) and materials, and lighting will be
crucial in achieving an acceptable solution in this location. Any structural planting that could
be undertaken in advance of development would also be a particular advantage. The western
boundary should form the long term westerly limit of the employment park, with new structural
planting tying into the existing woodland structure.
In landscape terms, this site would not present the best location for employment
development.

Would development on this site cause the
coalescence of distinctly separate communities?
Would development on this site adversely affect
biodiversity or protected species?
Would development on this site have an adverse
effect on the historic environment and cultural
heritage?
Would development on this site have an adverse
effect on air quality?
Are there any other existing local adverse
environmental health factors? (noise, smell,
disturbance, etc.)

There are mature hedgerows on site, which may contain important habitats for wildlife.

There are no AQMAs in the location, therefore air quality is unknown.
The site is identified as being on a large historic landfill site, which may provide adverse
environmental health factors.

Place shaping opportunities
General rating key
Good opportunities
Possible opportunities but not certain or limited
No opportunities and/or potential negative impacts
This should be completed having regard to the Sustainable Neighbourhood Assessments (SNAs) carried out for the neighbourhoods in the vicinity of the site.

Criteria
A well connected community
Does the site provide potential to enhance street
networks and address topography to improve the
likelihood of cycling and walking in the area?
Does the site provide potential to enhance street
networks and/or enhance catchment populations
to support the provision/improvement of public
transport services?
Does the site provide potential to improve
accessibility by walking, cycling or by public
transport to adjacent neighbourhoods or district or
city centre?
Does the site provide potential to improve
accessibility to the countryside by walking, cycling
or horseback?
Does the site provide potential to improve the local
highway network?
A community with thriving mixed uses and
appropriate and accessible services
Does the site provide opportunities whilst requiring
only limited additional infrastructure?
Does the site provide potential to provide specific
local services and facilities identified as lacking in
the local neighbourhood?
Does the site provide potential to support existing
services by enhancing the catchment population?
A neighbourhood that respects and capitalises
on its environment
Do the physical characteristics of the site offer
opportunities for additional energy efficiency or
energy generation?

Does the site provide potential for the reuse of
previously developed land?
Does the site provide potential to maximise the
efficient use of underperforming or underused land
or vacant buildings?
Does the site provide potential to improve the
appearance of the urban edge and the relationship

Rating

Comments
The site is too detached from the existing neighbourhoods of Plymouth.

The site is too far from the existing residential areas of Plymouth and there are no bus stops
within easy walking distance of the site.

The site does not connect existing neighbourhoods to other existing neighbourhoods, districts
or city centre. Therefore there is no potential to improve accessibility to other built up areas.

Developing the site would reduce the amount of green space and is detached from any other
existing built up area of Plymouth and would therefore not provide improved access to the
countryside.
No

NA
NA

NA

The site is not suitable for wind generation as it is within 400m of existing homes.
• Biomass Sensitivity (Landscape) – 3 (of 1 – 5, 5 being most sensitive)
• Biomass resource:
• Miscanthus 14 – 16 (dte/y/ha) – Medium
• Semi Natural Woodland (<15%)
Site is identified as a historic landfill site, but is now overgrown green field.
No

No, the site buffers an existing employment site and the AONB.

with the natural environment and countryside
beyond?
Does the site provide potential to improve
biodiversity or enhance the habitats of protected
species?
An attractive and safe neighbourhood with well
designed buildings and spaces
Does the site provide potential to enhance areas
identified as being of poor quality or lacking in
character / identity or with potential safety /
security issues?
Does the site provide potential to enhance the
public realm or provide new or improved public
spaces (including formal and informal recreation
pitches)?
Does the site provide potential to achieve a better
mix or range of different house types and tenures?
A prosperous community with a healthy and
diverse economy
Does the site provide potential for local people to
walk to local employment?
Is the site attractive to potential employers?

There are mature hedgerows on site and a watercourse at the bottom of the slope to the east
of the site, which may contain important habitats for wildlife. There is an area of Ancient
Woodland close to the site to the south.

No, the site buffers an existing employment site and the AONB.

No, the site buffers an existing employment site and the AONB.

NA

Does the site provide potential to enhance the
range of local businesses (variety)?

There is no existing residential surrounding the site, which would allow local people to walk to
employment in this area.
The site is adjacent an existing employment area and situated on the Tavistock Road, which
could be attractive to potential employers for B1c, B2 or B8 uses.
The site is unlikely to provide potential to enhance the range of local businesses. It is more
likely to provide more of the same and is more suitable for B1c, B2 or B8 uses.

Deliverability
Availability key
Available and no ownership constraints
Potentially available but constraints which may be overcome
Not available or insurmountable ownership constraints
Achievability key
High value area and no major abnormal costs
Medium value area with major abnormal costs which may
affect viability
Low value area and/or abnormal costs which make

development likely to be unviable

Criteria
Availability
Is the site controlled by a developer who has
expressed an intention to develop, or by a land
owner who has expressed an intention to sell?

Rating

Comments
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - The site is currently being promoted for residential development.
The agent confirms that the site is available for development, and that there are no legal or
ownership problems which could limit development.
Employment?

Are there are any legal or ownership problems,
such as multiple ownerships, ransom strips,
tenancies or operational requirements of
landowners which may affect the availability of the
site?
Achievability
Is the area attractive for market investment? e.g.
high - low value sales area
Are there likely to be any major abnormal costs
which may affect the ability of the site to be
developed? (e.g. major infrastructure,
contamination remediation, flood alleviation,
highway/drainage improvements, S.106 package).

Employment?

Conclusion
The site is not close to any existing residential areas or local services, although there is a bus stop within walking distance of the site. The site is identified as
being on a large historic landfill site, which may provide adverse environmental health factors. Adjacent to an AONB along the northern border of the site. It is
identified in the South Hams preferred options Urban Fringe Site Specific Allocation for employment. The site is adjacent an existing employment area and
situated on the Tavistock Road, which could be attractive to potential employers for B1c, B2 or B8 uses. However, the site is in an exposed location. In
landscape terms, this site would not present the best location for employment development, with views of the site from the AONB.

Site ref

Site Address

Neighbourhood

30_006

Field East of Haxter Lodge

30. Widewell

Local Authority

SHLAA Status

Site Area (ha)

South Hams

Deliverable sites, constrained by policy

1.83

Description of site
The site is a field east of Haxter Lodge north of Widewell neighbourhood. It is detached from the built up residential area of Plymouth and surrounded by an

employment area to the south and farm buildings to the east. The site rises from south to north.

Planning history
The site is outside, and actually detached, from the Plymouth development boundary and in South Hams District Council. South Hams SHLAA ref no
04_08_08. SHLAA Panel concluded" blank" Yield - 58 dwellings in 6-10 year period. Site is near to an AONB.

SHLAA - Conclusion
The site is located outside of the urban area, in South Hams. Although the Panel considered that this site could have the potential to deliver residential
development in principle, as part of a wider site, it is currently outside (and detached from) the development boundary and would contravene current planning
policy. Therefore, the constrained yield is currently considered to be zero. This may be reconsidered through the Urban Fringe DPD and any changes in
status should be reported in future revisions of the SHLAA.

SHLAA – Constraints to be overcome prior to development
The site is not within the Plymouth administrative boundary. It is within the South Hams. The site will need to be reassessed as part of the work being
undertaken for the Plymouth Urban Fringe DPD, which could potential enable the site come forward for residential development.

SHLAA – Alternative uses which the site maybe be suitable for
Site is divorced from the existing urban area and need to be considered along with others as part of the Urban Fringe DPD.

SHLAA unconstrained yield = 58 units (2014-2019)

Criteria
A well connected community
Is the site accessible by walking to a bus service?
Is the site accessible by walking to a bus station?
Is the site accessible by walking to a railway
station?
Is the site accessible by cycling to a railway
station?
What kind of access does the site have to the local
highway network?
Are there any major transport infrastructure deficits
affecting this site which need to be overcome?
A community with thriving mixed uses and
appropriate and accessible services
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to a
local centre?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to a
primary school?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to an
employment area?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to
health facilities?

Rating

Comments
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - This site is unsuitable for residential development as it is detached
from the built up area of Plymouth
The site is over 10 minutes walk of a bus stop.

Good

The site is over 10 minutes walk from neighbourhood centre in Glenholt.
The closest primary school is in Widewell and is well over a 10 minute walk from the site.
The closest employment area, Broadley Industrial Estate, is adjacent the eastern of the site
outside the Plymouth boundary.
The closest health facility is in Woolwell and is well over a 10 minute walk from the site.

Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to an
open space?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to
other community facilities?
Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - utilities
Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - schools

Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - health
facilities
A neighbourhood that respects and capitalises
on its environment
Designations
Does the site contain best and most versatile
agricultural land?
Is the site within or immediately adjacent to a
nationally protected landscape?
Does the site contain known mineral resources?
Physical constraints
Is the site at risk of flooding?
Does the site contain unstable and/or
contaminated land?
What is the topography of the site? Does it contain
steep slopes?
Potential impacts
Would development on this site have an adverse
landscape and/or visual impact?
Would development on this site have an adverse
landscape and/or visual impact?

The site is over 10 minutes walk from public open space (area 71).

????
In Sept 2011 Plymouth schools will be over the maximum, and by 2013 there will be a need
for approx 550 extra places across the city. There is no capacity within the adjacent primary
schools to expand existing facilities. Therefore this development (or elsewhere) would need
to provide additional school places for any new housing and the growing required places in
existing areas within Plymouth.
There would be a major deficit which would need to be overcome, after accounting for the
population increase across the whole Central and North East Primary Care Capacity area.
Also, any spare capacity within existing areas would not be within walking distance of this
site.

Grade 3. (No data is available to distinguish this piece of land between Grade 3a and 3b.)
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - The site is adjacent to an AONB.

The site is Greenfield and unlikely to be contaminated.
Quite flat, although it slopes slightly from the south upwards to the north of the site.

Survey - The site is adjacent to an AONB, and development in the top corner could have a
negative impact on the AONB, however, there are high trees and hedge on the boundary.
CE – contained on the eastern side by woodland, and by a wide maturing tree belt on the
west boundary (beyond which lies a house) which, for the most part, forms the edge of the
Tamar AONB extending away to the west. The AONB is separated from the northern
boundary of the site by the woodland which lies west of Roborough House (the environs of
which appear to be used as a Parcel Force depot). The land rises gently to the north forming
part of the broad ridge which extends through Broadley Park to the south into the southern tip
of Dartmoor.
The scale and containment provided by the woodland means that these sites may be able to
accommodate well designed development without wider harm, although the scale of

development (in terms of height and massing) will need careful consideration along the
western edge where further reinforcement of the tree belt may be appropriate. The
containment provided by the woodland the north would prevent any inter-visibility with the
AONB and National Park beyond. Residential development may be a suitable use particularly
given the separation between this area and development within Broadley Park opposite which
is well set back from the road, and reasonably well screened by trees.
In landscape terms, this site would not present the best location for employment
development.
No

Would development on this site cause the
coalescence of distinctly separate communities?
Would development on this site adversely affect
biodiversity or protected species?
Would development on this site have an adverse
effect on the historic environment and cultural
heritage?
Would development on this site have an adverse
effect on air quality?
Are there any other existing local adverse
environmental health factors? (noise, smell,
disturbance, etc.)

There are mature hedgerows on the borders of the site which may contain important habitats
for wildlife.

There are no AQMAs in the location, therefore air quality is unknown.
There are no known local adverse environmental health factors. There is the potential for
noise from lorries coming and going from the employment area to the south.

Place shaping opportunities
General rating key
Good opportunities
Possible opportunities but not certain or limited
No opportunities and/or potential negative impacts
This should be completed having regard to the Sustainable Neighbourhood Assessments (SNAs) carried out for the neighbourhoods in the vicinity of the site.
Criteria
A well connected community
Does the site provide potential to enhance street
networks and address topography to improve the
likelihood of cycling and walking in the area?
Does the site provide potential to enhance street
networks and/or enhance catchment populations
to support the provision/improvement of public

Rating

Comments
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - This site is unsuitable for residential development as it is detached
from the built up area of Plymouth
The site is too detached from the existing built up area of Plymouth.

The site is too far from the existing residential areas of Plymouth and there are no bus stops
within easy walking distance of the site.

transport services?
Does the site provide potential to improve
accessibility by walking, cycling or by public
transport to adjacent neighbourhoods or district or
city centre?
Does the site provide potential to improve
accessibility to the countryside by walking, cycling
or horseback?
Does the site provide potential to improve the local
highway network?
A community with thriving mixed uses and
appropriate and accessible services
Does the site provide opportunities whilst requiring
only limited additional infrastructure?
Does the site provide potential to provide specific
local services and facilities identified as lacking in
the local neighbourhood?
Does the site provide potential to support existing
services by enhancing the catchment population?
A neighbourhood that respects and capitalises
on its environment
Do the physical characteristics of the site offer
opportunities for additional energy efficiency or
energy generation?

Does the site provide potential for the reuse of
previously developed land?
Does the site provide potential to maximise the
efficient use of underperforming or underused land
or vacant buildings?
Does the site provide potential to improve the
appearance of the urban edge and the relationship
with the natural environment and countryside
beyond?
Does the site provide potential to improve
biodiversity or enhance the habitats of protected
species?
An attractive and safe neighbourhood with well
designed buildings and spaces
Does the site provide potential to enhance areas
identified as being of poor quality or lacking in

The site does not connect existing neighbourhoods to other existing neighbourhoods, districts
or city centre. Therefore there is no potential to improve accessibility to other built up areas.

Developing the site could reduce the amount of green space surrounding existing residential
areas. The site is detached from any other existing built up area of Plymouth and would
therefore not provide improved access to the countryside.
If road to the south border of the site requires improvements then this site could provide
potential to improve the local highway.

NA
NA

NA

The site is not suitable for wind generation as it is within 400m of existing homes.
• Biomass Sensitivity (Landscape) – 3 (of 1 – 5, 5 being most sensitive)
• Biomass resource:
• Miscanthus 14 – 16 (dte/y/ha) – Medium
• Semi Natural Woodland (<15%)
Current use – green field

The site is within a pocket of land which does not relate to the countryside beyond.

There are mature hedgerows on the borders of the site which may contain important habitats
for wildlife.

No, the site is not immediately adjacent the existing built up area of Plymouth and is detached
from existing areas.

character / identity or with potential safety /
security issues?
Does the site provide potential to enhance the
public realm or provide new or improved public
spaces (including formal and informal recreation
pitches)?
Does the site provide potential to achieve a better
mix or range of different house types and tenures?
A prosperous community with a healthy and
diverse economy
Does the site provide potential for local people to
walk to local employment?
Is the site attractive to potential employers?

No, the site is not immediately adjacent the existing built up area of Plymouth and is detached
from existing areas.

NA

There are no surrounding residential areas that would provide the potential for local people to
walk to local employment.
The site is adjacent an existing employment area and situated on the Tavistock Road, which
could be attractive to potential employers for B1c, B2 or B8 uses.
The site is unlikely to provide potential to enhance the range of local businesses. It is more
likely to provide more of the same and is more suitable for B1c, B2 or B8 uses.

Does the site provide potential to enhance the
range of local businesses (variety)?

Deliverability
Availability key
Available and no ownership constraints
Potentially available but constraints which may be overcome
Not available or insurmountable ownership constraints
Achievability key
High value area and no major abnormal costs
Medium value area with major abnormal costs which may
affect viability
Low value area and/or abnormal costs which make
development likely to be unviable

Criteria
Availability
Is the site controlled by a developer who has
expressed an intention to develop, or by a land
owner who has expressed an intention to sell?

Rating

Comments
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - The agent confirms that the site is available for residential
development, and that there are no legal or ownership problems which could limit
development.
Employment?

Are there are any legal or ownership problems,
such as multiple ownerships, ransom strips,
tenancies or operational requirements of
landowners which may affect the availability of the
site?
Achievability
Is the area attractive for market investment? e.g.
high - low value sales area

Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - Site is detached from existing residential areas but the panel
concluded housing would be delivered if the site were to be granted a consent.
Employment?

Are there likely to be any major abnormal costs
which may affect the ability of the site to be
developed? (e.g. major infrastructure,
contamination remediation, flood alleviation,
highway/drainage improvements, S.106 package).

Conclusion
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - Yield - 58 dwellings in 6-10 year period. Site is near to an AONB.

Site ref

Site Address

Neighbourhood

30_007

Field East of Roborough Farm

30. Widewell

Local Authority

SHLAA Status

Site Area (ha)

South Hams

Deliverable sites, constrained by policy

1.18

Description of site
A small rectangular grass field located directly north of Tamerton Road, between the entrance to Roborough House and Roborough Farm, with an older
house located in a raised location just beyond the northern boundary. It is detached from the built up residential area of Plymouth and surrounded mainly by
fields.

Planning history
The site is outside, and actually detached, from the Plymouth development boundary and in South Hams district. South Hams SHLAA ref no 04_10_08.
SHLAA Panel concluded" Some sustainable considerations in terms of sustainable communities" Yield 46 dwellings in years 6 - 10. Site is near to an AONB.

SHLAA - Conclusion
The site is located outside of the urban area, in South Hams. Although the Panel considered that this site could have the potential to deliver residential
development in principle, as part of a wider site, it is currently outside (and detached from) the development boundary and would contravene current planning
policy. Therefore, the constrained yield is currently considered to be zero. This may be reconsidered through the Urban Fringe DPD and any changes in
status should be reported in future revisions of the SHLAA.

SHLAA – Constraints to be overcome prior to development

The site is not within the Plymouth administrative boundary. It is within the South Hams. The site will need to be reassessed as part of the work being
undertaken for the Plymouth Urban Fringe DPD, which could potential enable the site come forward for residential development.

SHLAA – Alternative uses which the site maybe be suitable for
Site is divorced from the existing urban area and need to be considered along with others as part of the Urban Fringe DPD.

SHLAA unconstrained yield = 46 units (2014-2019)

Criteria
A well connected community
Is the site accessible by walking to a bus service?
Is the site accessible by walking to a bus station?
Is the site accessible by walking to a railway
station?
Is the site accessible by cycling to a railway
station?
What kind of access does the site have to the local
highway network?
Are there any major transport infrastructure deficits
affecting this site which need to be overcome?
A community with thriving mixed uses and
appropriate and accessible services
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to a
local centre?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to a
primary school?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to an
employment area?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to
health facilities?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to an
open space?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to
other community facilities?
Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - utilities
Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - schools

Rating

Comments
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - Site is divorced from the existing urban area.
The site is between 5-10 minutes walk of a bus stop.

Good

The site is over 10 minutes walk from neighbourhood centre in Glenholt.
The closest primary school is in Widewell and is over a 10 minute walk from the site.
The closest employment area, Broadley Industrial Estate, and is within 5 minutes walk of the
site.
The closest health facility is in Woolwell and is well over a 10 minute walk from the site.
The site is over 10 minutes walk from public open space (area 71).

????
In Sept 2011 Plymouth schools will be over the maximum, and by 2013 there will be a need
for approx 550 extra places across the city. There is no capacity within the adjacent primary
schools to expand existing facilities. Therefore this development (or elsewhere) would need
to provide additional school places for any new housing and the growing required places in
existing areas within Plymouth.

Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - health
facilities

A neighbourhood that respects and capitalises
on its environment
Designations
Does the site contain best and most versatile
agricultural land?
Is the site within or immediately adjacent to a
nationally protected landscape?
Does the site contain known mineral resources?
Physical constraints
Is the site at risk of flooding?
Does the site contain unstable and/or
contaminated land?
What is the topography of the site? Does it contain
steep slopes?
Potential impacts
Would development on this site have an adverse
landscape and/or visual impact?
Would development on this site have an adverse
landscape and/or visual impact?

There would be a major deficit which would need to be overcome, after accounting for the
population increase across the whole Central and North East Primary Care Capacity area.
Also, any spare capacity within existing areas would not be within walking distance of this
site.

Grade 3. (No data is available to distinguish this piece of land between Grade 3a and 3b.)
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - The site is adjacent to an AONB, but it is not visible from the
AONB.

The site slopes gently down to the road on the southern side of the site.

The site is adjacent to an AONB.
CE - Woodland forms the backdrop and western edge providing an attractive setting to the
house; the field in front contributes to this setting and provides a foreground in views of the
woodland when seen approaching from the east. Although this setting is likely to be altered
substantially if development were to occur in site 30-008 opposite (see below), the site
together with land to the east should, on balance, probably be retained undeveloped to retain
the immediate landscape setting of woodland and trees which surround Roborough House.
In landscape terms, this site would not present the best location for employment
development.

Would development on this site cause the
coalescence of distinctly separate communities?
Would development on this site adversely affect
biodiversity or protected species?
Would development on this site have an adverse
effect on the historic environment and cultural
heritage?
Would development on this site have an adverse
effect on air quality?
Are there any other existing local adverse
environmental health factors? (noise, smell,

There are mature hedgerows on the borders of the site which may contain important habitats
for wildlife.

There are no AQMAs in the location, therefore air quality is unknown.
There are no known local adverse environmental health factors. There is the potential for
noise from lorries coming and going from the employment area to the south.

disturbance, etc.)

Place shaping opportunities
General rating key
Good opportunities
Possible opportunities but not certain or limited
No opportunities and/or potential negative impacts
This should be completed having regard to the Sustainable Neighbourhood Assessments (SNAs) carried out for the neighbourhoods in the vicinity of the site.
Criteria
A well connected community
Does the site provide potential to enhance street
networks and address topography to improve the
likelihood of cycling and walking in the area?
Does the site provide potential to enhance street
networks and/or enhance catchment populations
to support the provision/improvement of public
transport services?
Does the site provide potential to improve
accessibility by walking, cycling or by public
transport to adjacent neighbourhoods or district or
city centre?
Does the site provide potential to improve
accessibility to the countryside by walking, cycling
or horseback?
Does the site provide potential to improve the local
highway network?
A community with thriving mixed uses and
appropriate and accessible services
Does the site provide opportunities whilst requiring
only limited additional infrastructure?
Does the site provide potential to provide specific
local services and facilities identified as lacking in
the local neighbourhood?
Does the site provide potential to support existing
services by enhancing the catchment population?
A neighbourhood that respects and capitalises
on its environment

Rating

Comments
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - Site is divorced from the existing urban area.
The site is too detached from the existing built up area of Plymouth.

The site is too far from the existing residential areas of Plymouth and there are no bus stops
within easy walking distance of the site.

The site does not connect existing neighbourhoods to other existing neighbourhoods, districts
or city centre. Therefore there is no potential to improve accessibility to other built up areas.

Developing the site would reduce the amount of green space surrounding existing residential
areas. The site is detached from any other existing built up area of Plymouth and would
therefore not provide improved access to the countryside.
If road to the south border of the site requires improvements then this site could provide
potential to improve the local highway.

NA
NA

NA

Do the physical characteristics of the site offer
opportunities for additional energy efficiency or
energy generation?

Does the site provide potential for the reuse of
previously developed land?
Does the site provide potential to maximise the
efficient use of underperforming or underused land
or vacant buildings?
Does the site provide potential to improve the
appearance of the urban edge and the relationship
with the natural environment and countryside
beyond?
Does the site provide potential to improve
biodiversity or enhance the habitats of protected
species?
An attractive and safe neighbourhood with well
designed buildings and spaces
Does the site provide potential to enhance areas
identified as being of poor quality or lacking in
character / identity or with potential safety /
security issues?
Does the site provide potential to enhance the
public realm or provide new or improved public
spaces (including formal and informal recreation
pitches)?
Does the site provide potential to achieve a better
mix or range of different house types and tenures?
A prosperous community with a healthy and
diverse economy
Does the site provide potential for local people to
walk to local employment?
Is the site attractive to potential employers?
Does the site provide potential to enhance the
range of local businesses (variety)?

Deliverability
Availability key

The site is not suitable for wind generation as it is within 400m of existing homes.
• Biomass Sensitivity (Landscape) – 3 (of 1 – 5, 5 being most sensitive)
• Biomass resource:
• Miscanthus 14 – 16 (dte/y/ha) – Medium
• Semi Natural Woodland (<15%)
Current use – green field

The site is within a pocket of land which does not relate to the countryside beyond.

There are mature hedgerows on the borders of the site which may contain important habitats
for wildlife.

No, the site is not immediately adjacent an existing neighbourhood in Plymouth.

No, the site is not immediately adjacent the existing built up area of Plymouth and is detached
from existing areas.

NA

There are no surrounding residential areas that would provide the potential for local people to
walk to local employment.
The site is close to an existing employment area and situated on the Tavistock Road, which
could be attractive to potential employers for B1c, B2 or B8 uses.
The site is unlikely to provide potential to enhance the range of local businesses. It is more
likely to provide more of the same and is more suitable for B1c, B2 or B8 uses.

Available and no ownership constraints
Potentially available but constraints which may be overcome
Not available or insurmountable ownership constraints
Achievability key
High value area and no major abnormal costs
Medium value area with major abnormal costs which may
affect viability
Low value area and/or abnormal costs which make
development likely to be unviable

Criteria
Availability
Is the site controlled by a developer who has
expressed an intention to develop, or by a land
owner who has expressed an intention to sell?

Rating

Comments
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - The agent confirms that the site is available for development, and
that there are no legal or ownership problems which could limit development.
Employment?

Are there are any legal or ownership problems,
such as multiple ownerships, ransom strips,
tenancies or operational requirements of
landowners which may affect the availability of the
site?
Achievability
Is the area attractive for market investment? e.g.
high - low value sales area

Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - Some sustainable considerations in terms of sustainable
communities. Site is detached from existing residential areas but in principle a developer
would deliver housing on the site.
Employment?

Are there likely to be any major abnormal costs
which may affect the ability of the site to be
developed? (e.g. major infrastructure,
contamination remediation, flood alleviation,
highway/drainage improvements, S.106 package).

Conclusion
The site is not close to any existing residential areas or local services, although there is a bus stop within walking distance of the site. The site is adjacent to
an AONB. The site should probably be retained undeveloped to retain the immediate landscape setting of woodland and trees which surround Roborough

House. In landscape terms, this site would not present the best location for employment development.

Site ref

Site Address

Neighbourhood

30_008

Valley Field East of Broadley Ind. Pk, Roborough

30. Widewell

Local Authority

SHLAA Status

Site Area (ha)

South Hams

Deliverable sites, constrained by policy

3.88

Description of site
The site comprises three small sloping pasture fields located directly east of the existing estate access road and south of Tamerton Road. The land forms the
head of the Tamerton valley where a belt of woodland (a County Wildlife Site) defines the head of the small watercourse. It is adjacent an employment area of
warehouses. Access is good from the existing Broadley Park Road.

Planning history
The site is outside, and actually detached, from the Plymouth development boundary and in South Hams district. South Hams SHLAA ref no 04_07_08.
SHLAA Panel concluded" Highway Agency: Impacts on A38 Manadon Junction (already at capacity) - limited improvements possible. Requires step change
in public transport provision to remove existing trips on network also. Topographical constraints limit yield. Power lines across site. Watercourse flows across
site." Yield 100 in years 6 - 10. The eastern border follows the flood zone. Site is near to an AONB.

SHLAA - Conclusion
The site is located outside of the urban area, in South Hams. Although the Panel considered that this site could have the potential to deliver residential
development in principle, as part of a wider site, it is currently outside (and detached from) the development boundary and would contravene current planning
policy. Therefore, the constrained yield is currently considered to be zero. This may be reconsidered through the Urban Fringe DPD and any changes in
status should be reported in future revisions of the SHLAA.

SHLAA – Constraints to be overcome prior to development
The site is not within the Plymouth administrative boundary. It is within the South Hams. Other constraints that would need to be overcome include transport
issues, topography, there are power lines on site and a watercourse which flows across the site. The site will need to be reassessed as part of the work
being undertaken for the Plymouth Urban Fringe DPD, which could potential enable the site come forward for residential development.

SHLAA – Alternative uses which the site maybe be suitable for
Site is divorced from the existing urban area and need to be considered along with others as part of the Urban Fringe DPD.

SHLAA unconstrained yield = 100 units (2014-2019)
Criteria
A well connected community
Is the site accessible by walking to a bus service?
Is the site accessible by walking to a bus station?
Is the site accessible by walking to a railway
station?
Is the site accessible by cycling to a railway
station?

Rating

Comments
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - This site is unsuitable for residential development as it is detached
from the built up area of Plymouth
The site is between 5-10 minutes walk of a bus stop.

What kind of access does the site have to the local
highway network?
Are there any major transport infrastructure deficits
affecting this site which need to be overcome?

A community with thriving mixed uses and
appropriate and accessible services
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to a
local centre?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to a
primary school?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to an
employment area?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to
health facilities?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to an
open space?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to
other community facilities?
Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - utilities
Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - schools

Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - health
facilities
A neighbourhood that respects and capitalises
on its environment
Designations
Does the site contain best and most versatile
agricultural land?
Is the site within or immediately adjacent to a
nationally protected landscape?
Does the site contain known mineral resources?
Physical constraints
Is the site at risk of flooding?

Good
South Hams SHLAA Panel concluded and confirmed by Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - Highway
Agency: Impacts on A38 Manadon Junction (already at capacity) - limited improvements
possible. Requires step change in public transport provision to remove existing trips on
network also.

The site is over 10 minutes walk from neighbourhood centre in Glenholt.
The closest primary school is in Widewell and is well over a 10 minute walk from the site.
The site is adjacent an employment area, Broadley Industrial Estate, which is outside the
Plymouth boundary.
The closest health facility is in Woolwell and is well over a 10 minute walk from the site.
The site is over 10 minutes walk from public open space (area 71).

????
In Sept 2011 Plymouth schools will be over the maximum, and by 2013 there will be a need
for approx 550 extra places across the city. There is no capacity within the adjacent primary
schools to expand existing facilities. Therefore this development (or elsewhere) would need
to provide additional school places for any new housing and the growing required places in
existing areas within Plymouth.
There would be a major deficit which would need to be overcome, after accounting for the
population increase across the whole Central and North East Primary Care Capacity area.
Also, any spare capacity within existing areas would not be within walking distance of this
site.

Grade 3. (No data is available to distinguish this piece of land between Grade 3a and 3b.)

Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - A watercourse which flows across the site. The eastern border
follows the flood zone.

Does the site contain unstable and/or
contaminated land?
What is the topography of the site? Does it contain
steep slopes?

No known history of unstable or contaminated land
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - Topographical constraints limit yield.
The site slopes from the road down to the watercourse, which would constrain employment
proposals.

Potential impacts
Would development on this site have an adverse
landscape and/or visual impact?
Would development on this site have an adverse
landscape and/or visual impact?

There would be no adverse visual impact on the landscape character.
CE - The landform around the site forms a discrete bowl within the landscape, reinforced with
woodland, tree belts and trees which provide a strong structure and further enclosure from
the wider area such that the site is discrete. The site falls directly within the visual envelope of
the existing estate development and a high voltage electricity line crosses the area.
There is an opportunity to accommodate development in this location although an extension
to the existing industrial estate is probably the most appropriate use. The landform suggests
that development should be of smaller scale higher quality units that could be more
responsive to the sloping landform, and respect and reinforce the existing green infrastructure
with significant levels of planting (which is lacking in the existing estate). The relationship of
development to trees and the watercourse will be key constraints and are likely to reduce the
area that may be suitable for development.
In landscape terms, this site would present the best location for employment development.

Would development on this site cause the
coalescence of distinctly separate communities?
Would development on this site adversely affect
biodiversity or protected species?
Would development on this site have an adverse
effect on the historic environment and cultural
heritage?
Would development on this site have an adverse
effect on air quality?
Are there any other existing local adverse
environmental health factors? (noise, smell,
disturbance, etc.)

Place shaping opportunities
General rating key

There are mature hedgerows on site and a watercourse at the bottom of the slope to the east
of the site, which may contain important habitats for wildlife. There is an area of Ancient
Woodland close to the site to the south.

There are no AQMAs in the location, therefore air quality is unknown.
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) – There are power lines crossing the site.

Good opportunities
Possible opportunities but not certain or limited
No opportunities and/or potential negative impacts
This should be completed having regard to the Sustainable Neighbourhood Assessments (SNAs) carried out for the neighbourhoods in the vicinity of the site.
Criteria
A well connected community
Does the site provide potential to enhance street
networks and address topography to improve the
likelihood of cycling and walking in the area?
Does the site provide potential to enhance street
networks and/or enhance catchment populations
to support the provision/improvement of public
transport services?
Does the site provide potential to improve
accessibility by walking, cycling or by public
transport to adjacent neighbourhoods or district or
city centre?
Does the site provide potential to improve
accessibility to the countryside by walking, cycling
or horseback?
Does the site provide potential to improve the local
highway network?
A community with thriving mixed uses and
appropriate and accessible services
Does the site provide opportunities whilst requiring
only limited additional infrastructure?
Does the site provide potential to provide specific
local services and facilities identified as lacking in
the local neighbourhood?
Does the site provide potential to support existing
services by enhancing the catchment population?
A neighbourhood that respects and capitalises
on its environment
Do the physical characteristics of the site offer
opportunities for additional energy efficiency or
energy generation?

Does the site provide potential for the reuse of

Rating

Comments
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - This site is unsuitable for residential development as it is detached
from the built up area of Plymouth
The site is too detached from the existing neighbourhoods of Plymouth.

The site is too far from the existing residential areas of Plymouth and there are no bus stops
within easy walking distance of the site.

The site does not connect existing neighbourhoods to other existing neighbourhoods, districts
or city centre. Therefore there is no potential to improve accessibility to other built up areas.

Developing the site would reduce the amount of green space surrounding existing residential
areas. The site is detached from any other existing built up area of Plymouth and would
therefore not provide improved access to the countryside.
If road to the north border of the site requires improvements then this site could provide
potential to improve the local highway.

NA
NA

NA

The site is not suitable for wind generation as it is within 400m of existing homes.
• Biomass Sensitivity (Landscape) – 3 (of 1 – 5, 5 being most sensitive)
• Biomass resource:
• Miscanthus 14 – 16 (dte/y/ha) – Medium
• Semi Natural Woodland (<15%)
Current use – green field

previously developed land?
Does the site provide potential to maximise the
efficient use of underperforming or underused land
or vacant buildings?
Does the site provide potential to improve the
appearance of the urban edge and the relationship
with the natural environment and countryside
beyond?
Does the site provide potential to improve
biodiversity or enhance the habitats of protected
species?
An attractive and safe neighbourhood with well
designed buildings and spaces
Does the site provide potential to enhance areas
identified as being of poor quality or lacking in
character / identity or with potential safety /
security issues?
Does the site provide potential to enhance the
public realm or provide new or improved public
spaces (including formal and informal recreation
pitches)?
Does the site provide potential to achieve a better
mix or range of different house types and tenures?
A prosperous community with a healthy and
diverse economy
Does the site provide potential for local people to
walk to local employment?
Is the site attractive to potential employers?

Does the site provide potential to enhance the
range of local businesses (variety)?

No, the site is situated on the city side of an employment site and not adjacent the open
countryside.

There are mature hedgerows on site and a watercourse at the bottom of the slope to the east
of the site, which may contain important habitats for wildlife. There is an area of Ancient
Woodland close to the site to the south.

No, the site is not immediately adjacent the existing built up area of Plymouth and is detached
from existing neighbourhoods.

No, the site is not immediately adjacent the existing built up area of Plymouth and is detached
from existing areas, therefore would not provide pubic spaces for existing populations.

NA

There are no surrounding residential areas that would provide the potential for local people to
walk to local employment.
The site is adjacent an existing employment area and situated on the Tavistock Road, which
could be attractive to potential employers for B1c, B2 or B8 uses. This site is potentially in a
more attractive and prominent position for future employers, although there may be
constraints relating to flooding, the power lines and topography.
The site is unlikely to provide potential to enhance the range of local businesses. It is more
likely to provide more of the same and is more suitable for B1c, B2 or B8 uses.

Deliverability
Availability key
Available and no ownership constraints
Potentially available but constraints which may be overcome
Not available or insurmountable ownership constraints

Achievability key
High value area and no major abnormal costs
Medium value area with major abnormal costs which may
affect viability
Low value area and/or abnormal costs which make
development likely to be unviable

Criteria
Availability
Is the site controlled by a developer who has
expressed an intention to develop, or by a land
owner who has expressed an intention to sell?

Rating

Comments
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - The agent confirms that the site is available for development, and
that there are no legal or ownership problems which could limit development.
Employment?

Are there are any legal or ownership problems,
such as multiple ownerships, ransom strips,
tenancies or operational requirements of
landowners which may affect the availability of the
site?
Achievability
Is the area attractive for market investment? e.g.
high - low value sales area
Are there likely to be any major abnormal costs
which may affect the ability of the site to be
developed? (e.g. major infrastructure,
contamination remediation, flood alleviation,
highway/drainage improvements, S.106 package).

Employment?
Employment?
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - Panel concluded with the South Hams Panel; Highway Agency:
Impacts on A38 Manadon Junction (already at capacity) - limited improvements possible.
Requires step change in public transport provision to remove existing trips on network also.
Topographical constraints limit yield. Power lines across site. Watercourse flows across site.

Conclusion
The site is not close to any existing residential areas or local services, although there is a bus stop within walking distance of the site. A watercourse which
flows across the site. The eastern border follows the flood zone. The landform around the site forms a discrete bowl within the landscape, reinforced with
woodland, tree belts and trees which provide a strong structure and further enclosure from the wider area such that the site is discrete. The site falls directly
within the visual envelope of the existing estate development and a high voltage electricity line crosses the area. In landscape terms, this site would present
the best location for employment development. There is an opportunity to accommodate development in this location although an extension to the existing
industrial estate is probably the most appropriate use.

Site ref

Site Address

Neighbourhood

30_009

Field North of Roborough Farm

30. Widewell

Local Authority

SHLAA Status

Site Area (ha)

South Hams

Deliverable sites, constrained by policy

2.59

Description of site
The site is a field which has a very narrow access via a lane. It is surrounded by fields, woodland and Roborough Farm is located to the south.

Planning history
The site is outside, and actually detached, from the Plymouth development boundary and in South Hams district. South Hams SHLAA ref no 04_09_08.
SHLAA Panel concluded "Highway Agency: Impacts on A38 Manadon Junction (already at capacity) - limited improvements possible. Requires stepped
change in public transport provision to remove existing trips on the network also. Requires development of 04_08_08 for access. Some sustainable
considerations in terms of sustainable communities" Yield of 104 dwellings in 11 to 15 year period "

SHLAA - Conclusion
This site could have the potential to deliver residential development in principle, as part of a wider site. However, it is currently outside (and detached from)
the development boundary and would contravene current planning policy.

SHLAA – Constraints to be overcome prior to development
The site is not within the Plymouth administrative boundary. It is within the South Hams. The site will need to be reassessed as part of the work being
undertaken for the Plymouth Urban Fringe DPD, which could potential enable the site come forward for residential development.

SHLAA – Alternative uses which the site maybe be suitable for
Site is divorced from the existing urban area and need to be considered along with others as part of the Urban Fringe DPD.

SHLAA unconstrained yield = 104 units (2014-2019)
Criteria
A well connected community
Is the site accessible by walking to a bus service?
Is the site accessible by walking to a bus station?
Is the site accessible by walking to a railway
station?
Is the site accessible by cycling to a railway
station?
What kind of access does the site have to the local
highway network?
Are there any major transport infrastructure deficits
affecting this site which need to be overcome?

Rating

Comments
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - This site is unsuitable for residential development as it is detached
from the built up area of Plymouth
The site is over 10 minutes walk of a bus stop.

No, the site is set back from the local highway separated by a green field and access via a
narrow lane.
The site does not have access to the local highway network. It would have to come forward
with SHLAA site 30_006.
The site is a field which has a very narrow access via a lane. South Hams SHLAA Panel
concluded and confirmed by Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - Highway Agency: Impacts on A38
Manadon Junction (already at capacity) - limited improvements possible. Requires stepped
change in public transport provision to remove existing trips on the network also. Requires

development of 04_08_08 for access.
A community with thriving mixed uses and
appropriate and accessible services
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to a
local centre?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to a
primary school?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to an
employment area?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to
health facilities?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to an
open space?
Is the site accessible by walking and cycling to
other community facilities?
Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - utilities
Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - schools

Are there any major infrastructure deficits affecting
this site which need to be overcome - health
facilities
A neighbourhood that respects and capitalises
on its environment
Designations
Does the site contain best and most versatile
agricultural land?
Is the site within or immediately adjacent to a
nationally protected landscape?
Does the site contain known mineral resources?
Physical constraints
Is the site at risk of flooding?
Does the site contain unstable and/or
contaminated land?
What is the topography of the site? Does it contain
steep slopes?
Potential impacts
Would development on this site have an adverse

The site is over 10 minutes walk from neighbourhood centre in Glenholt.
The closest primary school is in Widewell and is well over a 10 minute walk from the site.
The closest employment area, Broadley Industrial Estate, is adjacent the eastern of the site
outside the Plymouth boundary.
The closest health facility is in Woolwell and is well over a 10 minute walk from the site.
The site is over 10 minutes walk from public open space (area 71).

????
In Sept 2011 Plymouth schools will be over the maximum, and by 2013 there will be a need
for approx 550 extra places across the city. There is no capacity within the adjacent primary
schools to expand existing facilities. Therefore this development (or elsewhere) would need
to provide additional school places for any new housing and the growing required places in
existing areas within Plymouth.
There would be a major deficit which would need to be overcome, after accounting for the
population increase across the whole Central and North East Primary Care Capacity area.
Also, any spare capacity within existing areas would not be within walking distance of this
site.

Grade 3. (No data is available to distinguish this piece of land between Grade 3a and 3b.)
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - The site is adjacent to an AONB, but not visible from the AONB as
it is separated by high trees and hedgerows.

The site is Greenfield and unlikely to be contaminated.
The site slopes gently

landscape and/or visual impact?
Would development on this site have an adverse
landscape and/or visual impact?

CE - contained on the northern and eastern side by woodland, and by a wide maturing tree
belt on the west boundary (beyond which lies a house) which, for the most part, forms the
edge of the Tamar AONB extending away to the west. The AONB is separated from the
northern boundary of the site by the woodland which lies west of Roborough House (the
environs of which appear to be used as a Parcel Force depot). The land rises gently to the
north forming part of the broad ridge which extends through Broadley Park to the south into
the southern tip of Dartmoor.
The scale and containment provided by the woodland means that these sites may be able to
accommodate well designed development without wider harm, although the scale of
development (in terms of height and massing) will need careful consideration along the
western edge where further reinforcement of the tree belt may be appropriate. The
containment provided by the woodland the north would prevent any inter-visibility with the
AONB and National Park beyond. Residential development may be a suitable use particularly
given the separation between this area and development within Broadley Park opposite which
is well set back from the road, and reasonably well screened by trees.
In landscape terms, this site would not present the best location for employment
development.

Would development on this site cause the
coalescence of distinctly separate communities?
Would development on this site adversely affect
biodiversity or protected species?

Would development on this site have an adverse
effect on the historic environment and cultural
heritage?
Would development on this site have an adverse
effect on air quality?
Are there any other existing local adverse
environmental health factors? (noise, smell,
disturbance, etc.)

Place shaping opportunities
General rating key

There are mature hedgerows on the borders of the site which may contain important habitats
for wildlife.
• Biomass Sensitivity (Landscape) – 3 (of 1 – 5, 5 being most sensitive)
• Biomass resource:
• Miscanthus 14 – 16 (dte/y/ha) – Medium
• Semi Natural Woodland (<15%)

There are no AQMAs in the location, therefore air quality is unknown.
There are no known local adverse environmental health factors. There is the potential for
noise from lorries coming and going from the employment area to the south.

Good opportunities
Possible opportunities but not certain or limited
No opportunities and/or potential negative impacts
This should be completed having regard to the Sustainable Neighbourhood Assessments (SNAs) carried out for the neighbourhoods in the vicinity of the site.
Criteria
A well connected community
Does the site provide potential to enhance street
networks and address topography to improve the
likelihood of cycling and walking in the area?
Does the site provide potential to enhance street
networks and/or enhance catchment populations
to support the provision/improvement of public
transport services?
Does the site provide potential to improve
accessibility by walking, cycling or by public
transport to adjacent neighbourhoods or district or
city centre?
Does the site provide potential to improve
accessibility to the countryside by walking, cycling
or horseback?
Does the site provide potential to improve the local
highway network?
A community with thriving mixed uses and
appropriate and accessible services
Does the site provide opportunities whilst requiring
only limited additional infrastructure?
Does the site provide potential to provide specific
local services and facilities identified as lacking in
the local neighbourhood?
Does the site provide potential to support existing
services by enhancing the catchment population?
A neighbourhood that respects and capitalises
on its environment
Do the physical characteristics of the site offer
opportunities for additional energy efficiency or
energy generation?
Does the site provide potential for the reuse of
previously developed land?
Does the site provide potential to maximise the

Rating

Comments
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - This site is unsuitable for residential development as it is detached
from the built up area of Plymouth
The site is too detached from the existing built up area of Plymouth.

The site is too far from the existing residential areas of Plymouth and there are no bus stops
within easy walking distance of the site.

The site does not connect existing neighbourhoods to other existing neighbourhoods, districts
or city centre. Therefore there is no potential to improve accessibility to other built up areas.

Developing the site would reduce the amount of green space surrounding existing residential
areas. The site is detached from any other existing built up area of Plymouth and would
therefore not provide improved access to the countryside.

NA
NA

NA

The site is not suitable for wind generation as it is within 400m of existing homes.

Current use – green field

efficient use of underperforming or underused land
or vacant buildings?
Does the site provide potential to improve the
appearance of the urban edge and the relationship
with the natural environment and countryside
beyond?
Does the site provide potential to improve
biodiversity or enhance the habitats of protected
species?
An attractive and safe neighbourhood with well
designed buildings and spaces
Does the site provide potential to enhance areas
identified as being of poor quality or lacking in
character / identity or with potential safety /
security issues?
Does the site provide potential to enhance the
public realm or provide new or improved public
spaces (including formal and informal recreation
pitches)?
Does the site provide potential to achieve a better
mix or range of different house types and tenures?
A prosperous community with a healthy and
diverse economy
Does the site provide potential for local people to
walk to local employment?
Is the site attractive to potential employers?

Does the site provide potential to enhance the
range of local businesses (variety)?

The site is within a pocket of land which does not relate to the countryside beyond.

There are mature hedgerows on the borders of the site which may contain important habitats
for wildlife.

No, the site is not immediately adjacent the existing built up area of Plymouth and is detached
from existing areas.

No, the site is not immediately adjacent the existing built up area of Plymouth and is detached
from existing areas.

NA

There are no surrounding residential areas that would provide the potential for local people to
walk to local employment.
The site is close to an existing employment area and situated on the Tavistock Road, which
could be attractive to potential employers for B1c, B2 or B8 uses. However, the site has poor
access which would make the site unattractive to potential employers, unless it came forward
with the adjoining site 30_006.
The site is unlikely to provide potential to enhance the range of local businesses. It is more
likely to provide more of the same and is more suitable for B1c, B2 or B8 uses.

Deliverability
Availability key
Available and no ownership constraints
Potentially available but constraints which may be overcome
Not available or insurmountable ownership constraints
Achievability key

High value area and no major abnormal costs
Medium value area with major abnormal costs which may
affect viability
Low value area and/or abnormal costs which make
development likely to be unviable

Criteria
Availability
Is the site controlled by a developer who has
expressed an intention to develop, or by a land
owner who has expressed an intention to sell?

Rating

Comments
Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - The agent confirms that the site is available for development, and
that there are no legal or ownership problems which could limit development.
Employment?

Are there are any legal or ownership problems,
such as multiple ownerships, ransom strips,
tenancies or operational requirements of
landowners which may affect the availability of the
site?
Achievability
Is the area attractive for market investment? e.g.
high - low value sales area

Plymouth SHLAA (2009) - Site is detached from existing residential areas but the Panel
concluded would be attractive to the market and housing delivered if it were granted consent.
Employment?

Are there likely to be any major abnormal costs
which may affect the ability of the site to be
developed? (e.g. major infrastructure,
contamination remediation, flood alleviation,
highway/drainage improvements, S.106 package).

Conclusion
The site is not suitable for employment development due to it’s proximity to the AONB and National Park beyond, and in landscape terms would be more
suitable to small scale development, such as residential. However, the site is not close to any existing residential areas, local services or bus stop. It also has
no local highway access, and could only come forward with site 30_006. In landscape terms, this site would not present the best location for employment
development.

